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Star Trek
Adventures:
Fathomless
“This nebula conceals fathomless
secrets and wonders, but beware: you do
not come away from it unchanged.”

Dedication
We dedicate this campaign to the memory of Walter
Milani-Müller, author of Episode Three, Twilight Season. Walter
passed away during the course of this project. We pass onto
you his words and vision. The Federation starship in the
illustrations is the U.S.S. Persephone NX-63109, an original
starship class designed by Walter.

Introduction
Community Campaigns
The Star Trek Community Campaigns team is a virtual
‘writer’s room’ of Star Trek Adventures fans who band together
as fans and volunteers to create seasons of linked campaign
adventures for use with Modiphius’s Star Trek Adventures RPG.
Fathomless is the first campaign for the Star Trek
Community Campaigns, based on an arc by Tony Pi. Designed
to be era-adaptable, you can adapt the campaign for use with
any era.

Campaign Overview

main topics are: Cryptic Matter; The Cavna; and The
Fathomless. Each individual episode will refer to concepts in
the Campaign Guide. The Episode Guide lays out the order that
the adventures should be played in. The arc is designed so that
you may add in other missions, should you wish to extend the
length of the campaign. We have included bonus material for
this purpose, including stats for the U.S.S. Persephone as a
possible starship for this campaign. We also have a FAQ to
help you with integrating this campaign into specific eras, as
well as answering common questions that might come up.

Episode Guide
There are ten linked missions in two arcs, to be played in the
order presented.

First Arc
Episode 1

Pieces of Eight
Scott and Karen Macek

15

Episode 2

Enigmas and Variations
Andy Wixon

24

Episode 3

Twilight Season
Walter Milani-Müller

31

Episode 4

To Face The Darkness Your Heart Must Be
Pure
37
Benjamin Axelsson

Episode 5

What Shadows Obscure
Colin Wilson

47

Episode 6

Have Bait Will Travel
Michael Dismuke

55

Episode 7

The Fathomless
Miles Marker

62

Episode 8

Hidden Secrets
Miles Marker

66

The Weight of Decision
Al Spader

70

Dish Served Cold
Darrin Drader

76

Second Arc

Episode 9
Episode 10

The Magna Oscura Nebula is believed to be a drifting ‘cryptic
matter’ nebula, a substance hitherto unencountered. It is
rumored that whatever enters the nebula emerges
fundamentally changed. Only now has it reached the fringes of
Federation space. The Cavna, whose worlds are in the path of
the mysterious nebula, have long dreaded its arrival, and seek
allies to help them understand the threat the nebula poses.
Then there are the Fathomless, a coalition of aliens who have
followed the nebula for centuries. What do they know, and
what are they after?
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How To Run the Campaign
The gamemaster should read through the Campaign Guide
to get an overview of the setting and its key factions. The three
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Cryptic Matter
Overview
The Magna Oscura Nebula is the major mystery of the
Fathomless campaign arc. Composed of cryptic matter, it is
the home of the enigmatic Oscurans, and the Fathomless who
were changed by the Oscuran experiments.
This document summarizes the properties of the nebula, of
cryptic matter, and cryptic compounds that are dangerous
experiments by the Oscurans on cryptic matter and normal
matter.

The Nebula
Originating from beyond the galactic plane, the Magna
Oscura Nebula is emerging from restricted space and may be
approached for the first time. It is moving at 20% of lightspeed.
Many star systems are in its path, including the Cavna worlds.
Star systems and planets may temporarily resist the effects of
the nebula with their magnetic fields, but then are consumed or
changed by the effects of the nebula.
The nebula is a strange phenomenon on an unstoppable
course through the galaxy, and is akin to a force of nature.
Those in its path may only hope to get out of its way, or
somehow shelter from its devastating effects. But to do the
latter, they must research the properties of the nebula.
There is a safer, outer Enigma Zone to the nebula, where the
adventures take place. The depths of the nebula are initially
too dangerous to explore.

Phenomenon Severity
Like Stellar Phenomena, the class of the Magna Oscura
Nebula increases Difficulty overall. Episodes will refer to
Phenomenon Severity, to be tracked by the GM.
Complication range also increases for these systems and
departments: Engines, Sensors, Shields, Structure,
transporters.
The Enigma Zone of the Magna Oscura Nebula is a Class V
phenomenon (increasing Difficulty by 5, and Complication
range by 5). This makes the nebula extremely dangerous,
without further research. The minimum that this may be
reduced to is Class I.
Even with research, the depths of the nebula is always a
phenomenon 2 class higher than the class of the Enigma zone,
making it almost impossible to explore. Most of the action will
be in the Enigma Zone.
Some areas within the Enigma Zone are pockets of normal
space, exempt from the effects above (effectively Class Zero).
These pockets are rare.

Effects of Cryptic Matter Research
As cryptic matter becomes better understood through
research, the effective Class of the phenomenon may be
reduced in the following way:

At the end of an episode where research of cryptic matter is
possible and successful, lower the phenomenon Class by 1.
This reflects the adaptation of existing technology to cope
with the effects of the nebula. This may change only by one
level per episode.

Dangers of the Nebula
Additionally, there is a tangled effect that afflicts ships that
have never encountered the cryptic matter nebula before. The
tangled effect can cause psychological changes, and can also
send ships and objects into subspace (see Episode 2). The
tangled effect is only active while the Phenomenon Severity is
treated as Class V. Once engines have been reconfigured,
ships with such modifications may avoid the tangled effect.
Sometimes, turbulence within the nebula creates a
damaging shockwave that may also displace vessels. The size
of these are variable, and the GM may decide the strength and
damage rank of such a shockwave.

Cryptic Matter Properties
Cryptic matter is unique to this strange anomaly, and breaks
down if removed too far from the body of the nebula. Cryptic
matter likely does not originate in this dimension.
Attempts to scan cryptic matter or affect it will suffer the
same Difficulty and complication range increases as the
current Phenomenon Severity for the Enigma Zone (Class V at
start). This will include attempts to transport cryptic matter.
This can be thought of as a complication called ‘Cryptic Matter
Interference X’, with the level of interference as described
above.
In its unaltered state, cryptic matter reacts with normal
matter and antimatter, twisting them and destroying them. At
certain frequencies, cryptic matter will emit cryptic energy.
However, the Oscurans have been experimenting with
altered cryptic matter and merging them with normal matter
they come across. They have created a subclass of cryptic
matter called cryptic compounds (see below), which is more
stable.
W-particles and w-antiparticles are emitted in the presence
of cryptic matter, as cryptic matter folds space. W-particles
also fold space, preventing the use of communicators.
Some of the Fathomless have learned about cryptic matter
and its uses. These uses include weaponized use of cryptic
matter, cryptic compounds, w-particles, and cryptic energy.

Cryptic Compounds
Normal ‘unsupervised’ cryptic matter will annihilate normal
matter and antimatter. However, Oscurans have been altering
cryptic matter with their experiments to be more stable in the
presence of normal matter. These experiments generate
cryptic compounds, which have unpredictable properties.
Because each experiment by an Oscuran is different, cryptic
compounds often have different effects. See each episode for
unique properties of such cryptic compounds.
The Fathomless, for example, are remade into shells of such
cryptic compounds.
Other experiments have merged organic materials with
cryptic compounds, and can make strange fusions of
technology and biology (Episodes 3, 6).
One experiment, for example, created a crystalline cryptic
compound, which reacts with a gaseous cryptic compound
(Episode 3).
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The Cavna
Overview
The Cavna originate from an oceanic planet in a star system
designated by the Federation as Cavnus. Their homeworld and
colonies are in the path of the oncoming Magna Oscura
Nebula, and are in jeopardy. Cavna scientists have
long-detected their oncoming doom. A warp-capable culture,
they are new to space-travel and colonization, and not
everyone on their planet thinks they should explore space.
There are two related species of Cavna, one that is entirely
aquatic, and the other amphibious and bipedal. When first
encountered, their color-based language proves difficult to
decipher (Episode 1). If First Contact goes well, they will
request assistance to deal with the problem of the strange
nebula headed their way.

Biology
Both species are able to blend in with their surroundings.
They also both have eyes that allow for 360 degree vision, by
moving their eyes to different locations on their head. They
also have a tactile telepathic ability. They are able to hear, but
are visually-focused and therefore rely on vision for language.
The sea-dwelling Cavna came first, and appear similar to
octopi of Earth. Eight-limbed with tentacles, they have
chromatophores that allow them to change color, and that
forms the basis of their language. Their bodies are very
flexible, and afford a degree of protection from blows. They
may use all eight tentacles simultaneously for different
actions. (Attribute modifiers: +1 Control, +1 Insight, +1 Reason)

The amphibious Cavna arose in a salt marsh environment,
and evolved to take advantage of both land and water,
becoming quadrupedal, then bipedal. Mutations led to
translucent exoskeletons that still allow light to pass through
for communication, later amplified by technology. The
exoskeletons provide physical defense. (Attribute modifiers: +1
Daring, +1 Fitness, +1 Presence)
Both Cavna species have names for themselves, which will
be initially difficult to translate. See Names and Language
below.
One useful chemical compound called microdinium assists
the Cavna in their space expeditions. It acts as an agent for
keeping their vascular pressure at healthy levels. Microdinium
is found on a colony world (see Episode 4).

Names and Language
First Contact
The Cavna’s unique language will make the first meeting
with them difficult. At first (Episode 1), the Universal Translator
will not be able to handle the language. After some study, very
basic translations are possible through the computer, but it will
go for the most basic words and names.
It will initially call the sea-dwelling Cavna, Cavna Habilis, and
the land-dwelling Cavna, Cavna Erectus.
For names, it will attempt to translate light into random
sounds, like spoken language, making names like Shailu and
Ranir.

After Diplomacy
After Episode 1, diplomatic talks and discussions with
linguistics specialists will allow the refinement of the
translation matrix for the Cavna language of colors.
Alternative terms for the two Cavna species are possible at
this time. Allow the players to participate in the naming
process. Among the possibilities for aquatic/amphibious are:
H’Cavna / E’Cavna; or more colloquially, deepbound / drywalker.
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Names also become more refined after the linguistics
specialists confer. Rather than random sounds strung together,
the Cavna prefer names to be collections of colors and visual
cues, hyphenated together or in a poetic form.
The most common names follow a hyphenated format of
colors and sight-based elements, e.g. Red-Blue-Facets,
Twin-Suns-Black, White-Sea-Crashing.
Slightly less common are ‘old-fashioned’ names of purely
color-movement, e.g., Greenspots-Flash-Quickly-To-Mauve.
Red-Fade-Slowly-To-Yellow, Burgundy-Cycles-Hourly-To-Gray.
Other Cavna have names that are shorter with elements that
don’t easily translate to Federation Standard, such as
Gaj-Brightness, Sunset-Kaas, Two-Fires-Baal.
For ships, colors and visual cues are still the most common.
The dominant naming structure for Cavna military and
shipboard culture is poetic forms.
See the Random Ship Names table in the Appendix.

Government and Structure

Random Ship Names Table
1. Roll a Challenge Die to get the structure of the name.
Result

Structure

0

[Adjective] [Noun] of [Adjective] [Noun]

1

[Noun] of [Adjective] [Noun]

2

[Adjective] [Noun] with [Noun]

1e

[Adjective] and [Adjective]

2. Roll 1d20 for the Adjectives and Nouns. You can choose to
make the nouns plural or keep them singular.
1d20

Adjective

Noun

1

Red

Strobe

2

Fast

Face

3

Past

Focus

4

Orange

Flash

5

Slow

Body

6

Approaching

Image

7

Yellow

Pulse

8

Rapid

Reach

Technology

9

Uncertain

Shadow

10

Blue

Interval

The Cavna have a general level of technology that most
resembles the early twenty-second century. They became
warp-capable recently, with their most advanced ships able to
travel at the top speed of Warp 3. There were prototype ships
before these, and some intrepid Cavna even took prototype
ships to investigate the Magna Oscura Nebula against orders,
and were never heard from again.
Cavna ships are designed to accommodate both species of
Cavna, including aquatic and air adaptations. Their primary
shipboard weaponry is proto-phase cannons. Their sensor
systems are excellent, as the looming threat of the nebula has
pushed advances in that direction.
The Cavna have developed hand-held phaser technology.
These phasers are designed to be camouflaged and easily
hidden. Most technology and items that are worn have also
benefited from the Cavna’s genius at camouflage technology.

11

Cautious

Visage

12

Distant

Silhouette

13

Indigo

Swell

14

Intentional

Eye

15

Close

Movement

16

Violet

Spectrum

17

Supposed

Message

18

Respected

Gesture

Appendix

19

Colorless

Beam

20

Sudden

Combination

The Cavna government is a representational legislature
called the Cavna Assemblage. Colony worlds are not
represented in the Assemblage, only the homeworld regions.
Regions and colonies are directly overseen by governors,
usually career politicians after several terms in office at the
Assemblage.
They have encountered very few other warp-capable alien
species in their immediate vicinity, but have not had much
interactions with them, and cannot call any of them allies.
Military ranks are as follows (with equivalents):
● Ship Master (Captain)
● Commander
● Subcommander (Lieutenant Commander)
● Lieutenant
● Sublieutenant (Ensign)

Examples (made with truly random rolls)...
● Colorless Swell of Orange Reaches
● Supposed Pulses of Colorless Bodies
● Violet Intervals with Reach
● Gestures of Past Reach
● Distant Pulse of Orange Messages
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The Fathomless
Overview
The Fathomless follow the Magna Oscura Nebula in their
fleets. They are from many species.
Many are beings who survived the Magna Oscura Nebula,
but were changed by Oscurans experimenting with cryptic
matter. They are now intelligences housed within thin, hollow
shells made of cryptic compounds. Since cryptic compounds
cannot survive far beyond the nebula, they are bound to follow
it with their ships.
Others are aliens who have encountered the nebula and the
changed beings, but have not been changed by the nebula
itself. Some are curious about how the conversion process
works. They have theorized the existence of the Oscurans, but
have not been able to make contact as yet.
Together they are the Fathomless, and their motives towards
the nebula and the Oscurans are various: worship; scientific
curiosity; lust for power; revenge.

Biology
There are many species among the Fathomless. For those
that are not changed, the GM may invent species as needed.
However, a large majority have been changed by Oscuran
experiments. The following Trait summarizes the nature of
these changed beings.
Trait: Fathomless. For the true Fathomless, their bodies
have been converted into hollow shells of thin, cryptic
compounds. They have a translucent quality to them due to the
thin layer of material that comprise them, and their fingertips
are missing, allowing an opening into their interior. Their voices
echo due to their hollowness, and are generated by vibrating
parts of their throat matrix. Otherwise, they are diverse in
appearance.
Because they are composed of cryptic compounds, any
attempts to scan them or transport them have increased
Difficulty, which varies according to the current level of
knowledge about cryptic matter (see ‘Cryptic Matter
Interference X’ / Phenomenon Severity under the Cryptic
Matter section). They are also resilient (Resistance 2) because
of their shell-like structure, and are long-lived.
They do not eat in the regular manner, but absorb radiation
emitted by the Magna Oscura Nebula for sustenance.
Their expressions are often blank and unreadable, due to
there being no underlying facial musculature. Their movements
are also slow, as though moving underwater. Telepathy and
empathy do not work well on them (increase Difficulty with the
Trait).
Their bodies emit w-particles. They are sensitive to lambda
radiation, which their technology is inadequate to detect (see
Episode 5).
A rare few among the Fathomless are able to control atoms
of antimatter within them, using it as a weapon (see Episode
8). Some of them have Immunities (e.g., Pain, Disease,
Vacuum) due to their cryptic matter nature.
Attribute modifiers: +1 Daring, +1 Fitness, +1 Insight

Names and Language
The Fathomless come from different species, and therefore
there are a lot of different languages and naming conventions.
Thus, names can come in multiple forms among them.
However, in order for them to communicate with one
another, they have come up with a trade language called
Fathomless Standard.
There is a common name convention in Fathomless
Standard in the format of: [4-letter]-[3-letter]-[4-letter]. Many
of the Fathomless have adopted that naming convention, but
some retain their pre-conversion names as well.
Sample names in Fathomless Standard are: Maal-Ret-Guul;
Sool-Hed-Choe; Rask-Bem-Guun.
Other name examples among them are Pashform and
Pf’Llar.

Government and Structure
The Fathomless are a coalition of different humanoid alien
species that have encountered the Magna Oscura before.
Some come from worlds that vanished into the depths of the
nebula, others that have investigated the strange phenomenon.
They have adapted to a nomadic lifestyle, following the nebula
and plundering the strange things that come out of it.
Their flotillas are scattered around the nebula, but the lead
fleet would be the one interacted with first. They have
self-organized into fleets where a dominant sect is in charge,
but it does not preclude the Fathomless of all philosophical
backgrounds to mingle.
Known sects of the Fathomless, translated from their trade
language as:
1) The Worshipful: a group ruled by sage-priests and
seer-priests who worship the Oscurans and wish to
join them again;
2) The Vengeful: a group that hates what the Oscurans
did to them and want revenge;
3) The Mindful: a group who is trying to find out the true
meaning of who they are now through
experimentation (scientists);
4) The Reshaped: a hidden faction within the Mindful,
who are intent on capturing an Oscuran to force it to
reveal its secrets.

Technology
Basic Fathomless technology is primarily based on the
following, but they have also raided alien ships and
technologies or incorporated tech from their original species.
1) W-particle sensory technology (a flaw is that
w-antiparticles interfere with this technology);
2) Spatial fold torpedoes that generate lethal geodesic
radiation;
3) Beam weaponry based on theta radiation.
Fathomless ships are also varied. Some ships have been
altered by Oscuran experiments as well.
Common is the Seeker-class, a Scale 3 starship with
w-particle and geodesic fold weaponry (see Episode 9).
Some factions have special technology. For example, the
Reformed faction has been focusing on technology related to
spatial folds, to support their mission of capturing an Oscuran.
They are also experts on automatons.
Osmium collider technology is also something some sects
of the Fathomless utilize (see Episode 6). Used for various
functions, including drive and shielding.
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Weapons
The different species in Fathomless use weapons that are very different from other species in the Alpha and Beta Quadrants. In the
case of the Fathomless and Oscurans this has to do with the strange nature of their home in the Magna Oscura. For the Cavna, they
have unique biologies and also are learning the most efficient forms of many different technologies including weapons.
NPC entries in the different scenarios are complete with weapon details, but below are the basic stats for the weapons seen in this
campaign.
Personal Weapon

Type

Stress Rating

Size

Qualities

CAVNA WEAPONS
Proto Phaser

Ranged

3

1H

Charge

Theta Hand Weapon

Ranged

2

1H

Charge

Theta Rifle

Ranged

3

2H

Charge, Accurate

Theta Cannon

Ranged

2

2H

W-Particle Phaser

Ranged

FATHOMLESS WEAPONS

Ship Weapon

3 , Vicious 1

Type

Stress Rating

Energy

By Delivery

Energy

By Delivery

Torpedo

5 + Ship Security

1H
Effects/Qualities

Diff

Power

Versatile 1

2

1

Piercing 1, Vicious 1

2

1

Piercing 2, Vicious 2, Close Range

3

--

Piercing 3, Vicious 1

2

1

CAVNA WEAPONS
Proto Phaser
FATHOMLESS WEAPONS
W-Particle
Geodesic Torpedo
OSCURAN WEAPONS
Cryptic Matter Beam

Energy

6
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Bonus Materials

SPECIAL RULES:
● Immune To Pain
● Immune To Disease
● Immune To Vacuum

We provide some additional characters and ships, should
you choose to add to the materials already provided in the
adventures.

NPCs

Starships
Fathomless Ark

Murthaan Pirate (Minor NPC)
Murthaan pirates are common in this region of space,
mercenaries-for-hire. Murthaans are tall and thin, with bat-like
ears. They use echolocation to help them sense their
surroundings, but are capable of using their vision as well.

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 11

FITNESS 09

PRESENCE 09

DARING 09

INSIGHT 08

REASON 08

COMMAND 00

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 00

CONN 02

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 01

DISCIPLINES

FOCUSES: Echolocation Targeting, Piloting
STRESS: 11
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Type 2 Phaser: Ranged, 4 , Size 1H, Charge
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 3 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Bold (Security) (Talent)

Fathomless Soldier (Notable NPC)

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 10

FITNESS 11

PRESENCE 09

DARING 09

INSIGHT 08

REASON 08

SECURITY 03

SCIENCE 00

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 01

CONN 01

SYSTEMS

COMMS 10

ENGINES 09

STRUCTURE 12

COMPUTERS 09

SENSORS 10

WEAPONS 09

DEPARTMENTS
COMMAND 02

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 02

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 01

CONN 03

Fathomless Soldiers are those among the Fathomless who
have committed themselves to protecting others, or to carry
out orders by their superiors. They are found in all factions. As
shells of cryptic matter, they have several immunities.

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 01

Fathomless Arks are among the largest of the Fathomless
ships, and often serve as a mobile base for a certain Sect, or as
a commerce hub.

POWER: 9
SHIELDS: 11

SCALE: 6
RESISTANCE: 7

CREW: Talented (Atribute 10, Discipline 3)
WEAPONS:
● W-Particle Beam: Medium 8 .Piercing 1, Vicious 1
● Geodesic Torpedo: Close 7 . Piercing 2, Vicious 2
● Tractor Beam (Strength 5)
SPECIAL RULES:
● Extensive Shuttlebays
● Improved Hull Integrity

TRAIT: Fathomless
FOCUSES: Concentration, Intimidation
STRESS: 14
RESISTANCE: 2
WEAPONS:
● Theta Hand Weapon: Ranged, 5 , Size 1H, Charge
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 4 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
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Fathomless Salvager

Colossal Oscuran (Major NPC)

Fathomless Salvagers are used to patrol the Enigmas and
investigate what debris the Magna Oscura Nebula has sent
back out, changed into cryptic matter or cryptic compounds.
They are fast and maneuverable, and can haul much. A central
ring in the middle of the ship is for securing what they find with
tractor beams, if something is the right size and cannot fit into
their cargo bays.

Oscurans are distortion entities, and may be of varying size.
This one is truly huge, and should strike fear into those who
encounter it.

SYSTEMS

COMMS 09

ENGINES 11

STRUCTURE 08

COMPUTERS 08

SENSORS 11

WEAPONS 08

DEPARTMENTS
COMMAND 01
CONN 04

SYSTEMS

COMMS 06

ENGINES 11

STRUCTURE 17

COMPUTERS 06

SENSORS 11

WEAPONS 12

DEPARTMENTS
COMMAND 03

SECURITY 03

SCIENCE 02

ENGINEERING 00

MEDICINE 00

CONN 03
SECURITY 03

SCIENCE 01

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 00

POWER: 11
SHIELDS: 20

SCALE: 9
RESISTANCE: 9

CREW: Talented (Atribute 10, Discipline 3)
POWER: 11
SHIELDS: 11

SCALE: 4
RESISTANCE: 4

CREW: Talented (Atribute 10, Discipline 3)

WEAPONS:
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 13 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
● Cryptic Matter Beam: Range M, 13 , Piercing 3, Vicious 1

WEAPONS:
● W-Particle Beam: Medium 7 .Piercing 1, Vicious 1
● Geodesic Torpedo: Close 8 . Piercing 2, Vicious 2
● Tractor Beam (Strength 3)
SPECIAL RULES:
● Improved Reaction Control Systems
● Advanced Sensor Suites
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U.S.S. Persephone NX-63109 (2348)

U.S.S. Persephone NX-63109 (2371)

2348 version
The U.S.S. Persephone (NX-63109) is the first of her class.
The ship-class was an attempt to design a small and swift
exploration and surveillance vessel for the next generation of
future Starfleet starship design. Intended to replace various
older designs like Oberth class and Miranda class, Persephone
ships were stationed along various borders and used for deep
space exploration. However, proving to be too expensive to
maintain with a maximum independent mission length of just
15 months, only 29 of these ships were built. Prototype vessel
USS Persephone NX-63109 entered service as the first ship of
her class in late 2348.

2371 version
The U.S.S. Persephone (NX-63109) is the first of her class.
The ship-class was an attempt to design a small and swift
exploration and surveillance vessel for the next generation of
future Starfleet starship design. Intended to replace various
older designs like Oberth class and Miranda class, Persephone
ships were stationed along various borders and used for deep
space exploration. However, proving to be too expensive to
maintain with a maximum independent mission length of just
15 months, only 29 of these ships were built. Prototype vessel
USS Persephone NX-63109 entered service as the first ship of
her class in late 2348.

SERVICE DATE: 2348 (Persephone class entered service in late
2348)
SPACEFRAME: Persephone class
MISSION PROFILE: Pathfinder and Reconnaissance Operations
REFITS: 0

SERVICE DATE: 2371 (Persephone class entered service in late
2348)
SPACEFRAME: Persephone class
MISSION PROFILE: Pathfinder and Reconnaissance Operations
REFITS: 2 (+1 Engines, +1 Computers)

ATTRIBUTES

ATTRIBUTES

COMMS 10

ENGINES 10

STRUCTURE 09

COMPUTERS 09

SENSORS 10

DEPARTMENTS
COMMAND 02
CONN 04
SCALE: 4
RESISTANCE: 4
SHIELDS: 11

COMMS 10

ENGINES 11

STRUCTURE 09

WEAPONS 10

COMPUTERS 10

SENSORS 10

WEAPONS 10

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 04

DEPARTMENTS
COMMAND 02

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 04

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 01

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 01

CREW SUPPORT: 4
POWER: 10

CONN 04
SCALE: 4
RESISTANCE: 4
SHIELDS: 11

CREW SUPPORT: 4
POWER: 11

ATTACKS:
● Phaser Banks: Energy, Range Medium, 7 , Versatile 2
● Photon Torpedoes: Torpedo, Range Long, 5 , High-Yield
● Tractor Beam: Strength 3

ATTACKS:
● Phaser Banks: Energy, Range Medium, 7 , Versatile 2
● Photon Torpedoes: Torpedo, Range Long, 5 , High-Yield
● Tractor Beam: Strength 3

TALENTS:
● High Resolution Sensors (page 256)
● Improved Power Systems (page 257)
● Improved Reaction Control System (page 257)
● Rugged Design (page 257)

TALENTS:
● High Resolution Sensors (page 256)
● Improved Power Systems (page 257)
● Improved Reaction Control System (page 257)
● Rugged Design (page 257)

LAUNCH BAY: Up to 3 Small Craft at any one time.

LAUNCH BAY: Up to 3 Small Craft at any one time.
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F.A.Q.
What is the restricted area of space that the Nebula is emerging from?
Our recommended default is restricted Gorn Space. One possible map is below, but it can emerge in any direction you wish.

However, here are some other recommendations based on the era and quadrant of play:
● ENT and TOS: Tholian Space
● TNG: Breen, Tzenkethi, or Talarian Space
● DS9/Gamma Quadrant: Dominion Space
● VOY/Delta Quadrant: Nekrit Expanse, Swarm or Hirogen Space
Why did the species with the restricted space not do more to investigate the Nebula?
It can be assumed that after losing several science vessels to the Nebula, the species in question has classified findings about the
Nebula and deem it to be a problem that will solve itself as the anomaly leaves the boundaries of their space. Also, as the Nebula is
passing through the galactic plane, not much of their space has been affected by the Nebula.
So, they have turned their attention to other problems. It’s possible to contact them to request cooperation, but they will not devote
resources to help beyond a scientist or two, and will insist that their border not crossed. They will enforce that with patrols, if necessary.

FATHOMLESS
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How can I integrate this campaign with the Modiphius Living Campaign or the upcoming Shackleton Expanse Sourcebook?
Instead of restricted space, as the Shackleton Expanse is unexplored, it may be placed anywhere in the Expanse that fits with your
campaign.
Or, if your crew ventures elsewhere in the Beta Quadrant near the Shackleton Expanse, the Magna Oscura Nebula could be emerging
from Romulan Space near Zeta Volantis.
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How can I integrate this campaign with the Sargon and Beyond setting on Continuing Mission?
If you are using the Sargon and Beyond setting, the Magna Oscura Nebula could emerge from Romulan Space ‘southward’ of Zakdorn
and Tau Centauri.

All text and images in this document are available under a CC-BY-NC license unless otherwise noted.
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Pieces of Eight

adventure, the GM should be familiar with the adventure itself,
as well as the Star Trek Adventures roleplaying rules.
To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat
● A set of chips or tokens, or some other manner of
marker, for group Momentum
● The pre-generated character sheets, and a starship
sheet
● The Star Trek Adventures core rulebook

Fathomless Campaign Episode 1

by Scott and Karen Macek
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Introduction

Starfleet Command had been waiting patiently for the Magna
Oscura Nebula to travel outside of restricted space for further
study. A nebula moving at significant fractions of lightspeed
that seems to be consuming anything in its path is a significant
scientific find. The crew is sent to investigate.
The crew gets more than they bargained for as their vessel
encounters a small flotilla of starships that is already
investigating the Magna Oscura Nebula with vessels and
species hitherto unknown to the Federation. Why are these
beings here and do they pose an opportunity for the mission, a
threat or both?
That is up to the crew to determine. What will it cost the
crew to find out?

Scene 1: Expect the
Unexpected
Prelude
GM Guidance: The first big challenge of this adventure is
figuring out a way to communicate with the Cavna. The
second is coordinating exploration of the Magna Oscura
Nebula. The third is surviving the saboteur attempting to
prevent the new alliance from really gaining ground.
Once everyone is ready, hand a copy of the following to the
Player playing the Captain to read aloud:
Captain’s Log — Supplemental: We have been ordered to an
unclaimed region of space to examine an unusual
phenomena that has emerged from restricted space: the
Magna Oscura Nebula. Long range surveillance clocked the
nebula as moving at 20% of lightspeed — fast for a
seemingly natural gas cloud. It is unknown what effects the
nebula will have on surrounding bodies but that is just part
of what we are here to find out. Of immediate interest is that
our sensor scans have detected a small cluster of vessels of
unknown origin. We will hail the vessels after attempting to
gain more information using long range sensors.

Pieces of Eight is meant to be played by a Gamemaster (GM)
and 3-8 players using the pre-generated characters. To run this
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To gain some more information and to generate some early
Momentum, the officer with primary control of the sensors
should make a Reason + Science or Engineering Task
(Difficulty 1) to determine some basic information about the
ships. If more than one officer has access to the sensors
another officer may roll the same to assist. The ship will assist
as well with its Sensors + Science.
Basic information obtained from a successful scan will
include that the vessel has a warp drive comparable to those
created during the NX class program with sensor capacity
equal or better to those early NX class vessels.

●

●

The ships’ sensor technology seems to be equivalent
to or even better than that found aboard the first NX
class vessels.
There is an external display on the bow of the ship
that is frequently changing colors. It may be some
form of navigational deflector.

Cavna Flyer
Ships of land, sea, sky and space.

GM Guidance: Momentum generated by this roll can be used
to provide additional information about these vessels. If the
Players do not generate enough Momentum or choose not to
spend it, these facts can be issued later in the game once
communication with the Cavna has been established.
Upon rolling a success, provide the players with this detail:
● The vessels appear to be using early warp technology.
Estimated top warp speed of Warp Three.
If the Players fail the initial roll, they may Succeed at Cost
(p. 83). A second opportunity to scan the vessels will become
available as the Player Character’s ship closes the range. Feel
free to add 2 to the Threat pool or impose a complication.
Maybe the alloy that makes up the Cavna vessels makes them
harder-than-expected to scan internally. Additional information
can be revealed with additional Obtain Information Momentum
spends:
● The ships possess significant amounts of salinated
water in sections of the vessel.
● The ships’ armaments are similar to early phase
cannons used by Earth vessels.
● The ships utilize shield technology of limited power
but with sufficient calibration to seal from liquid or
vacuum.

SYSTEMS

COMMS 06

ENGINES 06

STRUCTURE 08

COMPUTERS 06

SENSORS 08

WEAPONS 05

COMMAND 02

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 03

CONN 03

ENGINEERING 03

MEDICINE 02

DEPARTMENTS
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TRAITS: Cavna starship
TALENTS: Advanced Sensor Suites
SCALE: 3
STRESS: 10
RESISTANCE: 3
WEAPONS:
● Proto Phase Cannons: Range: Short, 5 , Versatile 1
SPECIAL RULES:
● Luminescent Communications: The bow of the ship displays
colors that match the joint dialect of the two subspecies of
the Cavna.
● Specialized Life Support: Cavna Flyers are capable of fully
flooding all major areas of the ship (the bridge, corridors,
sickbay, engineering, etc.) to allow the Cavna Habilis crew
members to perform duties in those areas. Since the Cavna
Erectus members have both lungs and gills they are able to
function normally while submerged. This will become
important later.

audible form of communication this telepathy projects a
mixture of images and colors.
● Tentacles (Habilis Only): The Cavna Habilis are able to use
all eight of their tentacles at one time. This allows them to
take an additional free action per turn.

Cavna

Cavna Erectus are the upright humanoid subspecies (pictured
above)

Cavna Species and History

Cavna Habilis are the cephalopod subspecies (pictured above)
Attribute Modifiers:
Erectus: Daring +1, Fitness +1, Presence +1
Habilis: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1
Both subspecies have Resistance of 1: Erectus due to the
exoskeleton they wear to walk and Habilis due to their lack of a
skeleton allowing for flexibility in absorbing blows.
SPECIES TALENTS:
● Amphibian (Erectus Only): The Cavna Erectus are able to
breathe both air and water with equal ease.
● Camouflage: The Cavna are able to blend in with their
surroundings, creating a complication for others to be able
to locate them visually when they wish to blend with their
surroundings. This ability also allows the Cavna the
opportunity to communicate by shifting their coloration
through different ranges.
● Field of Vision: The Cavna’s eyes are able to be moved from
a front facing position (predator) to the sides (prey) and are
able to see in 360 degrees with the same ease that a human
being can look to the left and the right with their eyes.
● Tactile Telepathy: The Cavna have a telepathic ability similar
to the Vulcan Mind Meld. With fellow Cavna, this ability
allows free communication. With species that utilize a more

Physical Description: The Cavna have evolved from a race of
ocean dwelling cephalopods.
Cavna Habilis: The original species of the Cavna much
resembled the Terran Octopus. These beings remained
unchanged for tens of millions of years with one notable
exception: they developed intelligence. With their intelligence
improving the Cavna Habilis learned to communicate – first
by using their innate camouflage ability to communicate
through variations of color and then through tactile telepathy.
Cavna Erectus: At some point in the distant past a branch of
the Cavna became separated from the ocean in a salt marsh.
This forced separation caused a dynamic shift in this branch’s
evolution. The Cavna Erectus were forced to leave the safety of
the water for food regularly and this led to several evolutionary
adaptations:
●
●

●

●

They developed the ability to breathe air in addition to
seawater.
They developed into first quadrupeds and then
bipeds. Their tentacles paired off and began to grow
together – first as legs and feet and then as legs and
arms with two tentacle “fingers”.
Their ability to camouflage themselves remained and
was adapted to an ability to communicate amongst
themselves through variation of color and also, like
the Cavna Habilis, through tactile telepathy.
The Cavna Erectus also began developing an external
exoskeleton to walk and move on land. This has led to
a technological variant that allows the Cavna Erectus
FATHOMLESS
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to have their exoskeletons reflect their camouflage
ability to communicate and to hide when necessary.
At some point the Cavna Erectus and the Cavna Habilis
reunited and neither recognized the other. Both branches of the
species had started to develop tools to aid in survival against
the predators both above and beneath the water. Both were
afraid but curious about the other and when contact was
established their shared tactile telepathy soon allowed them to
sort through their developed dialects and communicate. Both
Erectus and Habilis celebrated this reunion with their long lost
ancestors.
Fast forward millennia later and there are great cities built
for both the Cavna Erectus and the Cavna Habilis to live
together in harmony – for the most part. As their technology
grew, the Cavna Erectus desired to explore the depths of space
just as their ancestors had explored the land of their world.
Many Cavna Habilis and Cavna Erectus became caught up in
the excitement of exploring a new frontier. Then that desire
proved itself to be timely.
Generations ago, Cavna astronomers took note of the
Magna Oscura Nebula and determined that the nebula was, in
fact, moving ever closer. Further study brought the Cavna to
realize that this nebula could actually pose a threat to the
Cavna home world. The entire Cavna civilization geared itself
to the idea of going into space to study the Magna Oscura
Nebula and the potential threat that it poses.
Ships were built to allow for teams of both Cavna Habilis and
Cavna Erectus to leave the surly bonds of their planet behind
and reach for the stars. However, some of the Cavna Habilis
began to think this was a step too far and with the
development of warp drive taking the Cavna to other star
systems a faction began to form to stop the blasphemy. To go
on land was one thing – to go into the sky, into space and to
even leave the home solar system would be turning their backs
on the ocean bound gods that gave the Cavna life. Some of the
Cavna, mostly of the Habilis subspecies, are ready to put a
stop to the efforts to “save” the home world. This is the
situation evolving when the adventure begins.

Scene 2: Colorful
Language, Colorful
Metaphors
Attempting to Communicate
Captain’s Log — Supplemental: After obtaining as much
information as possible with long range sensors we are
attempting to hail the unknown vessels. We have not yet
received a response and they are turning towards us. We will
continue to attempt communication and hope that they turn
out to be friendly.

Do You Understand the Words Coming Out of
My Body?

they try to interpret the body language of the crew’s Captain in
place of color changes. If the players think of tying the images
from the forward display on the Cavna flyers into the universal
translator, the translator will be able to realize there is a pattern
and be able to start developing an algorithm to translate.
Otherwise, direct physical interaction and/or contact will likely
be necessary to bridge the communications gap by allowing
the Cavna’s tactile telepathy to apply.

The Cavna will take the first bold move if the players delay
and send out a small shuttlepod to the players’ starship. The
shuttlepod is unarmed and works on reaction thrusters. If the
players open the shuttlebay to allow the shuttlepod to land it
will do so. The shuttlepod pilot will skillfully set the shuttlepod
down and a ramp will open from the side door to allow Fleet
Master Shailu and Protective Specialist Ranir to exit the
shuttlepod (after determining that the atmosphere is safe for
them to do so). Ship Master Zavna will remain behind the force
field covering the shuttlepod’s doorway so that she can remain
within the water-filled shuttlepod interior but still see outside to
witness the interactions between the Cavna Erectus and the
Starfleet crew.
The Cavna have titles which map to Starfleet titles as
follows:
Cavna Title

Starfleet Title Equivalent

Fleet Master

Admiral

Ship Master

Captain (Commanding Officer)

Protective Specialist

Chief of Security

If the players have begun to translate the Cavna color
communication and have developed a method of broadcasting
that communication there can be a beginning of a dialogue
between the two crews. Ship Master Shailu will do most of the
talking. She will have Ravnir and Zavna keep an eye on things
— Ravnir will be using the Cavna unique field of vision to scan
the room and get occasional information from Zavna and
surreptitiously touch Shailu to telepathically communicate
important input from Zavna or his own observations. Ravnir’s
goal is to keep the Cavna contingent safe first and foremost
and facilitate communication second.

Hailing Frequencies are, for now, useless. The Cavna have
no sense of hearing. At most, visual communication will only
serve to further confuse and potentially frighten the Cavna as
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GM Guidance: If the players are having too easy a time of
things at this point, the GM may spend two Threat to have
Zavna inform Ravnir that one of the players is acting
“suspiciously” and seems to have some kind of device that
could be a weapon. This will lead Ravnir to communicate
telepathically with Shailu to inform her of the potential threat
and temporarily halt the discussion for the moment while the
threat is investigated. Shailu will apologize and ask that
Ravnir be allowed to examine the item. The item can be
anything — even something completely harmless such as a
tricorder or universal translator — just something Zavna can
invoke to increase the tension. It will be up to the players to
prevent the incident from escalating.

Let Your Tentacles Do The Talking
If the Cavna and the players are still having difficulty
communicating, Shailu will resort to more expedient measures
and attempt to use her tactile telepathy, most likely on the
Captain. Shailu is observant enough to figure out who the
leader is. If the Captain is of a species that uses telepathy,
empathy or mind melding any rolls needed to communicate
with the Cavna’s tactile telepathy will be with advantage.
GM Guidance: A note on telepathy. When adjudicating how
telepathy works, it is important to remember how we think. A
thinking being thinks in images and language. Think about
Spock using the Vulcan Mind Meld on the humpback whales
in Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home. Kirk asks Spock “Will they
help us?” Spock replies “I believe I was successful in
conveying our intentions.” Why would Spock not be sure?
Because Spock and the humpback whales do not share a
language. So, how did Spock convey any kind of message?
Imagery. Basically mental images or memories would act as
a kind of “Pictionary” and/or “Charades” for the two beings to
communicate. So when telepathy becomes involved with the
Cavna (either initiated by the Cavna or by a player character)
the player character on the receiving end will get images
intermixed with a variety of colors to simulate the “language”
component of the Cavna’s thought processes. It will be up to
the player that is telepathically connected to decide what
imagery to send back and the Gamemaster to decide what
imagery the player receives from the Cavna involved in the
mental link. This encourages creativity on the part of the
player as they describe the imagery to the Gamemaster and
their fellow players.

What Is It That You Want?
Each of the Cavna contingent has their own goals that will
drive the action for their parts as noted below:
Fleet Master Shailu: Fleet Master Shailu’s list of priorities
are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Safeguard the Cavna people.
Safeguard the Cavna homeworld.
Safeguard the Cavna fleet.

To this end, Fleet Master Shailu will want to obtain the
following:
1.
2.

Confirmation the Starfleet crew is not a threat.
An alliance with the Starfleet vessel to
a. assist in the exploration of the Magna
Oscura Nebula and
b. to eliminate any threat the nebula poses to
the Cavna people and/or homeworld.

Protective Specialist Ravnir: Ravnir’s immediate priorities
are as follows:
1.
2.

Protect the Cavna contingent to the players’ ship.
Facilitate communication between members of the
Cavna contingent.

Ship Master Zavna: Zavna’s immediate priorities are the
following:
1.
2.
3.

Keep my current position to be able to:
Prove that the voyage into space is too far too soon.
Sabotage the mission without harming any fellow
Cavna.
a. Try to avoid getting caught doing it.

GM Guidance: This scene is expected to rely heavily on
roleplaying. Fleet Master Shailu will do almost all of the
talking for the Cavna. The other two Cavna will avoid
interjecting unless safety of the Cavna contingent comes into
question. The GM must also take care to not have Zavna
overplay his hand at this point as he is essential to Scene 4.
When the conversation begins to wind down, Fleet Master
Shailu will invite the crew to send an away team to her flagship
to coordinate between the Cavna and the Starfleet vessel.

Scene 3: Welcome Aboard
Getting To Know You
Captain’s Log—Supplemental: The species we have
encountered call themselves the “Cavna”. It seems that they
hastened their entry into the greater galactic community due
to the Magna Oscura Nebula bearing down on their
homeworld. They are, as we are, concerned about what the
Nebula’s arrival portends but with the added anxiety of
having their entire homeworld in the Nebula’s path. I have
agreed to a joint venture to explore the Nebula and
determine if it poses a danger to the Cavna homeworld and
other planetary bodies in the Nebula’s path. To facilitate this,
several of my officers will beam aboard the Cavna flagship
to compare notes and coordinate all of our efforts.

Ocean On The Bridge!
The players are invited to the Cavna’s ship and it will be an
interesting time to say the least. The Cavna’s vessel’s ceilings
are shorter than a Federation starship but not so short that
player characters will not be able to function unless they are 2
meters (6 ½ foot) tall or taller. Cavna ships are designed to be
flooded anywhere they need to be. Even their control panels
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and internal workings are engineered to be completely
submerged to allow Cavna Habilis crewmates to effect repairs
if necessary.
Be sure to highlight the feeling of living inside a world of
man-sized PVC piping connecting critical areas of the ship.
Corridors are cylindrical with handles to allow the Cavna to pull
themselves through water or hold themselves in place to
operate or repair panels and equipment – similar to the interior
of the International Space Station but with water instead of
zero gravity.
The Cavna know that the player characters can only breathe
oxygen and they will be very accommodating to the player
characters assigned to the Cavna flagship: The Rising Tide .
Quarters will be assigned but since the Cavna sleep in sacks
that free-float and the Cavna Erectus only stand to a height of
five feet maximum, the sacks will likely be too short to
accommodate the player character representatives. So, the
crew will likely need to have cots and/or mattresses beamed
over.
The crew will be given a tour of The Rising Tide but may not
be able to access all of the sensitive areas due to Cavna
Habilis crew members on duty there requiring that the area be
flooded. Fleet Master Shailu will give the player characters
tours of the following areas of the ship:
Bridge: The bridge of The Rising Tide is a hollowed out
globe. The viewscreen is in the ceiling and all of the stations
are bowls surrounding the viewscreen perimeter with control
panels surrounding the officer assigned to that station. Shailu
will have ordered all ships to begin installing additional force
field generators to allow any of their Starfleet allies to be able
to occupy the bridge but this will not be completed until the
end of the episode.
Engineering: The engineering section of The Rising Tide is
arrayed around the warp core. Eight power conduits connect
the warp core to the rest of the ship and the warp nacelles.
Engineering is usually one of the flooded sections but the crew
has rotated in Cavna Erectus to allow the player characters to
take part in their tour. As on the bridge, there are bowls that
serve as control stations with 360 degree panels.
Sickbay: The sickbay of The Rising Tide has enough beds for
five Cavna Erectus and five tanks for Cavna Habilis. Lead
Doctor Vodrok will happily show the player characters around.
All the basics of the medicine and technology familiar to the
player characters are here but many will be in prototype forms
and not as easily adapted to other species.
The tour will end with Fleet Master Shailu delivering the
player characters to an open bay that looks unfinished. Fleet
Master Shailu will explain that the bay was meant to
accommodate an additional scientific laboratory but there
wasn’t enough time to add it before launch to intercept the
Magna Oscura Nebula. It is here that Shailu will bid the player
characters good night.

Water You All Waiting For?
At about 0333 hours Ship Master Zavna will begin flooding
the room the player characters are sleeping in. She will also
make sure that communications are cut off to the room as well
as jam the player characters’ personal communicators. The
jamming will be disguised as interference from one of the
incomplete panels in the lab.
The player characters will immediately awaken once the
saltwater reaches their bodies but they will only have enough
time to recognize the danger before the entire room is flooded
to the ceiling. Not being able to talk, the crew will have to use

hand signals to communicate with one another. The player
characters have two options to deal with their immediate peril.
1.
2.

The player characters can try to get the door open and
escape the room that way.
The player characters may try to drain the water out
of the room.

The player characters have a limited amount of time before
they drown. Either option requires an Extended Task.
Ship Master Zavna has taken several steps to eliminate the
player characters. First, the doors to the player characters’
quarters are locked and the code to open them is encrypted.
Next, the room has been flooded with saltwater. Lastly, Zavna
has cut off the player characters from communicating outside
their quarters using intercoms or their own communication
devices. The player characters will have a limited amount of
time to come up with ideas of how to get themselves out of
this trap.
The first consideration is how long the players have until
they begin drowning. Each turn roll 2 Stress Damage to
represent how long the character can hold their breath. Once a
character reaches zero Stress that character is out of breath,
loses consciousness and begins drowning. Such a character
will need to be resuscitated once in an area with air. If a
medical officer with a medical kit thinks of it, they can
administer a Tri-Ox compound hypospray. This will provide
each injected character with a Resistance of 1 to increase how
long the character can stay submerged without drowning.
The second consideration will be the players attempting to
use their phasers to blast their way out of the room. This is not
as quick and safe a solution as the players may immediately
think. Energy weapons work better within the atmosphere or
vacuum than they do in a liquid medium. Why? Well, energy
weapons work by exciting molecules and this creates heat and
a conversion of matter to a different state. A phaser set high
enough to cut through a bulkhead is likely to bring the
saltwater the beam is traveling through to a boil before cutting
through to the other side. This can be minimized by using the
phaser closer to the bulkhead but it will still heat up the liquid
in the immediate area around it, making it a hot situation for
the person firing the phaser. On top of this, the bulkheads are
reinforced with the Cavna’s waterproof force fields which will
prevent the beam from reaching the bulkhead in the first place.
This leaves two options: (1) Overriding the control panels to
get the bulkhead door open or (2) Overriding the control panels
to clear the room of water. Both options are Extended Tasks.
Each roll counts as a turn in regards to whether or not a
player character or more starts to drown. Only two player
characters can work on the panel at one time. This will involve
a Fitness + Engineering or Fitness + Security roll. Any Focuses
and/or Talents that can help with Computers or Security Codes
will apply.

Option 1: Open the doors
This option is the harder of the two because Ship Master
Zavna has taken actions to make this more difficult. The player
characters will have to break through a disguised firewall to
get the doors open:

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 10

MAGNITUDE 04

RESISTANCE 03

TIME INTERVAL

1 round
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Option 2: Drain out the water
This option will remove the immediate threat and provide the
player characters plenty of time to override the doors to get out
of the room without the added concern of drowning:

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 02
WORK TRACK 10

MAGNITUDE 04

RESISTANCE 00

TIME INTERVAL

1 round

Assuming the player characters have escaped the deathtrap,
they can make an attempt to contact Fleet Master Shailu.
Shailu, Zavna and Ranir will all react as if they are mortified
that the player characters almost died but Shailu and Ranir are
the only ones that actually are. Shailu will suggest that the
player characters return to their ship for the moment while an
investigation begins.

GM Guidance. If the players all “drown”, one of the Cavna
Erectus Engineering officers will come to investigate the shift
in power usage being used to raise the force fields and
discover the player characters floating and unresponsive. The
Engineering officer will override the doors using his clearance
code (something Zavna did not account for) and open the
door, which will release the water. Zavna, who has been
monitoring the interior of the room from the bridge, will
immediately cut the jamming to prevent the engineering
officer from discovering the jamming and realizing this was
not an accident. The engineering officer will then immediately
call for assistance from sickbay who will immediately contact
the player character’s ship which will beam the characters
over and resuscitate them, although if one of the players is a
medical officer that was not a part of the away team, the
resuscitation should be played out with that player character.

Scene 4: Off The Deep End
Following the clues
Captain’s Log—Supplemental: An incident has taken place
on board the Cavna flagship involving the away team. Their
assigned quarters flooded with saltwater and the away team
nearly drowned. After beaming back to the ship for a
medical examination the away team has been cleared and
will be returning to The Rising Tide to assist with the
investigation into the incident. As a precaution, all away
team members have been assigned rebreathers to prevent
drowning in case of further flooding.

It Was Ship Master Zavna, On The Bridge,
With The Security Codes...
Once the player characters have had a little time to recover
from their ordeal they should offer to help the Cavna determine
how this “accident” happened. Fleet Master Shailu will readily
accept the offer of assistance although Protection Specialist
Ranir is less than thrilled. This is because he does not like
sharing jurisdiction but should be played up to make the

players consider him a suspect — even though he is technically
a red herring.
Let the players take whatever tack they wish during the
investigation. They can interview the crew of The Rising Tide,
check the ship’s logs and security recordings and/or try to
determine where the computer instructions to lock and flood
their assigned quarters came from. Interviewing the crew can
succeed but it will take more time. The ship’s logs and security
recordings are a dead end as Zavna had them all erased or not
recorded during the time the room was locked and flooded.
Trying to determine where the computer instructions to lock
and flood the quarters will likely be more successful.
Both of these options will involve Extended Tasks.

Interviewing the Crew
This is an Interviewing the crew: Presence + Security task.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 01
WORK TRACK 20

MAGNITUDE 05

RESISTANCE 00

TIME INTERVAL

1 hour

The players learn the following from the crew for each
Breakthrough:
Breakthrough 1: Remote control of the water flow systems
and the doors is only accessible from the bridge or
engineering.
Breakthrough 2: Jamming of communications is only an
option the command staff is cleared for.
Breakthrough 3: Only Protective Specialist Ranir, Ship
Master Zavna and Fleet Master Shailu have the required
command access to control all of the systems that would have
been required.
Breakthrough 4: Protective Specialist Ranir was in the
cafeteria when the flooding occurred.
Breakthrough 5: Ship Master Zavna was on the bridge when
the flooding occurred and requested to not be disturbed while
he worked on a project at the engineering station.

Tracing the Computer Commands
Tracing the computer commands: Reason + Security task

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 02
WORK TRACK 20

MAGNITUDE 02

RESISTANCE 03

TIME INTERVAL

1 hour

Breakthrough 1: Protective Specialist Ranir’s access codes
were used to lock the doors and flood the room.
Breakthrough 2: The access codes were entered into the
engineering station on the bridge at the time the flooding took
place.
Protective Specialist Ranir can inform the players that his
access codes were given to him by Ship Master Zavna when he
arrived on board The Rising Tide. This will make Ship Master
Zavna the primary suspect. Protective Specialist Ranir will ask
the player characters at this point for assistance in arresting
the Ship Master.

Making A Big Splash
Unknown to anyone else at this point, Zavna has been
following the progress of the investigation and realized that the
fix will soon be in. In preparation, Zavna has been taking steps
to prepare The Rising Tide for self-destruction and to frame the
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players’ ship for the loss of the flagship in hopes that this will
turn the rest of the fleet against the blasphemous aliens.
As the players realize that Ship Master Zavna is the
saboteur, Zavna launches her plan. Zavna orders the ship’s hull
plating energized and a static energy bubble formed around
the ship. This bubble’s sole purpose is to prevent the use of the
transporters and communications aboard the players’ ship.
Zavna will then begin flooding all decks, corridors and
locations throughout the ship.
The player characters will not be in nearly as much danger
with the rebreathers provided by their vessel allowing them to
breathe while submerged. The player characters should still be
with Protective Specialist Ranir who will indicate to the player
characters the bars and illustrate how the bars can be used to
propel oneself through flooded corridors. This will allow the
player characters to keep up as Ranir leads them to
Engineering. Once there, the player characters and Ranir must
try to restrain Zavna (no easy task — especially underwater!)
and deactivate the self-destruct Zavna has set in motion. One
important note is that stun settings do not boil the surrounding
water like the higher disintegration or heat settings on a
phaser. However the Difficulty of using a phaser accurately
while submerged is 3. The Difficulty for player characters to
attack underwater in hand-to-tentacle combat is also increased
by one for the player characters and the resistance of the water
adds 2 points of Resistance for Zavna. If Zavna attacks in
tentacle-to-hand combat the Difficulty is only 1.

Deactivating the Self-destruction System
This is an Extended Reason + Engineering or Reason +
Security Task.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 15

MAGNITUDE 03

RESISTANCE 03

TIME INTERVAL

1 round

Once the task is complete the player or players that
performed the task have deactivated the self-destruct system.
GM Guidance; Since this is the climax of the adventure, the
GM is encouraged to spend Threat to make the fight with
Zavna more dramatic and draw it out so that Zavna is
defeated moments before the players defuse the
self-destruct. Threat should also be used to reduce the time
remaining on the timer to a dramatically appropriate number
when the players ensure the ship will not blow itself up.

Epilogue
Once the immediate threat has been resolved, Fleet Master
Shailu will have Ship Master Zavna’s access codes revoked
and lock the mutinous Ship Master in her quarters. Shailu will
promote Ranir to Ship Master for his excellent work in
resolving the crisis and will beg the captain and crew of the
player’s ship to please keep the alliance intact so that
exploration of the Magna Oscura Nebula can begin in earnest.

Stat Blocks
Fleet Master Shailu (Cavna Erectus) (Major
NPC)
The toughest choices are my most serious responsibility.

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 09

FITNESS 08

PRESENCE 10

DARING 10

INSIGHT 09

REASON 08

COMMAND 05

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 04

CONN 02

ENGINEERING 03

MEDICINE 01

DISCIPLINES

FOCUSES: Astronomy, Astrophysics, Inspiration, Negotiation,
Organization and Sensors
STRESS: 9
RESISTANCE: 1
TALENTS:
● Amphibian (Erectus Only): The Cavna Erectus are able to
breathe both air and water with equal ease.
● Camouflage: The Cavna are able to blend in with their
surroundings, creating a complication for others to be able
to locate them visually when they wish to blend with their
surroundings. This ability also allows the Cavna the
opportunity to communicate by shifting their coloration
through different ranges.
● Field of Vision: The Cavna’s eyes are able to be moved from
a front facing position (predator) to the sides (prey) and are
able to see in 360 degrees with the same ease that a human
being can look to the left and the right with their eyes.
● Tactile Telepathy: The Cavna have a telepathic ability similar
to the Vulcan Mind Meld. With fellow Cavna, this ability
allows free communication. With species that utilize a more
audible form of communication this telepathy projects a
mixture of images and colors.
BACKGROUND: Shailu did not expect to be here. It was her
great, great grandfather’s discovery of the Magna Oscura
nebula through a simple, refracting telescope. He also came to
the realization that the nebula was moving closer. Shailu’s
entire family has endeavored to learn more and to get others of
the Cavna species to learn more. While Shailu’s family was not
responsible for the development of warp drive, it was their
discovery that was responsible for most scientific and
technological advancement over the past century. Shailu
expected to follow in her ancestors’ path but fate had other
plans. As the foremost authority and the one responsible for
organizing the building of the Cavna fleet, Shailu was given
command of the entire operation. Shailu was glad to go to the
stars, but the responsibility of the fate of her entire planet
weighs on her mind heavily. The arrival of the player’s ship has
provided undeniable proof that there is indeed intelligent life in
the universe other than the Cavna and provided Shailu with the
new responsibility of being an ambassador to an entirely new
civilization as well. This will weigh on her heavily but she will
meet the challenge head on with courage, creativity and
commitment.
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Protective Specialist Ranir (Cavna Erectus)
(Notable NPC)

Ship Master Zavna (Cavna Habilis) (Major
NPC)

I will ensure that this mission succeeds because it must.

I will ensure that this mission fails because it must.

ATTRIBUTES

ATTRIBUTES

CONTROL 11

FITNESS 10

PRESENCE 07

CONTROL 10

FITNESS 07

PRESENCE 10

DARING 10

INSIGHT 09

REASON 07

DARING 08

INSIGHT 09

REASON 10

COMMAND 04

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 02

CONN 03

ENGINEERING 03

MEDICINE 02

DISCIPLINES

COMMAND 02

SECURITY 04

SCIENCE 02

CONN 04

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 02

FOCUSES: Astrogation, Helm Operations, Phase Pistol,
Shipboard Tactical Systems, Small Craft and Unarmed Combat
STRESS: 14
RESISTANCE: 1
TALENTS:
● Amphibian (Erectus Only): The Cavna Erectus are able to
breathe both air and water with equal ease.
● Camouflage: The Cavna are able to blend in with their
surroundings, creating a complication for others to be able
to locate them visually when they wish to blend with their
surroundings. This ability also allows the Cavna the
opportunity to communicate by shifting their coloration
through different ranges.
● Field of Vision: The Cavna’s eyes are able to be moved from
a front facing position (predator) to the sides (prey) and are
able to see in 360 degrees with the same ease that a human
being can look to the left and the right with their eyes.
● Tactile Telepathy: The Cavna have a telepathic ability similar
to the Vulcan Mind Meld. With fellow Cavna, this ability
allows free communication. With species that utilize a more
audible form of communication this telepathy projects a
mixture of images and colors.
BACKGROUND: Ranir grew up on the shores of the ocean and
had friends among both the Erectus and the Habilis. Ranir was
the one that stood up to the bullies and kept his friends safe.
When he was reaching adulthood, Ranir decided to become a
protector (equivalent to a police officer). Little did he realize
that this would actually put him on a path to go far above the
clouds with the first warp fleet expedition.
Ranir was noticed by Shailu and the two became fast
friends. Shailu, not sure of what kind of dangers the fleet might
face, asked Ranir to join them on the expedition to explore the
nebula before it could reach their homeworld. Ranir was not
terribly comfortable with the idea of being in space but the
need and the logic that Shailu expressed encouraged him to
join the expedition.
Meeting aliens was not something that Ranir was particularly
enjoying the idea of but this is what he was recruited for and he
is well aware of that. Ranir wants to make a good impression
and keep his fellow explorers safe but feels extremely out of
his element. Ranir will allow Shailu and Zeril to do most of the
talking and only chime in if there is a security issue that could
crop up.
Ranir is very even tempered and has oodles of patience. He
realizes when swift action is called for and will always react
accordingly. He is a crack shot with the new phase pistols and
phase cannons but he is not looking forward to using them.

DISCIPLINES

FOCUSES: Communications, Damage Control, Force Fields,
Inspiration, Obfuscation and Organization
STRESS: 9
RESISTANCE: 1
TALENTS:
● Camouflage: The Cavna are able to blend in with their
surroundings, creating a complication for others to be able
to locate them visually when they wish to blend with their
surroundings. This ability also allows the Cavna the
opportunity to communicate by shifting their coloration
through different ranges.
● Field of Vision: The Cavna’s eyes are able to be moved from
a front facing position (predator) to the sides (prey) and are
able to see in 360 degrees with the same ease that a human
being can look to the left and the right with their eyes.
● Tactile Telepathy: The Cavna have a telepathic ability similar
to the Vulcan Mind Meld. With fellow Cavna, this ability
allows free communication. With species that utilize a more
audible form of communication this telepathy projects a
mixture of images and colors.
● Tentacles (Habilis Only): The Cavna Habilis are able to use
all eight of their tentacles at one time. This allows them to
take an additional free action per turn.
BACKGROUND: Zavna was literally raised from the bottom up.
Zavna is very personable and enjoyed communicating with her
brethren both above the waves and below. It was Zavna’s ease
of interaction between the two that gained her the attention of
the fledgling warp drive program as well as her knowledge of
communications systems and force field development.
This placed Zavna in a unique position when she was
approached by the leadership of the Cavna Isolationist
Movement, Zavna was initially very resistant. Zavna realized
that she was in a significantly important position to further
foster good will between the Erectus and the Habilis. Zavna
desperately wanted to reinforce the bonds between the two
subspecies but the Erectus’ interest in going into space was
the first bridge too far. Bad enough that they had embraced the
idea that air travel was acceptable but the idea of going into
space was akin to dimensional travel to her – something
unnatural and to be avoided.
Now, with the effort to travel to a new star moving full speed
ahead and the discovery of other sentient beings in the
universe, Zavna can wait no longer. Zavna will not sabotage
the first meeting with the Starfleet crew but once progress is
made in communication she will do all that she can to damage
the budding friendship with these “unclean air breathers”. If
that earns her a spot in the brig, then so be it.
All text and images in this document are available under a
CC-BY-NC license unless otherwise noted.
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Enigmas and
Variations

Introduction
Enigmas and Variations is intended to be played by a GM and
3-6 players. While it is part of the Fathomless campaign, it
should be easy to modify for use as a standalone adventure.
To run this adventure, the GM should be familiar with the
adventure itself, as well as the Star Trek Adventures
roleplaying rules.
To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat
● A set of chips or tokens, or some other manner of
marker, for group Momentum
● The pre-generated character sheets, and a starship
sheet
● The Star Trek Adventures core rulebook

Fathomless Campaign Episode 2

by Andy Wixon
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Synopsis
The players’ ship has been assigned the mission of mapping
outer regions of the Magna Oscura nebula, an immense and
mysterious celestial phenomenon which is drifting into
Federation space.
The situation is given a diplomatic complication by the fact
this is to be done in tandem with the Cavna, a
mollusc-descended species which the Federation has recently
made First Contact with.
Playing as a standalone adventure: The Cavna and the
Magna Oscura are significant elements of the Fathomless
campaign, but you can replace one or both of them if you
are running this as a standalone scenario (while the unusual
biology of the Cavna does impact obliquely on the story, it
should be quite easy to work around this.)
The mission gets off to an ominous start when the ships
encounter a strange derelict which has recently been ejected
from the nebula, showing signs of having been exposed to
severe spatial warping phenomena. However the Starfleet crew
react, the Cavna press ahead eagerly only for their ship to
encounter a region of intensely warped space and become
trapped in it.
Inevitably, the same thing happens when the Starfleet crew
attempt to rescue them. The effect of the distortions is for
topography itself to become severely distorted as space-time
is folded and twisted out of shape: corridors bend back on
themselves, the layout of the ship becomes confusing and
‘impossible’ and so on. The mental trauma this causes the
crew is also a significant issue.
The crew must come up with a way of escaping the
distortions and then rescuing the Cavna ship before both
vanish into subspace pocket universes for who knows how
long…
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Threat and Directives
This is a mission into the unknown but it’s not expected to
be especially dangerous. The GM starts the game with 3 Threat
for every two players (rounding up).
The players have the following additional Directives for this
mission:
● Gather astrometric data on the leading edge of the Magna
Oscura Nebula and map potential routes into the heart of
the phenomenon.
● Ensure the safety of the Cavna research vessel.

Scene One: The Derelict
In brief: The purpose of this scene is mainly to establish the
tone of the crew’s interactions with their Cavna allies and
create a little foreshadowing for what will be coming in later
scenes. Command and diplomatic staff, not to mention
science officers and engineers, will likely get a chance to shine.

Prelude
When everyone is prepared, hand the captain’s player the
following to read out:
Captain’s Log, Stardate (insert numbers as appropriate for
campaign and era, or just say some at random): We have
been assigned the mission of surveying and mapping the
nebula known as the Magna Oscura as it enters Federation
space. We will be accompanying a Cavna science vessel
with similar orders. The Cavna have been preparing for this
expedition for a long time and I’m sure they feel they don’t
need our assistance, so maintaining good relations with
them may prove an additional challenge…
Indeed, the Cavna ship, the Rapid Strobes of Blue Intrepidity,
is already moving ahead of the Federation vessel as they
approach the nebula, which already more than fills the forward
viewscreen. A Difficulty 0 Control + Science check, assisted by
the ship’s Sensors + Science, will confirm that the Cavna ship
is already well out of the pre-agreed formation.

Turbulent Molluscs
Hailing the commander of the Rapid Strobes of Blue
Intrepidity, Shipmaster Yellow-Mottled-Fading-Green, will reveal
that the Cavna leader is not inclined to be emollient: she feels
no need to go out of her way to keep the Federation crew
happy, and resists any suggestion or plan that even suggests
the Cavna are anything less than equal partners in this
undertaking. Persuading Yellow-Mottled-Fading-Green to drop
back to a parallel course as agreed is a Difficulty 3 Command
+ Presence task.

Communicating with the Cavna: It is assumed that by this
point the crew have come up with a solution to the issue of
easy communication with the Cavna (who use non-aural
chromatophore-based interactions in their natural habitat).
See Episode One for details. If you are using another race
other than the Cavna, this shouldn’t be a problem, obviously.
However this resolves, a Difficulty 1 Control + Science
(Sensors + Science) check reveals a ship is heading for them
out of the nebula (the Cavna ship’s sensors pick it up if the
players blow their test, giving Yellow-Mottled-Fading-Green one
more reason to be snotty to the players). A further Momentum
spend reveals that the ship is unpowered, lifeless, and
breached.
The Cavna are out here to investigate the nebula, not old
wrecks, and ‘suggest’ the Federation ship assess the derelict
while they proceed into the fringes of the nebula. It will take a
truly heroic effort to persuade them to stick around (Difficulty
4, and feel free to spend Threat to make this even trickier for
the players to accomplish). The players will likely be left with
the choice of letting the Cavna go on ahead while they
investigate the derelict or letting the old ship drift by while they
try to keep up with their impetuous allies.
Keeping up with the Cavna: This is easy enough, but it will
mean the crew are completely unprepared for the rest of the
adventure: feel free to throw complications at them based on
this.
Investigating the Derelict: This will likely involve a lot of
Science and Sensors-based checks, though feel free to throw a
little Engineering into the mix as appropriate. (Difficulty 2 for
the initial checks; Momentum spends can access further
information.)
Key information to be learned:
● The alien ship is completely dead
● It does not match the profile of any vessel in the Starfleet
database
● Readings of the hull suggest it is at least 35,000 Terran
years old
● Its technology appears to have been based on a kind of
energetic crystallography, but the sheer age of the ship
means the crystals are now mostly degraded and its
databanks have been lost
● The spaceframe of the ship is severely warped (as in
twisted out of shape)
● A closer reading indicates that every part of the ship
shows traces of exposure to severe spatial distortions
over an extremely extended period.
For anyone who’s wondering: This ship is all that remains
of a (much, much) earlier attempt to explore the nebula by a
species in a distant region of the galaxy, when the Magna
Oscura passed by there. They were sucked into a distortion,
banished to a subspace pocket, and remained there for
millenia (well, the ship did at least: the crew didn’t last long).
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Scene Two: Into the
Nebula
In brief: The crew get a better sense of the strangeness of
the domain even within the nebula’s outer regions, as sensors
give strange readings and communications with the Cavna
ship become difficult. Contact is eventually lost with the other
vessel and the crew find themselves obliged to locate them
and go to their aid. Conn and Science-oriented officers will
likely be in the spotlight; potentially Engineers, too.

Entering the Fringes
The two most likely possibilities at this point are that the
crew’s starship is still accompanying the Rapid Strobes of Blue
Intrepidity, or that they are alone and the Cavna ship has gone
on ahead.
Communicating at short range is relatively straightforward,
not requiring a roll (unless the GM feels there is some dramatic
value to this). Communicating with another ship outside of
visual range (which the Cavna vessel may well be at this point)
will need a Difficulty 2 Control + Engineering check (supported
by Comms + Engineering). In a crisis this could become an
extended task depending on the urgency of the situation and
the consequences involved.
As the ship moves into the nebula itself, sensors will
suddenly detect another vessel on approach, matching their
own speed. A Difficulty 1 Reason + Science (supported by
Sensors + Science) will reveal this is just an astonishingly
detailed sensor ghost of the PC’s own ship; a further
Momentum spend produces the information that this area of
space is so distorted that their sensors are detecting their own
ship as a separate vessel.
A further Momentum spend (or another Difficulty 2 check
with the same attributes) will provide the fact that it’s a distinct
possibility that these kinds of distortions or ‘tangles’ of
space-time are common inside the nebula.

Adapting to Tangled Space
Less headstrong captains whose outlook is closer to
Picard’s than Kirk’s may have misgivings about travelling
through a region where spatial distortions are so endemic,
especially if they scanned the derelict in detail in Episode 1.
Adapting the navigational sensors to give a better chance of
detecting and avoiding the tangles is possible. This is an
Extended Task using Reason + Engineering with a Magnitude
of 3 and a Work of 8, which will require the ship to hold its
station (the navigational systems and sensors need to be
taken off-line). However, the crew will only have one
opportunity to make a roll before the Cavna get into trouble,
making it unlikely they’ll succeed before they should really go
to assist their allies.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 08

MAGNITUDE 03

RESISTANCE 00

TIME INTERVAL

2 hours

The Cavna are predictably headstrong and don’t believe
these tangles pose much of a threat. Once again, if the two
ships are still together, they will refuse to hang around while

the Federation vessel adapts its systems, while their own are
less sophisticated and will take much longer to be modified
out here in space. They head off to continue their survey.
Either way, Yellow-Mottled-Fading-Green soon proposes the
two vessels split up before commencing their survey, as they
can cover a wider area that way and complete their mission
more efficiently. Starfleet personnel would be aware that this
would be standard procedure for this kind of mission, unless
there is knowledge of a clear and present danger to either ship.

Friends in Need
Needless to say, once the Cavna fly off on their own,
Yellow-Mottled-Fading-Green’s impetuosity soon gets her
vessel into trouble. While the Federation crew are making
some routine surveying scans (or, possibly, working on
adapting the navigational sensors, see box-out), they receive a
distorted signal which appears to be coming from the Rapid
Strobes of Blue Intrepidity.
Decoding the signal requires a Difficulty 2 Reason + Science
check, supported by the ship’s Computers + Science: it
produces the initial message ‘Caught’. Momentum spends can
provide the additional words ’spatial – everything – shattered –
ripples’. The signal repeats at apparently random intervals for a
few minutes before stopping.
Pinning down the source of the signal isn’t easy in the
distorted realm of the nebula. It’s a Magnitude 3 Reason +
Science (supported by Comms + Science) Extended Task, with
a Work of 8, to do so; each attempt will take ten minutes or so
(you should track how much time elapses as this will be an
issue as the scenario proceeds).

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 08

MAGNITUDE 03

RESISTANCE 00

TIME INTERVAL

10 minutes

At this point, plotting a course through tangled space to the
Cavna ship is the next challenge, this one based on Conn +
Control (supported by Engines + Conn). The Difficulty is 3,
unless the players managed to adapt the navigational net
earlier in this episode; in this event the Difficulty is 1. Failed
attempts just lead the ship to another sensor echo or
distortion. Each attempt will take another 15 minutes or so.
Once they arrive at the Cavna ship’s location, proceed to the
start of Scene 3.

Playing Nursemaid
It’s possible that very protective (or just plain paranoid)
crews may have stuck to the Cavna like glue up until this point,
regardless of Yellow-Mottled-Fading-Green’s complaints or the
GM’s low cunning in trying to split them up.
In this case the Cavna commander announces their ship will
be making a close scan of one of the distortions they have
encountered. Short of taking out their sensor array with the
ship’s phasers nothing will dissuade the Cavna from doing so.
Naturally the distortion reacts violently to the Cavna scan –
subspace distortions increase – they go off the scale –
GULP! Both ships are now caught in the heart of subspace
tangles. Proceed to the Engulfed section of Scene 3.
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Scene Three: Entangled
In Brief: This episode introduces the players to the main
challenge of the scenario: extricating their ship from one of the
spatially-distorting ‘tangles’ with all the psychological and
topographical challenges associated with that. This episode is
mainly about establishing the scale and weirdness of the
problem, leading up to the moment where the characters figure
out what has happened and start working to resolve the
situation. All characters should find challenges in this episode.

The Plight of the Cavna
Take a moment to establish where every character is when
the ship approaches the Rapid Strobes of Blue Intrepidity as
this may well turn out to be significant.
The Cavna ship appears to hang motionless in space – but
something very strange seems to be happening to it: its very
substance seems to ripple and distort. Whole new sections of
ship appear to sprout and grow from it, including pieces with
recognisable functions such as engine nacelles, deflector
arrays, and so on. At the same time other sections shrink and
are absorbed into the vessel. This process is continuous and
apparently completely random.
Getting any kind of sensor reading on the ship is Difficulty 4
Control + Science (supported by Sensors + Science). The ship
seems to be functional – the power grid is still up – but the
main computer is offline. The Cavna crew seems to be okay
but inactive. The number of life-signs is fluctuating, but
significantly greater than the listed number of Cavna crew (due
to the spatial distortions and folding, the sensors are reading
some of the Cavna multiple times in duplicated locations).

What’s Happening on the Cavna ship?: Not a lot. The Cavna
aren’t likely to do anything to make the situation worse, but
neither will they be capable of rescuing themselves. The
entire crew of the Cavna ship is in a traumatised stupor.
Why is this? Well, the relatively recent marine origins of
the Cavna, unlike the more humanoid species likely to be
serving on a Federation ship, coupled to their cephalopod
ancestry, means their sense of spatial awareness is much
more acute, making them more susceptible to psychological
shock in situations like the one in which they currently find
themselves, where space itself seems to be breaking down.
The distortion of the Cavna ship seems to be getting worse.
There’s nothing to stop the Federation crew from beating a
hasty retreat and perhaps returning with help, but the Cavna
will have been swallowed by the spatial tangle at this point.
You can still run the material with the players’ ship getting
entangled and having to escape, without the added pressure of
having to rescue the Cavna at the end, but the players will have
failed in at least one of their assigned objectives and
diplomatic relations with the Cavna will turn frosty, to say the
least.
If the players’ ship does stick around, it’s only a matter of
time before it gets caught up in the distortions itself (though
the players should not be made aware of this). There are a
number of ways this could happen:
Approaching the Cavna Ship: Getting closer to the ship
means getting closer to the distorting tangle, and these things
have a habit of gulping. It will cost 3 Threat for the distortion to
swallow a ship which ventures too close.
Locking a Tractor Beam onto the Cavna: Trying to pull the
other ship clear is a logical approach, but projecting a tractor
beam into the distortion will cause the distorted region to
expand along the path of the beam to its source, engulfing the
players’ ship. It will cost 4 Threat for this to occur.
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Just waiting around and scanning without taking more
positive steps is basically just waiting for trouble in a region
like this. Eventually another distortion manifests and the
players’ ship is consumed. This costs 2 Threat.
(You should obviously make sure you have enough Threat in
the bank to ensure you can make one or more of these things
happen. The idea is that the more proactive and heroic the
players act, the more Threat they are neutralising for later in
the adventure.)

Engulfed
The crew’s ship has been sucked into the same kind of
spatial distortion as their Cavna allies.

The Nature of the Spatial Distortion
The tangled region of space is a complex, multi-dimensional
disruption to normal space-time. While ‘tangled’ ships may
appear to be staying still from the viewpoint of an observer in
three-dimensional space, they are progressing through the
distortion in the other dimensions which is why they constantly
shift, warp, acquire new/duplicate areas and so on.
A good analogy would be with quicksand: the tangled ship is
effectively ‘sinking’ through the distortion away from
conventional space. Once it passes completely through the
distortion, it appears to vanish from the normal universe
entirely: it has passed into a subspace pocket realm, from
where it is unlikely to return for many thousands of years
(occasionally two or more distortions interact to create a route
back to reality, but this is incredibly rare).

Spatial Distortion Effects
Characters on a tangled ship experience a number of
strange effects:
Disrupted Topography: If your group uses floorplans for
their ship, they suddenly become a lot less reliable. Doors,
corridors, lift shafts, Jefferies tubes, and so on, don’t lead to
where they used to. They may not even lead to somewhere
‘possible’ in normal space (a hatch in the lower level of the
secondary hull may lead to a cabin in the saucer section). Due
to the progressive nature of the entanglement, a door may lead
somewhere now and somewhere completely different in five
minutes time. The ship essentially becomes an impossible,
constantly shifting labyrinth.
‘Duplicated’ Locations and Individuals: One consequence of
this is that the ship’s volume increases to something
approaching infinite, and this includes multiple iterations of the
same locations (so you can leave the bridge, walk down a
corridor, and find yourself back on the bridge). One slightly
freaky consequence of this is people appear to be duplicated
along with the locations. The good news is that every instance
of a particular individual behaves in an identical way (they
remain a single individual), and the nature of the distortion is
such that characters cannot interact with themselves. Catching
sight of yourself entering a room at the other end of a corridor
is likely to be quite eerie for most characters, though.
General Weirdness: Corridors corkscrew around –
intersections may have corridors sloping off at weird angles –
a cabin may suddenly have expanded to be miles across, with
the furniture spread out across that distance. Use your
imagination.

The Crew’s Perspective
The crew should have no real awareness of the trouble they
are in – yet. The engines are off-line, along with the ship’s
computer (the computer is actually still functional, it just can’t
cope with the input it’s receiving at the moment). External
sensors are likewise down, while internal sensors are giving
chaotic and contradictory data. Internal communications are
functioning, although a little distorted.
Any attempt to move the ship will just accelerate its ‘fall’
away from normal space. If nobody makes a move away from
the location where they were when the ship became tangled,
you can either have reports start to come in of panic and
confusion as the crew realize the interior of the ship is now
‘scrambled’, or you can have an NPC in a towel amble through
the turbolift doors: they’ve just left the bathroom in their
quarters and were expecting to be in their own cabin. The
turbolift doors do now lead into a bathroom, but shortly the
topography will shift again, to a corridor in a distant part of the
ship.
The ‘meat’ of this episode is the characters discovering just
how badly screwed up reality is around them; allowing them a
chance to explore and work this out for themselves rather than
moving too quickly to the next stage of the scenario. If there
are main characters in different locations, try to ensure they
encounter different aspects of the distortions.
Realisation of what’s happened is very confusing and could
affect everyone’s ability to focus and function: when it sinks in,
everyone should make a Command + Insight check at Difficulty
1. Failing the check leaves the character with the trait
Disoriented by Spatial Distortions 2, adding 2 to the difficulty
of all checks. Passing the check reduces this to Disoriented by
Spatial Distortions 1 (+1 to all checks) – note that a character
may spend a Momentum gained on this check to avoid the trait
entirely. If a character rolls a complication, they become crazed
and psychotic and will need to be restrained and tranquilised.
(See Cracked Under the Strain in Scene 4).
Getting anywhere is, obviously, a challenge. Even if the
characters stumble upon a transporter room, only a lunatic
would try beaming somewhere under the current conditions.
However, characters who do travel around the ship may
begin to perceive that the disruption to topography is not
completely random: there is some kind of pattern to it. A
Difficulty 2 check for Reason + Conn (Navigation and
Subspace-related foci are applicable) reveals that the ship’s
interior isn’t just shifting around at random – it reflects the
ship’s progress through the structure of the distortion. And this
holds the key to their chances of escaping.

Scene Four: Escaping
from Tangled Space
In brief: It’s time for the characters to come together and
work the problem out in the traditional manner. By mapping the
structure of the tangling distortion, and then using that
information to remodulate the warp field to cancel out the
tangle’s effects, it should be possible to dispel the distortion
and bounce the ship back to normal space.
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Finding the Solution
Once the characters have figured out the distortions are not
random, it will require a Reason + Science Difficulty 2 check to
work out a possible way of escaping. (This is a key roll, feel
free to flag this to the players so they can use their resources
appropriately. If they still blow it, they can keep rolling, but each
roll will cost 20 minutes of time.) By dispersing sensors
(hand-held tricorders will do the job) throughout the ship and
tracking the distortions, they should be able to build up a
model of the structure of the distortion which is slowly sucking
the ship in.
Equipped with this information, it should be possible to use
the warp engines to neutralise the space-warping effects of the
distortion (warping space is their function, after all). This
should project the ship back into ‘normal’ space-time.
There is a time factor: if the ship is not freed before it is
entirely absorbed by the distortion, it may drop out of normal
space entirely, at which point the characters will face a whole
new set of issues. There is also the Cavna ship to rescue –
bearing in mind that it is like at a more advanced stage of
disruption, too.

Implementing the Solution
Everyone has a potential role to play in rescuing the ship.
Command-focused characters can supervise and coordinate
and generally lend their expertise wherever they think is most
important.
Conn officers have a vital role to play in ensuring tricorders
are dispersed as widely as possible throughout the ship. This
may involve Reason + Conn checks to navigate through the
distorted corridors and rooms and ensure a sufficient spread
of tricorders.
Engineering staff will probably be busy preparing the warp
engines to generate the modified field necessary to counteract
the distortion they are trapped in. This is a Reason +
Engineering Extended Task with a Magnitude of 3 and a Work
of 8. Each roll will take 30 minutes.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 08

MAGNITUDE 03

RESISTANCE 00

TIME INTERVAL

30 minutes

Security staff can assist with the dispersion of sensors. If
you want to give a security-oriented character a bespoke
challenge, or if this is all going a bit too easily, you can have an
outbreak of psychosis amongst the crew which they will have
to deal with (see Cracking Under the Strain).
Science officers will be hard at work converting sensor data
into a model of the distortion they can use. This will be a
Reason + Science Extended Task with a Magnitude of 3 and a
Work of 10. Each roll will require 30 minutes.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 10

MAGNITUDE 03

RESISTANCE 00

TIME INTERVAL

30 minutes

Note that it is likely that some or all characters will have the
Disoriented trait, making these challenges more difficult.
Medical staff can put their skills to work creating a treatment
for the disorientating effects of tangled space. This is a
Reason + Medicine Extended Task with a Magnitude of 2 and a
Work of 6. However, each roll will take 40 minutes.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 02
WORK TRACK 06

MAGNITUDE 02

RESISTANCE 00

TIME INTERVAL

40 minutes

If you have a ship’s counselor, they can spend 30 minutes
with an individual and make a Command + Medicine check
(Difficulty equal to the level of Disorientation that individual is
suffering) to reduce or remove its effects on them (helping
them to focus, getting them to generally chill out, etc). The
patient can do nothing else while being counselled, however.

The Time Factor
It’s a little tricky to present a definitive timeline for the events
of this scenario, as there is obviously a degree of flexibility in
exactly when things happen. The default assumption is that
the Cavna ship was sucked into one of the areas of tangled
space roughly 2.5 hours before the players’ vessel. Player
choices and dice rolls will impact on this. You should be
prepared to modify the following timeline to reflect the events
of your game.
Time 0: The Cavna ship is caught in tangled space.
Time 120 (+2 hours): The players should locate the trapped
Cavna ship
Time 120-180 (+3 hours): The players’ ship also becomes
caught in a spatial distortion
Time 480 (+8 hours): If not rescued from the distortion, the
Cavna ship drops out of normal space entirely.
Time 660 (+11 hours): If the players haven’t managed to
extricate themselves, their own ship likewise becomes lost in a
subspace pocket entirely separate from the main universe.
This gives the player characters about five hours to solve
their predicament and rescue the Cavna. Obviously, feel free to
adjust this as preferred.

Cracking Under the Strain
Some groups may find escaping from tangled space
challenging enough; others may find it less of a problem, or
simply prefer a less cerebral challenge. One wrinkle you can
throw in their direction is the presence of crew members who
have become completely unhinged by their encounter with
tangled space.
Individuals or small groups may be roaming the ship,
attacking anyone they come across. This is a good way of
spending some threat and causing problems for any
characters who are perhaps progressing a bit more easily than
you’d like. It will also give Security-oriented characters a
challenge suited to their particular skill set.
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Scene Five: The Rescue
In Brief: Having freed themselves from the distortions, it just
remains to do the same for the Cavna ship. Depending on how
quickly the players were able to escape, this could be relatively
straightforward (in which case this is essentially a coda to the
main part of the scenario), or time pressure may be a real issue
(making it an exciting climax). Conn, Science and Engineering
officers will likely be front and centre here.

The Dynamics of the Problem
The characters can basically repeat the procedure they used
to free themselves, but it is complicated by the fact that they’re
on the outside of the distortion this time. On the other hand,
they can use the ship’s main sensors to help them scan the
distortion.
Scanning the Rapid Strobes of Blue Intrepidity and gathering
data on its distortion is a Control + Science Extended Task
(supported by Sensors + Science) with a Magnitude of 3, a
Resistance of 1 and a Work of 8. Each roll requires 10 minutes.
If the characters have completed the sensor adaptations
mentioned in Scene Two, this goes down to Magnitude 2 and
Resistance 0.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 08

MAGNITUDE 03

RESISTANCE 01

TIME INTERVAL

xx

Using the data is also more complicated. They don’t have
access to the Cavna’s warp drive (boarding the ship is fraught
with dangers: they can’t beam into tangled space, while a
shuttle would probably just get tangled itself), so the ship will
have to make a close pass to the Rapid Strobes of Blue
Intrepidity and extend a modified warp field to surround it.
There are two elements to this maneuver: moving past the
ship without getting tangled again is a Control + Conn task at
Difficulty 2 (supported by Engines + Conn), while extending the
warp field is Control + Engineering at difficulty 2 (supported by
Engines + Engineering). Feel free to burn some Threat if you
have any left and it feels appropriate.
Both rolls have to succeed to retrieve the Cavna ship.
Regardless of the time factor, on a failed first check you can
burn 3 Threat to announce that the close passage of the ship
and the failed intervention with the warp field has affected the
distortion and accelerated the Cavna ship’s absorption into
subspace; the characters will only get two more attempts
before it vanishes completely.

If the players’ ship escapes but the Cavna are lost, they will
face serious diplomatic consequences unless the captain can
be very persuasive in his report to the Cavna government.
Starfleet are likely to be unimpressed no matter what he says.
Another scenario focused on rescuing the Rapid Strobes of
Blue Intrepidity from subspace is a possibility if the players feel
very strongly about this.
If the players’ own ship is sucked into subspace – well, it’s
just another day in Starfleet, isn’t it? Entertain any schemes
they come up with to escape: although it is practically
mandatory that their first attempt lands them somewhere
unanticipated like another time period, a parallel universe,
fluidic space, etc.

Stat Blocks
Crazed Crewmember (Minor NPC)
Usually reliable Starfleet member temporarily unhinged by
spatial distortions

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 09

FITNESS 10

PRESENCE 07

DARING 11

INSIGHT 07

REASON 06

COMMAND 00

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 00

CONN 00

ENGINEERING 00

MEDICINE 00

DISCIPLINES

FOCUSES: Stealth, Crazed Violence
STRESS: 12
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 3 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
None.
All text and images in this document are available under a
CC-BY-NC license unless otherwise noted.

Outcomes
The ideal outcome for the scenario is that both ships survive
their encounter with tangled space and retreat back out of the
nebula to consider how to deal with this problem going
forward. (It is assumed that in future scenarios ships inside the
nebula will have modified navigational sensors and deflectors
allowing them to avoid these kinds of distortions.)
Yellow-Mottled-Fading-Green may even learn a little patience
and gratitude.
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Twilight Season

Introduction

Fathomless Campaign Episode 3

by Walter Milani-Müller
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Twilight Season is a mission for a Gamemaster (GM) and 3-8
players. The pre-generated characters may be used, but the
players can just as well create their own characters. To run this
adventure, the GM should be familiar with the mission itself, as
well as the Star Trek Adventures roleplaying rules.
To run this adventure, the GM should be familiar with the
adventure itself, as well as the Star Trek Adventures
roleplaying rules.
To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat
● A set of chips or tokens, or some other manner of
marker, for group Momentum
● The pre-generated character sheets, and a starship
sheet
● The Star Trek Adventures core rulebook

Synopsis
While further investigating the fringes of the Magna Oscura
Nebula, the crew happens to witness a lonely planet emerging
from said nebula. Initial scans reveal the planet to be a class P
ice world with a thin but breathable atmosphere and surface
temperatures of averagely about -90° Celsius. Detail scans,
however, show remains of large cities scattered all over the
planet. The scans also show the wreckage of a crashed
starship of unknown origin. Furthermore, there seems to be an
active energy source in the ruined city next to the shipwreck.
After beaming down in environmental suits to investigate
whether the energy source could mean survivors from the
crash, the crew finds out that the ship much resembles those
of their new alien friends, the Cavna, but seems to be a
somewhat older spaceframe, and has been lying here for
decades. The energy source can be found in a ruined building
in the city. When activated, it points the crew to another place
in a nearby mountain ridge, where they might find out about the
fate of the planet.
Once there, the crew finds the resting place of the long gone
Ra’asku’ulh people, an extinct ancient culture that got hurled
out of their native star system by a natural catastrophe. Trying
to survive using cryogenic hibernation, they build a huge
station inside the mountains that in the end turned into a giant
tomb when, unrealized by the people, their great sleeping
machine failed, killing them all.
While finding this out, the crew gets tracked and attacked by
robotic guards that in no way resemble those machines the
Ra’asku’ulh left behind. What happened to them? And can the
crew stop these twisted machines to escape alive and with the
knowledge of what happened here?
The GM begins the mission with 2 Threat per player
character.
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Scene 1: A Rogue Planet
A World Without a Sun
Once everyone is ready, hand a copy of the following to the
Player playing the Captain to read aloud:
Captain’s Log—We have been sent to the fringes of the
mysterious Magna Oscura Nebula to gather more
information without endangering the ship. So far, a mix of
focused long-range scans and deep space probes has
revealed that the strange composition of the nebula has a
worse effect on our equipment than initially thought. While
the first batch of probes seemed to simply disappear into
thin air, an adjustment to the sensor telemetry showed that
the material of the equipment actually dissolved into
nothingness. We will have to proceed our further
investigation with the utmost caution.
On the bridge, the captain and crew discuss the situation.
Their preliminary encounter with the cryptic matter nebula last
episode yielded some data, but now they must gather more.
With the nebula dissolving the space probes, it is impossible
to gather enough information about the nebula’s composition,
to fully understand why exactly the probes are breaking apart.
Equipping the probes with shields may help with the problem,
as well as adding some kind of ablative armor. However, both
defensive measures only extend the life of the probes for just a
few minutes, which may be just long enough to get more clues.
Preparing a probe either way is a Control + Engineering task
with a Difficulty of 2. One character may assist. This Task is
resolved after the probe is launched, so players will not know
how effective their enhancements are until it is “too late”. For
every unsuccessful Task, add one Threat.
When shot into the nebula, the probe immediately starts
transmitting data. At first, the added defense seems to work
properly, but the incoming data starts to deteriorate. To get the
most out of it, the ship’s sensors have to be used with Reason
+ Science against a Difficulty of 2, assisted by the ship’s
Sensors + Science. A successful Task reveals that the nebula
is mainly composed of cryptic matter as expected.
However, while still reading and interpreting the data from
the probes, which basically reveals nothing more than the
composition of the nebula and some details on how the probe
itself is dissolved by the cryptic matter, the long range sensors
reveal a single planet leaving the nebula only a few hours away
at cruising speed. Even more puzzling than the rogue planet
itself, is the fact that it seems to be totally unharmed by the
devastating substance that just a few seconds ago completely
dissolved the ship’s scientific probe.
There is, of course, only one thing to do: investigate. An
initial long range scan is a Reason + Science task, assisted by
the ship’s Sensors + Science. The base Difficulty for the Task
is 1, however, there are some distortions coming from the
nebula, raising the Difficulty to 2.
A successful scan reveals all information given on the scan
readout on page 31 of this mission. Any Momentum obtained
from this roll may be spent for further information, like:
●

●
●

they monitor the planet’s movement, the characters
can use the ship’s computer to calculate its flight
path.
Are there any signs of life? The sensors cannot scan
such details at the current distance.
Why is there so little mass, when the planet is
slightly larger than Earth? From this distance, the
sensors cannot penetrate the outer crust of the
planet. Maybe it is hollow, maybe it is just an illusion…

Feel free to come up with any more or less plausible
information for the player’s questions, as long as you do not
give away too many details that can only be obtained by a
detailed close range scan from an orbit around the planet.
There is no problem in plotting an interception course, and
no task is needed to fly to the planet. However, if you want the
crew to gather some momentum for the scans ahead, you can
have the conn officer roll a Control + Conn task with a
Difficulty of 0. All successes can be banked as Momentum, up
the maximum of 6.
Once in orbit around the planet, a detailed scan can be
initiated. This is the same task roll as before: Reason +
Science, assisted by the ship’s Sensors + Science, versus a
Difficulty of 2.
A successful scan reveals that:
●
●
●
●
●

The sensors cannot penetrate the planet’s outer crust.
The entire surface is covered with ice.
The average surface temperature is around -90°
Celsius.
The atmosphere would be breathable for most
humanoids, but is very thin.
The surface pressure is similar to that of Mars.

Spending Momentum, the crew can further find out that:
●
●
●

There are signs of previous life on the surface
(various larger cities in ruins).
The wreck of a ship is located in the outskirts of one
such city.
There is a faint energy reading in the vicinity of the
crashed ship.

This should lead to the crew sending an away team to the
planet to further investigate their findings. The away team
should wear environmental suits.
GM Guidance: Even if players spend on Momentum learning
the planets’ mysteries, as they beam down or are about to
land a shuttle, they will spot the ruins. This should trigger an
interest to further investigate, and possibly give them a new
try at scanning at reduced Difficulty, as they can now pinpoint
their sensors.

Where did the planet come from? It seems to be a
rogue planet that somehow lost its original star
system. Such planets are quite rare, and usually some
major catastrophe hurled them out of their system. If
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Scene 2: Ancient Debris
Investigating the Shipwreck
Captain’s Log, Supplemental: We stumbled across a rogue
planet that emerged from the nebula. It is an ice world with
signs of a lost civilization. As if this was not strange enough,
our sensors cannot penetrate the planet’s surface. The
computer calculates it far too light, and there is an energy
reading on that dead world, right next to a shipwreck that
according to its material signatures seems to be of Cavna
origin. We will send down an away team to unveil these
mysteries…
Beaming down to the planet is not as easy as usual.
Something causes a disturbance in the transporter system.
This is no major problem and can easily be compensated for.
However, it is noticeable.
On the planet’s surface, the away team appears next to the
shipwreck. Everything is immersed in a dim twilight, created by
the faint light of the stars, reflected from the planet’s frozen
surface.
The ship’s hull is partly dissolved, partly simply destroyed
from the impact. The design appears to be an older version of
the Cavna ships the crew have encountered so far. It has been
lying here for at least several decades, but has been preserved
quite well by the icy environment.
The crew can enter the ship and find out that it is indeed
Cavna. However, they find neither the remains of the crew nor
any trace of what might have happened to them.

GM Guidance: There is a certain chance that your players
will try to solve the Cavna riddle. Should they insist on
investigating every last nook and cranny of the shipwreck,
you can have them roll an Insight + Engineering task with a
Difficulty of 3. A success will allow the crew to transfer some
energy from a tricorder or phaser into a Cavna databank.
They can then download the computer log of the ship and
have the color patterns of the last few entries translated by a
tricorder.
When the crew is done investigating the shipwreck, they can
follow the faint energy reading into the city.

Who Left the Lights On?
What happened to the Cavna ship?: About 40 years ago, the
crew of this prototype exploration vessel stumbled over the
rogue planet, much like the player characters did. After it
emerged from the nebula, they closed in to investigate. They
found the ruined cities, and a faint energy reading. While still
discussing what to do next, the nebula swallowed the planet
and the ship in its orbit. The cryptic matter of the nebula
instantly started to dissolve the Cavna ship, first destroying
the engines. With no means to escape the planet’s gravity, the
ship went down. The last entry reveals the Cavna ship master
ordered the ship to be abandoned. There are no escape pods
left on the wreck…
After searching the ruined city for a little while, the crew is
led to a building that once might have been a skyscraper. The
footprint of the ground floor measures at least 100 by 100
meters. The surface of the building is smooth and rounded to a
certain degree and up to a certain height, from there it looks
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like the building has been dissolved by acid, or simply melted
away.
The lower floors are intact, and the crew finds the source of
the faint energy reading in a small back office. There, a small
console sticks out of one wall. Upon touch, holographic keys
appear, showing symbols that none of the player characters
have ever seen. It takes the crew a successful Insight +
Science or Insight + Engineering task with a difficulty of 3 to
find out that the symbols are no alphabet but pictograms. A
success also helps the characters guess which one to tap to
activate the holographic screen above the console. A video
recording starts playing automatically.
An alien being appears on the holographic screen. The
species is unknown to the characters. The creature might be
male or female. It has a long head with a large smooth
forehead, and black hair on the top and the sides of the face.
The eyes are relatively large and almond-shaped, there are two
small slits for nostrils, and another small slit for a mouth. The
alien has no lips and a purplish-blue skin. It seems to wear
some kind of gray overall. The voice sounds strange, like the
words were spoken in a large, empty room, or in a cave.
It takes three full runs of the video before it can be translated
with a tricorder (no Task roll needed).
“This is city head Brah’anish Tra’al speaking. The
environmental circumstances leave us no other choice than
starting operation Twilight Season. Fellow Ra’asku’ulh, come
to the temple of the sages, to lie down in your chamber of
rest. There you will sleep well until someone guided by the
sages comes and helps us in our despair. May the sages
guide you.”
With the first run of the video, one of the symbols on the
console lit up red. Should the characters tap the symbol, a map
will be displayed instead of the video. The map shows a route
from the city to a nearby mountain range. A successful Reason
+ Science task with a Difficulty of 1 will reveal the coordinates
of said temple of the sages.
The crew can either have themselves beamed over to the
coordinates of the temple, take a shuttle, or they can choose to
march the 190 kilometers. There is nothing else that survived
intact in the city.

The Temple of the Ancient
Once the characters reach the coordinates in the mountain
range, they soon enough find the temple. The six roughly 30
meters high statues of members of the same alien species as
the one in the video are guarding an about five meters wide
and eight meters high entrance. The statues seem to depict
philosophers or wise men. All of them are decorated with some
kind of laurel and wearing a toga.
Behind the entrance, the crew enters a huge empty hall. The
inside of the temple is as cold as the outside. Several corridors
lead away from the entrance hall and further into the complex.
The entire complex is so huge that it takes the crew at least
five hours to explore it. At first they find empty living quarters,
dining halls, and various rooms for study, briefing, and perhaps
entertainment. There seems to be no energy in the complex.
None of the consoles can be activated, all rooms are dark. The
only light the crew can use are the searchlights of their
environmental suits.
Deeper inside the temple, the characters find large halls with
what looks like hundreds of glass caskets filled with a slightly
bluish liquid. Some of those boxes are empty aside from the
liquid, most of them, however, are populated with individual

beings. Most of these creatures look like the alien from the
video. Some are deformed, though, with mutated arms and
legs, empty sockets for more eyes in their faces and
foreheads. Some show crystalline growth on their bodies.
Some have developed tentacles. And some just look as if
something has eaten away at them.
As the crew can now see, the aliens have an average height
of about 220 centimeters. They have a slender built, long, thin
arms and legs, and hands with a long thumb and only two long
fingers. Their feet feature three long toes. Due to the liquid,
their skin looks dark blue.
There is no energy circling through this system. However,
these have to be the resting halls the alien in the video talked
about. It takes a successful Reason + Science or Reason +
Medicine task with a Difficulty of 1 to identify the caskets as a
system for cryogenic hibernation. A scan with a medical
tricorder might reveal whether the aliens are dead or alive.
Rolling successfully on Reason + Medicine against a Difficulty
of 1 does the trick. However, the scans will only reveal what
could already have been expected: all aliens are dead. The
temple of the sages is nothing more and nothing less than a
gigantic tomb.
GM Guidance: As you might already have noticed, there is no
map for the temple. You can use any kind of map from any
game that you might find suitable, or you can draw your own.
In any case, remember that the complex is huge and full of
corridors, hallways, living quarters, schooling and briefing
rooms, recreation centers, etc. The cryogenic chambers alone
need to be so large and many that the complex could at least
house a million or more sleepers.
Give your players the feeling that no matter how long they
would explore the temple, they will most probably never see
all of it. Also, the deeper they enter into the complex, the
harder it will be to communicate with their ship.
Furthermore, create a feeling of eerie darkness and subtle
horror. Something might be lurking in the dark, and indeed it
is…

Something Survived…
After about half the time the characters spend investigating
the temple, they get a feeling of being watched, and as if
something is creeping through the dark halls and up to them.
Empathic characters get a sense of straightforward paranoia,
seeing movement just beyond the corners of their eyes, and
hearing strange noises.
In the third or fourth cryogenic chamber, some of the
casket-like tubes are broken, the bluish liquid spilled around
them, frozen to strange, icy crystals. The crew cannot
distinguish whether the tubes were broken from outside or
from the inside. Either way, the bodies that once rested here
are gone.
Shortly thereafter, the characters find a frozen body in a
corridor. It appears to have been dragged here by what can
only have been wild and most possibly savage animals. The
body has been mutilated, and it looks as if it has been nibbled
upon. However, something seems odd. A successful Insight +
Science or Insight + Medicine task with a Difficulty of 2 will
reveal that the ‘bite marks’ are in fact no such marks, but that
the flesh of the alien seems to have been dissolved, as if
devoured by some kind of giant spider.
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At the same moment, a loud deep moaning sound echoes
through the corridors of the temple, followed by an even
deeper rumbling noise…
GM Guidance: The lurkers in the dark are the twisted robotic
guards of the complex. They are programmed to attack
everyone who might disturb the sleep of the Ra’asku’ulh. If
you want to scare the characters with faint shadows or
glimpses of these creatures in the periphery of their sight, you
can find the description of the guards at the end of the
mission.
The crew should not be able to see or catch one of these
creatures just yet. Just create a feeling of being watched and
stalked.
If players opt to beam back to the ship, the GM should play
on their Values (and possibly award Determination) to make
them stay true to Federation values and keep searching for
answers.
The rumbling noise comes from the planet itself. Think of it
as an earthquake growl, however, the floor does not shake.
The sound is produced by the crystalline cryptic matter
reacting with its gaseous form, slowly dissolving the planet
from the inside out.

Scene 3: Twisted Fate
Whoever May Hear This
Finally, the characters will find what seems to be some kind
of large library. All walls are covered with shelves holding
hundreds, if not thousands of small (5 centimeters diameter, 5
centimeters high) cylinders made of a multicolored crystal. In
the center of the room stands a single white column, on closer
inspection obviously some kind of reading device with one
cylinder already inserted.
In the meantime, the crew has grown familiar to the symbols
used by the aliens. So, they have no trouble starting the
recorded message. As in the city, an alien of the same species
appears. This one, however, is older with grayish-white hair and
a long beard.
“I am Ahrush’tan, sage of the Ra’asku’ulh and first guardian of
the Twilight Season. Whoever may hear this, you must
understand that we are a desperate people. In the age of
Devwarh, our neighboring world was destroyed by our own
mistake. The immensity of the destruction hurled our world
Ra’asku’ulh out of our home system and into the deep of dark
space. At first, we struggled for survival, but after some time
– we calculated it to have been at least seven full rotation
cycles – we had no other choice than to start the great project
our leaders called Twilight Season. It was a program of
cryogenic hibernation to save at least a certain minority of our
twelve billion people. We would sleep until someone guided
by the sages would find us, and save us from eternal sleep.

any kind of matter, and most probably even on matter’s
theoretical counterpart.
In this pool of knowledge, you will find the entire history of our
culture, our science, our religion, our technology. Feel free to
learn about us, before you awaken us, but awaken us you must.”
The characters can watch as many recordings as they want.
They learn that the Ra’asku’ulh had overcome poverty and need
due to the powers the Bezgalga Gisma offered. They find out
that the crystals could not only turn energy cells into
long-lasting power sources (but inferior to Federation
technology), but would work the same way on biological
matter, if ground to powder and induced in a liquid. Even
though this would not work as a life-prolonging drink, the
Ra’asku’ulh turned this revelation into a working cryogenic
hibernation that would theoretically keep the sleepers alive
forever, as long as the system was fed with energy.
They will also learn that the Ra’asku’ulh were a pre-warp
culture who sent probes out into deep space and mining robots
to the neighboring gas giant, mining various gases they needed
for their industries. However, they did not engage into manned
space travel, as they deemed it too dangerous.
Finally, the characters learn about the catastrophe that led to
the Ra’asku’ulh’s doom. In the age of Devwarh, which a
successful Reason + Science task with a Difficulty of 3 will
identify as having been around 600,000 year ago, the mining
operation on the gas giant led to changes in that planet’s
gravity field. Its moons crashed onto the planet, causing a
devastating explosion that destroyed the gas giant. The
shockwave blew Ra’asku’ulh off its solar orbit and out of the
star system.

Attack of the Twisted
While the crew is still studying the records of the sages
(there have been various since Ahrush’tan), they continue to
hear the low growling noise.
At some point, have the characters roll an Insight + Security
task with a Difficulty of 2. Any focuses relating to perception
will apply. On success, the characters notice some strange
creatures gathering at the entrance of the library. There are two
per player character, but you may spend Threat to increase the
number.
These are the twisted robotic guards of the complex. If
unnoticed, they mount a surprise attack and go first. If the
characters spotted them, the first combat phase will go to the
crew.
There is no way to reason with these creatures; they can only
be destroyed. Their original programming drives them to try to
stop the intruders. However, since they no longer recognize
each other as guard drones, there is a chance that they might
turn against each other. With every attack of a guard, roll 1 .
On an Effect, the guard attacks another guard.

You must know that our culture is based around the Bezgalga
Gisma, a bluish crystal easily found anywhere in our world’s
crust. It has the strange property to make energy cells built with
it last unusually long. This has driven our technological
advancement for centuries, even allowing us to send probes and
robotic workers out into the dark void. However, should the
crystals melt, they produce a poisonous gas that eats away at
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Twisted Robotic Guards (Minor NPCs)
Originally hovering drones equipped with a paralyzing beam,
these robots have been twisted by Oscuran experiments with
cryptic matter.
When the planet entered the Magna Oscura Nebula, an
Oscuran merged all machinery on the planet with cryptic
compounds and inadvertently killed the hibernating Ra’asku’ulh.
At the same time, the gaseous cryptic compound began
hollowing out the planet.
Due to the experimentation, the robotic guards grew
tentacle-like pseudo-biological limbs, and their paralyzing beam
turned into a deadly cryptic energy charge that slowly dissolves
any kind of matter it hits.
Originally, hundreds of guard drones patrolled the temple to
keep the sleepers safe…

ATTRIBUTES

CONTROL 10

FITNESS 11

PRESENCE 09

DARING 10

INSIGHT 01

REASON 01

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 00

ENGINEERING 00

MEDICINE 00

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 00
CONN 05

STRESS: 13
RESISTANCE: 1
WEAPONS:
● Charge of twisted energy: Ranged, 6 , Vicious 1
SPECIAL RULES:
● Explosive End: When a twisted robotic guard is either
reduced to 0 Stress or suffers an Injury, it will explode. The
explosion causes 3 damage to everyone in the same zone.

A Narrow Escape
Once the crew destroys the guards, they can continue to
download the cultural data of the Ra’asku’ulh. However, there
is an incitement to hurry up. On the back wall of the library, a
black dot appears that slowly grows, while at the same time
the growling noise gets louder.
A tricorder scan (Reason + Science Task with a Difficulty of
2) will reveal that the signature of the spot is similar to cryptic
matter, but in the form of a gaseous cryptic compound. The
characters have to leave soon, lest they want to be dissolved
with the rest of the place within the next few minutes.
The download process of the data is an Extended Task with
a Work Track of 10, a Magnitude of 5, and a Difficulty of 3. The
Task itself is a Control + Science or Engineering roll, and can
be assisted by one additional character. They have six minutes,
and the time interval is one minute.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 10

MAGNITUDE 05

RESISTANCE 00

TIME INTERVAL

1 minute

in their endeavour, if they manage the number of time intervals
carefully by spending Momentum.
The saved data might be:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

about the Bezgalga Gisma and its properties
about Ra’asku’ulh biology
about Ra’asku’ulh cryogenic technology
about Ra’asku’ulh space probes
about Ra’asku’ulh robotic technology
about Ra’asku’ulh culture
about Ra’asku’ulh history
about the great catastrophe
about the world Ra’asku’ulh and its home system
about the original fauna and flora of Ra’asku’ulh

After the six rolls, the crew has to flee. Any knowledge they
were not able to download by then is forever lost. You can
spice the escape with some more twisted robotic guards,
should you have any threat for reinforcements left. Otherwise,
the crew can simply run for the entrance of the temple and exit.
As soon as they are outside the complex, they may contact
their ship to beam them aboard. They make it to the bridge just
in time to see the planet disappear, as it is finally dissolved
from within by the gaseous cryptic compound.
Nonetheless, they have recovered valuable information
about the now finally gone species of the Ra’asku’ulh and their
homeworld. Archaeologists and space scientists may be able
to find out the origin of the planet from the information
gathered. They may also be able to link the mysterious
Bezgalga Gisma (a crystalline cryptic compound) to the cryptic
matter, since the described effects of molten crystals resemble
the effects of the strange gas. Furthermore, the signature of
the cryogenic liquid is not very far off the cryptic matter
signature.
Sciencing all these facts together will be valuable and helpful
information in missions to come…
Successful analysis of cryptic matter or the gaseous cryptic
compound during this mission allows a reduction to the level
of Phenomenon Intensity as described in the campaign notes
on Cryptic Matter for subsequent missions. If analysis fails but
they have downloaded the data on Bezgalga Gisma, they can
use that knowledge to reduce Phenomenon Intensity.
GM Guidance: Bezgalga Gisma is a crystalline cryptic
compound in the crust of the Ra’asku’ulh homeworld that has
been there for millennia. It may be an ancient Oscuran
experiment rather than the more recent experimentation that
made the twisted robotic guards and the gaseous cryptic
compound. But how did it get into the crust so long ago? As it
is an ancient mystery outside the scope of this campaign, we
leave it for the GM to develop. For example, the region of their
native star system may have more cryptic matter than found
in the Magnanebula.

All text and images in this document are available under a
CC-BY-NC license unless otherwise noted.

With each breakthrough, the crew can choose one of the
following data packages. However, they will most likely not be
able to save all data, since they only get a maximum of six rolls
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To Face The Darkness Your Heart Must Be Pure is a mission
for a Gamemaster (GM) and 3-6 players. The pre-generated
characters may be used, but the players can just as well create
their own characters. To run this adventure, the GM should be
familiar with the mission itself, as well as the Star Trek
Adventures roleplaying rules.
To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat
● A set of chips or tokens, or some other manner of
marker, for group Momentum
● The pre-generated character sheets, and a starship
sheet
● The Star Trek Adventures core rulebook

Synopsis
Starfleet Command has deployed the players’ ship to the
Undabussius system, within the Enigma zone. Aboard they
have two representatives from the Cavna, and a clear directive
has been issued: to gather as much Microdinium as possible.
The players will need to take bold decisions, or risk coming
home without enough to satisfy the Cavna representatives.
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The crew must confront Pirates, handle cryptic matter
contaminations, and as the adventure progresses they have to
show compassion or leave people to an uncertain fate. All
while the mysterious Fathomless are silently observing from a
distance.
Any player can use mission directives on as their own values
(Core rules p. 87). The following mission directives are in play:
●
●

Gather Microdinium before Undabussius is lost
Uphold Federation code of conduct

They are mainly observers but will provide background and
specific knowledge to the player characters. With the
exception of Scene 4, they are not expected to perform any
Tasks and will not be fully fleshed out with Attributes and
Disciplines.
More can be read about Cavna in general in the Settings
bible.

Microdinium

The GM begins the mission with 2 Threat per player character.

Cryptic Matter
As laid out in the Campaign Guide, cryptic matter will
severely affect any ships not prepared to handle it. As your
crew have had some minor experience, the Phenomenon
Severity should have decreased by 1 and give the Enigma zone
a rating of Class IV. Affected systems are Engines, Sensors,
Shields, Structure and Transporters.
Gm and players will have to modify all relevant tasks in the
episode depending on the current rating.

The Cavna Representatives
From the Cavna, there are two members aboard the player
vessel. The Deepbound, Pale-Orange-Circles is a medical
specialist who will be in charge of handling the Microdinium
and securing it for the trip home. The Drywalker,
Translucent-Blue-Ribbons is the equivalent to a military advisor
with tactical knowledge about the facility and Undabussius
system.

Microdinium is a crystalline compound used as a vascular
pressure enhancer by the Cavna to counteract hypotension
while spacefaring. It is naturally produced in deep sea
creatures on their home planet that travel between pressure
zones in search for food, and can be harvested from a secreted
mucus without harm to the creatures. Neither the Cavna or the
Federation have succeeded growing it in labs, and replicators
cannot achieve the proper quantum level crystalline fidelity.
Normally, their home planet can provide enough for the
needy, but with a mass evacuation scenario becoming more
probable they will need to stack up.

Undabussius
Undabussius is a L-class Oceanic world with a breathable
atmosphere. It’s orbiting a red dwarf at a close distance and is
therefore tidal locked, and gamma radiation is prohibiting long
durations of stay. Light is a red-tinted eternal twilight on the
star-facing side and the facility is placed near the sub-stellar
point where local temperature is tropical. The nominal gravity
is 1.4 G. There are a few barren rocky planets further out in the
system, but they have no names. The star is referred to just as
“Undabussius motherstar”.
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The colony on Undabussius was founded just a few years
ago and has fully automated underwater gathering probes. On
the surface is a floating storage and maintenance facility with
two landing pads for shuttlecraft. It has shielding but no
defensive weaponry, and only a small habitat space. It can be
compared to a 20th century oil platform in many aspects.

Scene 1: Arrival
A Mission of Some Importance
Once everyone is ready, hand a copy of the following to the
Player playing the Captain to read aloud:
Captain’s Log: We are on our way to the Undabussius deep
sea colony under high warp. The colony is small but
important as it is the Cavna’s main supply of Microdinium
which will be needed in case of a mass evacuation of their
home planet. Starfleet Command estimates we will have 12
hours to safely complete the mission upon arrival. Our
scientists believe that the magnetosphere of the
Undabussius mother stars will protect us for a time, and keep
the outer layers of the nebula – The Enigma zone – back,
much like a dam.
The Cavna representatives can provide the players with any
of the information about the Undabussius system in the
synopsis part, including the knowledge that there is a strong
magnetosphere present. You can either roleplay this, or just
hand them the information depending on your playstyle.
The first task is to figure out how the magnetosphere is a
good thing for the players with a Reason + Science task
against a Difficulty of 2, assisted by the ship’s Sensors +
Science. At a successful task, explain the following:
Luckily for the crew, the magnetosphere of the Undabussius
star system will keep the worst effects at bay for some time,
but at the same time it affects many of the same ship systems.
Transporters and shields are affected with the full rating, for all
other systems the rating is treated as three levels lower –
much improved odds.
GM Guidance: Players should feel the mission is hard, but
not impossible. They might also try to create some
advantages – as a GM you have the last say, but they should
not be allowed to compensate for transporters for more than
a single use each scene. The goal is to keep them at the
planet long enough for things to go south.

Cavna have declared this part of the sector as a no-fly zone,
so we are not sure what to expect.
As the players enter the Undabussius system, they can do a
sensor sweep of the system with a Reason + Security or
Science task of Difficulty 0 – it matters little if the tactical
officer or science officer makes the scan. On a successful
task, they pick up two “unknown metallic objects” in orbit of
Undabussius of approximately size 3. They can use any
momentum gained to ask questions and get more details, see
the NPC section for information on the (pirate) ships. GM
should note that the two objects are identical, and maneuvers
in unison on any touching questions.
If they fail this task they still see two blips on the sensors,
but can get no further information. They need to enter orbit to
be able to scan through the interference.
When they take standard orbit, the ship raises shields
preventing any detailed scans, unless the players get creative.
As soon as they come within close range, one of the ships will
send a one-way message to them:
“Federation vessel, this system is now under the control of
Captain Shilkas. You will leave immediately. You have one
hour to comply.”
The ship will not repeat any hails, but players can learn
without a task that the ships are communicating and keeping a
tactical formation against the player ship.
GM Guidance: There is only one ship, the other is just a
sensor echo. Only on a Momentum spend to ask specifically
about this will the players learn the truth.

Gathering Intel
To scan either ship is a Reason + Science or Security task
against a Difficulty of 1, assisted by the ship’s Sensors +
Science to gain any new knowledge, but be sure to inform
them that they have three units of microdinium aboard (enough
to mark off three boxes in the Extended Task later).
A similar task is needed to scan the surface but Difficulty is
reduced to 0. On a success players learn that there are two
medium sized shuttles taking up all landing spaces available at
the facility. Momentum can be spent to find out they are
currently empty of cargo
Any information about the facility is provided willingly by
Pale-Orange-Circles and Translucent-Blue-Ribbons,
represented as a Reason + Security task of Difficulty 0.

As this scene is mostly to set up the adventure, do not linger
and move on to the next scene when players have a grasp of
what’s expected of them.

Orbital Object(s)
Captain’s Log, supplemental: As we are approaching
Undabussius, we are picking up something on long range
sensors, and we are entering orbit under yellow alert. The
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Scene 2: Handling the
intruders
It is impossible to tell how every group will handle the
intruders, but here are some options. Remind the players that
they have a time limit on their shenanigans, but allow them to
discuss how to proceed outside mission time.
GM Guidance: Shilkas is not aboard this ship. Commander
Hushurdz will play along if characters address him as
Shilkas. Hushurdz is a sly criminal, which anyone can learn
from a database. Finding out his identity should reflect as an
Advantage, but how this is done is left to the GM. Use the
ship's stats for any opposed Tasks.
Hushurdz will lie to convince player characters they have
many ships close by if they ask about “where the other ship
went”.

1: Scare Tactics
This is a gated challenge with two separate tasks. First, a
warning shot (treat it like a normal attack but declared as
intentionally missing) using a normal attack task, followed by
an intimidating speech with Presence + Security, Difficulty 2. If
successful the Pirates will offer half the cargo, but will
grudelingly give up all if players insist. Failing any task, Pirates
are unimpressed and a “forceful action” is needed to convince
them.
GM Guidance: This is the quick and dirty solution,
consuming little mission time unless the crew forms a
landing party to infiltrate the facility. In that case, the GM will
have to improvise.

2: Diplomacy
This is an opposed task of Presence + Command difficulty 2,
but the real challenge is to get the other party to listen. Any
message indicating that player characters are willing to
compensate fairly will be a door opener, or spending
determination to “make it so”. The player characters are
treated as the “active” part, and outcomes are as follows:
● Player characters succeed, Pirates fail: All
Mircodinium is transferred as part of the deal.
● Player characters fail, Pirates succeed: No
Microdinium is transferred.
● Both parties fail: Negotiations collapse. Players must
try something else.
● Both parties succeed: see Core rules p. 82. Players
negotiate 1 unit of Microdinium, plus one per
momentum generated above what the Pirates
generated.

GM Guidance: This path is the most “Starfleet way” and
therefore most rewarding. Award any “spotlight” characters
with one determination for upholding Federation code of
conduct if they succeed without complications or threats.

3: Cunning
This option covers any other ideas players might have.
Execution could take anything from “no time at all” up to a few
hours, and could potentially blow up in their faces provoking a
battle. The field is open to player suggestions, so let them
brainstorm ideas, but here are some suggestions if they grind
to a halt:
● Work with the Cavna to devise a ruse to make pirates
think the Microdinium is useless.
● Create false sensor readings and trick Pirates into
fleeing and dumping the cargo
● Board their ship and do something bold. Using
shuttles (or rocket boots, climb the grappler line etc).
The GM has last say on how long it will take to execute any
plan, and what failure and complications this will trigger.
GM Guidance: Treat any plan as a Gated challenge. Ideally,
ask two or three tasks depending on complexity. If the
solution is non-violent, award 2 Momentum upon successful
completion. Failure means they are exposed, if this happens
they are reduced to combat.

Plan B: Combat
Only if the players provoke a fight will there be combat. The
vessel should be inferior to the players making it an easy
challenge. This should be such a sure outcome that the GM
could opt to just simply apply 6 of damage to players
shielding and let the pirates limp away with bruised egos.
When either pirate ship is recused to 0 shields or suffer a
single system breach, they will withdraw leaving the
microdinium behind.
GM Guidance: In case of combat, the GM will gain two extra
threat and one unit of Microdinium is lost.

Scene 3: The mission
Let’s Get To It Then
Captain’s Log, Supplemental—With the problem of our
uninvited guests handled we are ready to proceed loading
the Microdinium. As there is still heavy interference on
transporters, I suspect we need to use shuttles unless
someone makes a breakthrough worthy of the engineers at
the Daystrom Institute.
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Loading the Microdinium is a Timed Extended Gated
Challenge where the players will think they have around 11
hours to complete the mission. In total, 5 breakthroughs must
be scored to fill up the cargo bays. If players retrieved
Microdinium from the Pirates this is applied to the work track
before they start.
Ask if players want to create any advantageous traits (Core
rules, p. 76). You may allow them to create an Advantage that
allows one free die re-roll for one Task, for one stage of the
overall endeavor. Let them brainstorm for a few minutes, but
keep the game from stagnating. They could do something like
pick out crew members with “high gravity tolerance” or prep
shuttles for “atmospheric operations”.
GM Guidance: For time reference, this part takes place
roughly between +1 and + 5 hours. At first, it might look
repetitive, but spend some Threat to complicate things if
players do “too well” on the challenge.

Gathering the Microdinium
Ask the players to take different mission ops using their
main or supporting characters, each handling one operational
Task. They will now do several gated challenges as an
Extended Task. Pilots must land, Duty Officers lead the work
and the “grunts” will do the heavy lifting before shuttles go
back up again. A whole trip takes 2 hours and uses every
shuttle available.
GM Guidance: To keep this from getting repetitive and time
consuming GM can opt to say that every task except one per
Gated Task is successfully performed without any dice rolls,
and this Task will be the bottleneck to make or break it.
The separate Tasks are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

First, the flight operation manager roll Control + Conn
Difficulty 3 with complication range 2.
Second, duty officers roll Daring + Command
Difficulty 2 with complication range 3.
Third, docker crews roll Fitness + Security Difficulty 2
with complication range 3.
Lastly, the flight operation manager rolls Daring +
Conn Difficulty 4 with complication range 4.

The Extended Task part has a Work Track of 16, Magnitude
of 5, Resistance of 1 and time interval of 1 hour. In short, a
normal run takes 2 hours, a failed run 3 and a “perfect” run 1.
Complications add +2 resistance each, but this is reset
between Tasks. Players can always Succeed at a Cost, losing 1
work hour.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY
above

WORK TRACK 16

MAGNITUDE 05

RESISTANCE 01

TIME INTERVAL

1 hour

GM Guidance: Skilled players could fill the work track in 2-3
hours and this would cut the adventure very short. If they

start to shorten the mission time by adding threat, spend
gained Threat on raising Resistance so they don’t advance
too quickly. The goal is not to make players feel they stand
still, only that it will be a close call in the mission window and
that taking stupid risks will not pay off in the long run.
Around halfway through the mission, let any player or NPC
manning sensors pick up that their way out has been cut off.
Captain’s Log, Supplemental: About ten minutes ago,
sensors picked up several ships closing in. We cannot yet
hail or make a detailed scan, but we suspect they are of the
same origin as the earlier encountered one. This time we are
outnumbered – possibly outgunned so I’m as yet uncertain
how to proceed given the new circumstances.
Pale-Orange-Circles and Translucent-Blue-Ribbons is urging
us to quicken the pace, but odds are becoming less
favourable by the minute. With luck, we’ll have all shuttle
crews aboard before the fleet arrives, but they have still cut
off our safe way out of here.
The Pirate Fleet has returned with numbers. Unknown to all,
the core of the planet has been affected by w-particles and the
magnetosphere will soon collapse. As of now, the Pirates are
closing from the only “safe” direction so when players detect
them it’s already too late to run.

Scene 4: Please, Hurry Up!
During this scene Pale-Orange-Circles will be busy securing
the cargo bays, but Translucent-Blue-Ribbons will be present at
the bridge overlooking the operations. When the pirate fleet is
detected, there might be enough time to complete the
Extended Task. Translucent-Blue-Ribbons will behave
differently depending on the status. If players have made at
least two breakthroughs, they will be positive.
If there’s been no breakthroughs, Translucent-Blue-Ribbons
will insist to hurry up and take bigger risks. If no breakthrough
is achieved on the next mission Task, he will constantly bother
the bridge crew with nervous questions and unproductive
suggestions on how to speed up work. The trait “backseat
driver” will come into play, and Translucent-Blue-Ribbons must
be dealt with, taking focus away from the “real” mission. As
long as the trait is in play, the captain may not assist on any
tasks before resolving this social challenge.
For the challenge, Translucent-Blue-Ribbons is now treated
as an adversary and will use the Threat pool.
Translucent-Blue-Ribbons and the Captain will engage in a
Contested Social Task using Presence + Command Difficulty
2, and the captain may receive assistance from one other
player using Insight + Command. No more than one character
may assist in this task, and that character will also be too busy
to assist anyone else or perform any other duties. To resolve
the situation, players must achieve more successes than
Translucent-Blue-Ribbons does in a single Task. They can retry
the challenge any number of times, but every attempt hinders
the active players from assisting or performing mission Tasks.
There is also the possibility of spending Determination to
“make it so” and resolve the situation without further Tasks, or
simply order guards to escort him off the bridge.
GM Guidance: For time reference, this part takes place
roughly between +5 and + 8 hours. This scene should be
treated as optional, so if you are short for time – skip it.
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Scene 5: Newton’s Third
Law of Motion
I Don’t Think it Will be as Easy This
Time
The small Pirate fleet arrives with shields up and weapons
primed. Their opinion of the players will depend on how they
were treated earlier on. Until now, communications have not
been working, or hails were ignored. Interference makes this
unclear even on a successful analysis Task.
The fleet positions themselves at medium range, taking
partial cover behind a small moon. How they proceed will
depend on how they were treated earlier. Players will probably
try to scare off or talk sense into the Pirates, but if they choose
to fight, see “Battlestations” below.
GM Guidance: For time reference, this scene takes place
roughly around +8 hours. There are 3 pirate vessels, and the
GM can spend threat to add more.
●

If players flexed their muscles: Pirates know they are
strong and will defend themselves. They will make
threats to use deadly force and lock weapons on
every ship and shuttle not theirs.
“In the name of Shilkas, hand over your ship or we will
open fire!”

●

If they made a deal: Pirates want to get the same
deal or better for the whole clan.
“We all have our families aboard. Don’t force us to have
to steal from you what we need to survive when we can
make a deal instead” (greatly exaggerated).

●

If they used cunning: Pirates will be expecting more
“cowardly trickery” and reply with the same coin.
“What you did not expect, Captain, is for us to place a
bomb among the cargo, and we are ready to detonate
it, unless you hand your ship over to us. You have one
minute to decide (Lie).”

Play out the encounter as a combination of role-playing and
dice rolls. If players make a good argument, award them with
lower difficulty or extra dice. Then let them do a single
opposed Presence + Command of Difficulty 3 Task. If both
sides fail, jump to “Battlestations” immediately. On any other
outcome, talks will continue (for 4 rounds before being
interrupted by the shockwave).

Battlestations
Battle will break out if players choose to attack, or if
diplomacy goes south. After a maximum of 4 rounds, they are
interrupted by the shockwave.

The Shockwave
Explain that several new alarms start going off in the middle
of talking (or fighting). Slip a note to any player manning the
science station, or read it out yourself as a NPC:
“Sir, there’s… there’s something closing in. Fast, from all
sides. Sensors cannot… oh no, the Heliosphere of
Undabussius motherstar is collapsing! All decks, brace for
impact!”
A sharp witted player may remember that engines will be
affected first from previous adventures, and can initiate an
emergency shutdown of all power systems with a Daring +
Engineering Difficulty 1 Task. If successful, this creates the
advantage “It’s not as bad as it seems” for the next scene.
Then the cryptic matter shockwave hits.
Consoles short out, lights go dark and the whole ship is
forcefully tilted. Everyone is flung around as internal
dampeners go offline. Several pirate ships explode into a
million pieces before sensors go dark and static fills the main
viewer...
GM Guidance: Every main system receives one breach
above any previous battle damage, and for every 3 Threat
spent the GM can apply another one. For a challenging
endgame, 2 or 3 systems should become “damaged” or
“disabled”. It’s a lot like the scene from Voyager’s first
episode after being displaced by the Caretakers’ array.
But play nice and do not break their Warp Core.

Scene 6: “1 Hour Until
Structural Collapse”
All Decks, Report In
The players are now stranded in the Enigma Zone, and they
have around one hour before their ship is busted beyond repair.
To escape they need warp capability.
During their repairs, they will also discover some pirates
survived and must decide to risk their own safety to rescue
them, or leave them to their destiny.
Captain’s Log, Supplemental—Captains log, supplemental.
We are still (barely) in one piece, but that wave struck us
before we had the chance to get strapped in. I’m waiting on
reports from senior officers and have gathered the bridge
crew that’s still standing to discuss options.
One thing is for sure – we need to get out of here before the
cryptic matter dissolves us completely.
Emergency lighting is coming on, and all decks are a mess
with sporadic discharges of power relays, blinking
workstations and several crew members lie injured. Almost all
primary and secondary systems are offline, but life support and
emergency power is stable. The Mircodinium cargo is intact,
for now.
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GM Guidance: This scene should not kill the pace of the
game session as this is the final stretch of the episode.
Option A is for any GM wanting to make this into a two-parter.
Option B is a “shortcut” to the resolution.

Scene 6A: Grab Your Dice
Inform the players most systems are down, and they barely
have time to make emergency repairs. In one hour the ship will
be beyond saving. They need warp speed – ASAP.
GM Guidance: As long as the advantage “It’s not as bad as it
seems” is in play, the players can spend momentum to retry
an unsuccessful Task again without any negative
consequences. They still spend the time of the failed Task.
The computer will regularly voice time remaining as the crew
advances on their Tasks.

Bridge Crew Specific Tasks
There are a number of Tasks for the senior staff to perform.
See the “Positions and specific Tasks” in the Core Rules, p. 221
and forward for deeper descriptions.
● The Commanding officer(s) could use the “Rally”
and/or “Create Advantage” Tasks to build momentum
and/or facilitate other Tasks.
● The ships’ navigator could perform a “Chart Hazard”
Task to counteract taking more damage.
● Communication officers can perform a “Damage
Report” Task to facilitate repairs.
● System operation managers can deploy “Damage
Control” teams with a Task to restore disabeled
systems to operations.
● CMO can perform a “Casualty Report”, see below (not
covered by Core rules).
GM Guidance: What is this “NPC roll” I keep bringing up?
This works much like “NPCs and starship operations”
described in Core rules p. 225 if players wish to dispatch
NPCs instead of performing the Tasks.

CMO: Casualty Report
The CMO of a starship calls all decks to prioritize aid where
it’s most needed. Before this is done, the crew is in disorder as
people struggle to transport injured to the sickbay, provide first
aid or busy performing search and rescue operations.
Managing the injured crew is treated as an Extended Insight
or Control + Medicine Task, and is calculated like this:
Difficulty equals the severity category of the event (Core rules,
p. 154), but presence of an EMH would lower the difficulty by
one at GMs discretion. Magnitude equals Crew support score
minus Medical department score, but always at least 1. The
GM rolls a number of Challenge Dice equal to Crew Support,
the sum plus Crew Support base score equals Work track for
the Extended Task.

Time interval is 5 minutes. At the end of every time interval,
the GM rolls one challenge dice for every Magnitude left on the
Task plus one per complication rolled. For every effect scored,
a crewmember was fatally injured and did not survive.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY above
WORK TRACK above

MAGNITUDE above

RESISTANCE 00

TIME INTERVAL

5 minutes

GM Guidance: As example, the U.S.S. Thunderchild is struck
by a “Cryptic matter shockwave, severity III”. It’s crew support
is 5, and it’s medical department score is 3. This gives a
Difficulty of 3, Magnitude of 2 and GM rolls a sum of 4, this
gives a total Work Track of 9. Statistic projection: all injured
crew will be cared for within 10 minutes, one fatality is
expected.
“NPC roll” is roll “severity category” plus “crew support”
minus “medical department” number of challenge dice once
per scene and treat every effect as a fatality.
GM Guidance: As above this will be 3 + 5 – 3 = 5. Two
effects are scored. Sadly, two crew members didn’t make it.

Engineering Ops: Damage Report
As soon as anyone performs a “Damage report” they learn
the following information, on top of the normal advantages:
● Shuttlebay doors damaged: shuttles could launch, but
not land. Repair Task Difficulty 2 and Time interval 15
minutes.
NPC roll: use ships’ Structure + Engineering. On
failure, shuttle operations are partially restored but
every shuttle landing consumes 1 Power.
● Personal transporters shunted: not possible to
transport living matter on or off the ship. Repair Task
Difficulty and time interval
NPC roll: use ships’ Computers + Science. On failure,
transport is limited to one object per Task.
● Tractor Beam emitters burnt out: the tractor beam
can be routed through the main deflector (but then
any complications on maneuvers will trigger
breaches). Repair Task Difficulty 1 and time interval
10 minutes.
NPC roll: use ships’ Structure + Security. On failure,
the patching will be unstable and fail if a
complication is rolled on any ship Task, regardless if
it’s assisted by the ship or not.
● Any other secondary systems: Treat systems not
being an integral part of any main system (like
holodecks, replicators, or astrometrics) as broken but
“patchable” with a normal Ability + Discipline Task of
Difficulty 2 and a Time interval of 15 minutes.
NPC roll: use a logical System + Department
combination. On failure, assign a limiting trait.
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Getting Main Power Back Online
To get the ship moving beyond the system and out of harm's
way, both the main power and the warp core must be brought
back online. This can be done in any order, but no engineering
tasks except bringing the core itself online can get assists
from the ship's engines before the Core is back online. When
the core is online, half the Power (rounded up) will become
available.
Any complications scored adds 5 minutes each, regardless
of Task performed.
● Main power grid is offline: 2 Power available and the
“Restore Power” Task is impossible. Repair Task
Difficulty 2 and time interval 15 minutes.
NPC roll: use ships’ Engines + Engineering. On failure,
main power is partly back online – the “restore power”
Task is now possible but maximum Power is reduced
by 3 until properly repaired.
● Bringing warp core online is a 3-step Gated Task
assisted by the ship's Engines + Engineering. Every
Task consumes 10 minutes and can’t succeed at a
cost – if failed, the process must be started from
scratch. First, a Reason + Engineering Difficulty 2
Task to pressurize the coolant system is needed.
Second, a Insight + Engineering Difficulty 1 Task to
adjust the dilithium crystal alignment must be
performed. Lastly, a Control + Engineering Difficulty 3
Task to stabilize the M/AM reaction at nominal levels
must succeed.
● It is also possible to jump-start it in only 10 minutes
with an unassisted Daring + Engineering Difficulty 4
Task. Failure means the core must be ejected as it is
going critical.
NPC roll for all above: use ships’ Engines + Engineering
score, Difficulty 2. On failure, the core is ejected and explodes.

Science Ops: Sensor Sweep
●

●

●

With an Insight or Reason + Science Task Difficulty 1,
they see the Nebula closing faster than calculated.
They have about one hour to get main power online
and escape.
There is no safe way to get more Microdinium off the
planet any longer as the atmosphere is now saturated
with interference from cryptic matter and this can be
learned without a Task.
On an Insight or Reason + Security Task Difficulty 1
they learn that one pirate ship is still intact, located at
close range, but seems to be inoperable. They also
pick up the distress call even if they do not succeed at
this Task.

The Distress Call

Captain’s Log, Supplemental: The situation has quickly
become more complicated, as we have received a distress
call from one of our previous aggressors. I've gathered my
senior staff to come up with options, but we must not forget
about getting out of here before the Nebula swallows us all.
The following can be learned about the shipwreck from close
distance. If players go to point blank range, lower the difficulty
by 1.
● Reason + Conn Difficulty 1: Impulse engines could
take them there in 5 minutes spending 2 Power, but
using thrusters would take several hours.
● Reason + Engineering Difficulty 1: Their ship appears
to be without power except for the emergency
beacon, not even life support. Momentum spends:
They vented all the drive plasma, traces of this can
still be seen surrounding their ship and the Warp core
is inactive.
● Control + Science Difficulty 2: There are around 25
life signs aboard the ship.

The Rescue…?
There are three solid options to handle rescue, but players
could come up with something unique. Be ready for anything!
● Tractor Beam. Warp Core needs to be online for
players to have enough power to escape the system,
and the tractor beam must be functional. These
Tasks are covered above, so the main question is: can
they get the job done in time?
● Evacuate. There might be too few shuttlecraft
available to take on survivors – this could be an
interesting role-playing challenge, and GM should
resolve it without dice rolls if that fits your crew. If not,
it is a Presence + Command Task Difficulty 4 to stop
the survivors from commandeering the shuttles to
escape. If players fail, around 25 survivors start
fighting the players and each other for a place in a
shuttle.
● Repair. The repairs are simple enough since the ship
is robust and the engineer released the drive plasma
and saved it from exploding. The problem is that they
need antimatter to restart the core and get anything
done, as there is not even emergency power. If
players bring fuel, no other Tasks are needed.
GM Guidance: “Captain, a moment please?”
If the player CO chooses to ignore the distress call and no
player voices any objections, a bridge crew NPC will ask to
talk in private. They will state that this action taken will be
noted in the logs as a violation of Starfleet protocol, signed by
several witnesses among the crew.
If the orders stand, several more crew members will later
voice that they can’t serve under such a cold commander, and
request a transfer as soon as possible.

As soon as anyone interacts with sensors or subspace radio,
the distress call is picked up without a task.
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Scene 6B: Drama
Inform the players most systems are down, and they barely
have time to make emergency repairs. In one hour the ship will
be beyond saving. They need warp speed – ASAP.
GM Guidance: As long as the advantage “It’s not as bad as
it seems” is in play, the players can spend one momentum to
re-roll any single die on the Tasks they perform.
Let every player describe how they help out in the aftermath,
and let them roll for a single Task against a common Timed
Extended Task. This represents the general state of the ship,
and their combined efforts to fix what’s broken. The Extended
Task has no set combination of attributes and disciplines as it
is up to the players to motivate how they contribute. All slack is
picked up by NPCs in the crew.
They must find their inner miracle worker, but if they all start
fixing the holodecks and coffee makers set a high difficulty as
these actions do not contribute unless players know exactly
what they're doing. Half of the Tasks, rounding up, should have
a difficulty as the current Phenomenon Severity. Magnitude
equals number of players, and work track equals 5 plus 3 for
every player.
Let players all roll for their tasks in any order they pick.
Anyone failing the Task can succeed at a cost – they will be
occupied with this activity the whole hour. Anyone succeeding
can make another attempt if they do not have enough
breakthroughs.
As a last resort, players can spend three Momentum or one
Determination, provided that a Value applies, to make a last
desperate attempt to succeed.
GM Guidance: Focus on the roleplaying aspect, but remind
them there is limited time. The aim for this scene is to feel
like the end scene of Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan when
Spock decides that the needs of the many outweighs the
needs of the few and enters the irradiated chamber.

The Distress Call
As soon as they get the first breakthrough, they receive a
distress call from a disabled pirate ship.
Captain’s Log, Supplemental—The situation has quickly
become more complicated, as we have received a distress
call from one of our previous aggressors. I've gathered my
senior staff to come up with options, but we must not forget
about getting out of here before the Nebula swallows us all.
If players wish to mount a rescue mission, let them describe
how they plan to go ahead. Remind them that most systems
are still offline, so there are no easy ways to handle this. If they
wish to mount a rescue, the Extended Task will be reset and
they need to make new rolls now focusing on how to rescue
the survivors.
They still need to complete the task in the time remaining to
escape, and any characters that failed tasks can abort them to
assist, but only to assist other characters.

GM Guidance: “Captain, a moment please?”
If the player CO chooses to ignore the distress call and no
player voices any objections, a bridge crew NPC will ask to
talk in private. They will state that this action taken will be
noted in the logs as a violation of Starfleet protocol, signed by
several witnesses among the crew.
If the orders stand, several more crew members will later
voice that they can’t serve under such a cold commander, and
request a transfer as soon as possible.

Resolution
Regardless of option picked, as soon as the warp core is
back online the players can leave the system. Just before they
do, sensors will pick up an unknown ship emerging from the
Nebula.
It seems that cryptic matter does not affect the ship in the
same way as the players’ ship. Allow them a final Task of
scanning it if they want to. On a success they get just enough
information to possibly identify the ship later. In case the Pirate
vessel is left behind (with or without survivors), it is towed
away to an uncertain fate.
GM Guidance: This is a scout ship from one of the
Fathomless fractions, the Mindful. More can be read about
them in the” Campaign Guide” and they will play a role in later
episodes.
The crew suspects that the vessel might have newly
formed Fathomless aboard, but as soon as they discover they
do not, the pirates are released. This happens between
adventures, and can later be learned from peaceful
communications with the Mindful.

End Credits
Episode 4 ends with the player ship jumping to warp, as the
whole of the system is swallowed by the nebula.
In case players did not manage to escape, the cryptic matter
dissolves the hull and bulkheads to the point of it breaking into
pieces that is swallowed by the nebula. Perhaps the players
will emerge as Fathomless, perhaps they are lost forever...

Changes
If characters have many setbacks and complications in the
last scene they most likely barely manage to get out in time.
Their ship gains the trait “Partly dissolved” until they have a
proper spacedock service. They are limited in speed to Warp 4
and all repairs to Structure are at +1 Difficulty.
GM Guidance: Through hardship comes understanding. If
players either suffered greatly from, or actively tried to gain
knowledge about Cryptic Matter in this episode they should
be rewarded with a general broadened understanding,
lowering the Phenomenon Severity by one.
The decision is left to the GM to judge this, or if they gain
“half a point” to be combined with future knowledge.
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For Reputation, these influences will be added on top of
those from the Core rules, p. 141.
● If players manage to get over 2 breakthroughs in the
Microdinium challenge, the mission counts as a
success. Less, and the Cavna will be hard pressed for
resources to mass evacuate. Every breakthrough over
2 will therefore count as one positive influence.
● If the player captain orders guards to escort B off the
bridge in scene 4, it counts as one negative influence.
● If players do not even try to save the Pirate survivors,
this counts as two negative influences.
● If players save all the Pirate survivors, it counts as one
positive influence.

Pale-Orange-Circles
Knowledge only gets lighter the more you carry
BACKGROUND: As a medical expert, there is nothing
Pale-Orange-Circles does not know about Microdinium or
Cavna physiology. For a Deepbound, space travel is physically
taxing and most of the time Pale-Orange-Circles will be resting
in a pressurized water tank. He will never complain, but it is
clear to anyone he can’t be expected to physically be involved
unless absolutely necessary. He will always be happy to talk
over the intercom to any player character seeking contact, and
can provide insight into the Cavna psychology, physiology,
history etcetera.

Translucent-Blue-Ribbons (Major NPC)
Nothing will come between me and my mission

ATTRIBUTES
DARING 11

PRESENCE 11

INSIGHT 09

REASON 08

COMMAND 03

SECURITY 03

SCIENCE 00

CONN 01

ENGINEERING 00

MEDICINE 02

DISCIPLINES

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 10

FITNESS 08

PRESENCE 11

DARING 08

INSIGHT 11

REASON 09

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 00

ENGINEERING 00

MEDICINE 01

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 03

RESISTANCE: 0
STRESS: 9
BACKGROUND: Shilkas is tired of being under the boot of
“mightier captains” and tries to make a name for himself. He
will gladly risk other lives than his own to gain the upper hand,
but would rather ask you to join him than fight him. He’s open
to making a good deal, if presented with one.
He and his crew are a mix of any lawless inclined species of
your chosen setting, see Core rules p. 310 and forward.

NPCs

FITNESS 11

I will not be disrespected!

CONN 02

Stat Blocks

CONTROL 10

Captain Shilkas (Major NPC)

STRESS: 14
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Tentacle grappling: Melee, 4 , Knockdown, Size 1H
SPECIAL RULES:
● Amphibian; Camouflage; Field of Vision; Tactile Telepathy
BACKGROUND: The mission is everything to
Translucent-Blue-Ribbons. She carries the burden of being a
warrior in a war with no enemy to fight and no victory in sight.
She still finds it hard to trust the Federation officers, as she is
not used to anyone helping without an ulterior motive. As a
result of this, she will constantly demand explanations about
the how and why as the player characters take actions. If it
was up to her, she would rather take command herself, and
she’ll always make her opinion heard to the player characters.

Ships
Pirate scout ship
SYSTEMS

COMMS 08

ENGINES 08

STRUCTURE 08

COMPUTERS 07

SENSORS 09

WEAPONS 09

COMMAND 00

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 00

CONN 01

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 00

DEPARTMENTS

SCALE: 3
POWER: 13
SHIELDS: 9
RESISTANCE: 3
CREW: Somewhat Talented (Atribute 9, Discipline 3)
ATTACKS:
● Plasma Cannon: Energy, Range Close, 3 , Persistent 1
SPECIAL RULES:
● Redundant Systems: Engines: see Core rules p. 256
BACKGROUND: Often used by independent traders, privateers
and smugglers, these ships are not fancy but will get the job
done.

All text and images in this document are available under a
CC-BY-NC license unless otherwise noted.
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To run this adventure, the GM should be familiar with the
adventure itself, as well as the Star Trek Adventures
roleplaying rules.
To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat
● A set of chips or tokens, or some other manner of
marker, for group Momentum
● The pre-generated character sheets, and a starship
sheet
● The Star Trek Adventures core rulebook

Synopsis
In this episode, the opposing forces of the Cavna and the
Fathomless meet and finally see if they really are opposing
forces. There’s every chance they may have merely been cast
that way: the Fathomless are isolated beings of cryptic matter,
the Cavna desperate beings of baryonic matter.
Misunderstandings are bound to happen, but if they can’t agree
here then it will be because of choice. It’s up to the crew to
make sure that doesn’t happen.
Captain’s Log: The Fathomless have agreed to meet with a
team of Cavna representatives to talk about the approach of
the Magna Oscura Nebula. The Cavna face the threat of
their homeworld and colonies being destroyed if an
agreement cannot be reached but the Fathomless have
proven hard to connect with so far. Perhaps a face-to-face
meeting will provide the necessary elements to address the
issue… or it could be the spark that sets this all ablaze.
In this mission, the crew will arrive at the Cavna ship and
soon after detect the Fathomless ship. As it arrives, the crew
will detect the usual wash of strange particles from
Fathomless technology, though of a different character. As
some of the crew work out the nature of these particles (which
are actually synthetic and detrimental to the Fathomless) the
main focus remains on talks between the Cavna and
Fathomless. It is left entirely to the characters’ actions and
rolls whether these talks will end in peace or opposition but
however they end the action will ramp up as it becomes clear
that someone on the Cavna ship is directing an attack on the
Fathomless. If the crew can stop the attack before it kills all
the Fathomless aboard, it will not only bolster the discussion
between the species but could be a pivotal moment in the
situation of the encroaching Magna Oscura.
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Juggling Plot Lines
Star Trek episodes often weave multiple plots together into a
single story, sometimes having them mix in unexpected ways.
“What Shadows Obscure” falls into that tradition with an “A”
plot of the diplomatic meeting and a “B” plot involving a
scientific mystery. At the end of the mission, the scientific
mystery jumps to the forefront and eclipses the talks so it’s
important to keep both plots moving at the same time. But how
do you manage that at the table?
The standard method in Star Trek Adventures is the
Supporting Characters system, which creates cameo
characters that players can take over while their Main
Characters are “offscreen.” Having a team of science and
engineering officers that can be tagged in as needed will
ensure that no one gets bored no matter which plot is moving
along.
Depending on your crew split, you might end up with most
Main Characters (or all) in one plot or the other. The crew
might also end up running out of Crew Support points without
a Supporting Character for every player. In these cases,
experienced players can portray NPCs (even antagonistic
ones) instead of a Supporting Character. The GM can also skip
this storytelling element entirely by leaving the scientific
mystery as a background item. The Main Characters get
updates every once in a while from unimportant characters but
the implications don’t hit them until the finale.

Scene 1: Ships In the Dark
When the characters’ ship arrives at the coordinates for the
meeting, just beyond one of the Enigma Zones surrounding the
Magna Oscura, they find the Cavna ship Spectral. After making
initial contact with the Spectral and arranging to transport over,
a Fathomless ship will emerge from the Enigma Zone.

Moments after the helm reports something emerging from
the Zone, a twin to the small vessels seen in the Undabussius
system. It approaches the Cavna vessel and then comes to a
rapid stop.
As the Fathomless (a Scale 3 Seeker-class) ship nears, the
crew’s sensors will detect the w-particles that their technology
emits. It’s a different frequency and intensity pattern but
mostly serves as an indication that this is the same species
encountered in the Undabussius system (see Episode 4). The
science teams will continue to monitor it for more clues
regarding the Fathomless’s technology but at this point it is a
background detail.
The presence and general character of the w-particles
should be freely given at the start of the episode since it’s
essential for the rest of the plot. Further investigation will lead
to more context and information (see Pulling At Threads for
more).

Scene 2: A Pivotal
Moment
Once all three ships are at the coordinates, the main purpose
of this meeting begins. The Fathomless will arrive at the Cavna
ship by shuttle and come aboard for a summit. The Starfleet
characters and Cavna will meet them in the Cavna ship’s
conference room.
The Cavna sit along one side of a long table with seats lining
the other side for the Fathomless, with chairs for Starfleet
mediators at the head. Governor Red-Blue-Facets sits in the
middle making small talk with the scientist Academician
Sunset-Kaas to his right. Opposite the academician is General
Tall-Black-Clouds who makes it clear with every gesture that
she believes this whole thing to be a waste of time.
The door to the conference room hisses open with a chime
and three Fathomless glide in, moving with slow movements
as if underwater and with blank, unreadable faces. General
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Tall-Black-Clouds stiffens but Academician Sunset-Kaas leans
forward with interest. “Welcome,” the Cavna governor offers
with a smile and a bowed head. “I hope this will be the
beginning of a new period between our peoples.”
“Assuredly,” the lead Fathomless said. “I am Maal-Ret-Guul,”
they say. “This is Sool-Hed-Choe, my assistant, and
Rask-Bem-Guun, a respected sage-priest of the Fathomless.
We can speak for many of our people but not all, though we
will convey what is said here home as well.” Their tone
remains neutral, but it’s hard not to notice that
Maal-Ret-Guul’s words could be both promise and threat.

Initial Positions
The two sides in this discussion are struggling to see the
other side’s point of view, and they are hardly unified
themselves. Knowing what positions the different personalities
are holding at the start of things will help with mediating but
it’s also a difficult task given the pace of proceedings.
In the short period before the Fathomless arrive, Starfleet
characters can attempt to judge the Cavna’s intentions. This
can be done once per Cavna (though the character attempting
the Task can be assisted) and is an Insight + Command Task
at Difficulty 2. Success will indicate whether the Cavna in
question is generally for or generally against cooperating with
the Fathomless. Additional details can be gained after a
successful roll by using the Obtain Information Momentum
spend.
Academician Sunset-Kaas is generally for cooperation and
sees this as a unique opportunity for the Cavna people.
Fathomless researchers no doubt know considerably more
about the Magna Oscura than the Cavna do.

Scene 2.1: Why Are We Here?
The player characters make a speech to talk about working
together in order to convince both the Cavna and the
Fathomless to approach the meeting in good faith. The details
of the speech are up to the character(s) making it but should
involve a Presence + Command Task of Difficulty 3, possibly
including Evidence (core rulebook, p. 166) and/or Negotiation
(core rulebook, p. 167-168) depending on circumstances.
Pass: The parties all seem willing to listen and so
Academician Sunset-Kaas outlines their plan: the Cavna need
the Fathomless’s help in redirecting the Magna Oscura away
from Cavna space. Move on to “A Lack of Understanding.”
Succeed at Cost: Sunset-Kaas outlines his plan as above but
the Fathomless are less receptive to hearing it. Create a Wary
Fathomless Complication or increase it by +1, then move on to
“A Lack of Understanding.”
Fail: Before the characters finish making their case, General
Tall-Black-Clouds bursts to her feet. “They’re driving this thing
straight at our homeworld!” she shouts, “Just tell them to move
the thing or we’ll move it for them!” This draws a lot of harsh
objections from the Fathomless, particular Sage-Priest
Rask-Bem-Guun who declares it “sacrilege.” He proclaims that
if the Oscurans want to destroy the Cavna that is “their divine
right!” Create a Wary Cavna Complication, or increase it by +1,
then move on to “Talk of War.”

Scene 2.2a: A Lack of
Understanding
The Fathomless say they don’t know how to redirect the
Magna Oscura even if they agreed to try. “We’ve tried to
understand the relationship between our home space and the
outside galaxy,” the lead scientist Maal-Ret-Guul explains, “but
controlling it would be like… controlling one of your planets. I
imagine the thought hasn’t occurred to you before. I’m sorry,
we just don’t know how this might be done.”
The sincerity of the Fathomless can be determined with an
Insight + Command Task of Difficulty 3. If any Complications
are rolled during this Task they can increase existing Wary
Complications for either the Cavna or the Fathomless.
Pass: Maal-Ret-Guul is being truthful when he says they
don’t know how to do this, but it’s also clear from his tone that
they haven’t tried before. An Obtain Information spend can
reveal that the assistant researcher Sool-Hed-Choe is very
interested in this prospect but unwilling to interrupt their
supervisor. The characters could give him the chance, though,
with a roll to Create an Advantage.
Succeed at Cost: The same results as above apply but the
Cavna team does not believe that they are as ignorant as they
claim. Create a Wary Cavna Complication, or increase an
existing one by +1, then proceed to “Fighting the WInd” or
“Cards On the Table” as the situation allows.
Fail: The Starfleet mediators aren’t certain whether this is
true or not and General Tall-Black-Clouds dismisses it outright.
Academician Sunset-Kaas quickly steps in to salvage the
situation and suggests that the Fathomless might merely try to
slow the progress of the Magna Oscura to allow the Cavna
time to evacuate. All talk of redirecting the nebula will be
dismissed for the rest of the scene and action should proceed
to “Time to Run.”

Scene 2.2b: Talk of War
Incensed by the Fathomless’s reaction, General
Tall-Black-Clouds threatens war right then and there. The
Starfleet officers will need to talk her down quickly if they want
to salvage this meeting. This will take a Presence + Security or
Command Task of Difficulty 4, possibly even higher if there are
Complications at play. Bringing Evidence (core rulebook, p.
166) or attempting an Negotiation (core rulebook, p. 167-168)
can also improve the Difficulty of the Task.
Alternatively, the Starfleet mediators can attempt to
Intimidate (core rulebook, p. 167) the general which is a riskier
Opposed Task. Even on succeeding, though, the Gamemaster
should consider spending Threat to increase any Wary
Complications on both sides.
Pass: The general backs down from her threats and talk
resumes. With tension in the air, a formal political alliance or
research agreement will help get things back on track. Proceed
to “A Working Partnership” or “Cards On the Table” as the
situation merits.
Succeed at Cost: As above but the Fathomless are alarmed
by how quickly the Cavna threatened violence. Create a Wary
Fathomless Complication, or increase an existing one by +1,
before proceeding to one of the two scene options.
Fail: Things devolve quickly. The sage-priest Rask-Bem-Guun
stands up in a fury, prompting General Tall-Black-Clouds to
reach for her sidearm. The situation can be calmed down but
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it’s clear that the meeting is over. Before he leaves, however,
the assistant researcher Sool-Hed-Choe will try to find a
moment to let the mediators know that there might still be
ways to help, though they can’t say more before their
supervisor calls for them to follow back to the Fathomless
ship.

Scene 2.3a: A Working Partnership
In this scene, the Starfleet mediators try to convince the
Cavna and the Fathomless to formalize their relationship.
Sharing resources and coordinating ship movements can
definitely help with delaying the Magna Oscura if possible.
This is a Presence + Command Task with a Difficulty of 2,
though Negotiation (core rulebook, p. 167-168) can improve
the Difficulty. Any Complications in play will increase the
Difficulty, of course.
Pass or Succeed at Cost: The representatives agree to a
formal alliance which counts as an Advantage for any
coordinated missions involving the Cavna and Fathomless
together. With the GM’s permission, this Advantage can last to
future missions. Proceed to “Time to Run” to make use of that
Advantage or “Fighting the Wind” if the players prefer.
Fail: Either or both parties aren’t feeling comfortable enough
for anything formal at this time. They might still be convinced
to work together but there will be no Advantage for the talks.
Proceed to “Time to Run” or “Fighting the Wind” as the players
choose.

Scene 2.3b: Cards On the Table
Both the Cavna and the Fathomless have years of data about
the Magna Oscura, but because their sensors and technologies
are fundamentally different they each have details that the
other is missing. In this scene, the Starfleet mediators try to
convince them to share their research to make a pool of
information that can benefit future scientific efforts.
This is a Presence + Command or Science Task with a
Difficulty of 2, though Negotiation (core rulebook, p. 167-168)
can improve the Difficulty. Any Complications in play will
increase the Difficulty, of course.
Pass or Succeed at Cost: Researcher Maal-Ret-Guul and
Academician Sunset-Kaas agree to a protocol to share their
data with each other. This will create an Advantage that will
benefit any scientific research by either group on the nature of
the Magna Oscura. Proceed to “Fight the Wind” to make use of
that Advantage or “Time to Run” if the players prefer.
Fail: Academician Sunset-Kaas is willing to share data but
Maal-Ret-Guul isn’t certain and Governor Red-Blue-Facets pulls
rank to nix the idea. They might still cooperate scientifically but
any efforts will be without the advantage of a shared database.
Proceed to “Time to Run” or “Fighting the Wind” as the players
choose.

Scene 2.4a: Time to Run

and the trust of the Cavna people that they will keep up their
part of the plan.
This will be a Presence or Insight + Command Task, though
it can be assisted by a Conn or Engineering roll detailing the
logistics of the operation. The Difficulty is 3 but remember to
factor in any Complications that apply as well.
Pass: The two parties agree and preliminary details are set.
They will continue to coordinate over the coming weeks and
days to evacuate the Cavna to safe locations.
Succeed at Cost is not available for this Task.
Fail: The Fathomless make demands that the Cavna aren’t
willing to meet and the Cavna require concessions that the
Fathomless aren’t willing to give. The talks break down with a
fizzle as no one can see a path through to the end, though
some trust may have been built.

Scene 2.4b: Fighting the Wind
The ultimate solution that preserves Cavna culture as well as
lives is to figure out a way to redirect the path of the Magna
Oscura entirely. This will require a concerted effort on the part
of both civilizations as well as fast and detailed scientific
effort.
To convince both groups to agree to this, the Starfleet
mediators will need to make a Presence + Command or
Science Task at a Difficulty 3. This can benefit from Create an
Advantage rolls to speculate on the nature of the nebula, and
assisting rolls can use Engineering as well when technological
limits factor in. Remember to include any Complications that
apply as well.
Pass: The groups come up with a plan to divide up the
research and share progress reports. If they are also creating a
shared database this could become the means by which a
strong alliance between Cavna and Fathomless forms,
particularly as the scientific groups of each culture are the
most cooperative. The players’ ship gains a Trait called “Joint
Science Task Force” that represents their role in this effort; it
may influence both diplomatic and scientific efforts in future
missions as well.
Succeed at Cost is not available for this Task.
Fail: Though the scientific will is there, the logistics of this
project are simply too much for the fragile situation. While they
might agree to separately research, there is no plan to share
effort and the Cavna are likely on their own.

Scene 2.5: Come Quick!
Whatever the end result of this meeting is, it will be
interrupted at the very end by a communication from the Cavna
bridge. They are detecting a lot of activity from the Fathomless
ship and what appears to be a distress call. At the same time,
both Maal-Ret-Guul and Rask-Bem-Guun receive
communications from their ship that reveal the source of the
problem: over half the crew of the Fathomless vessel are
collapsing from poisoning symptoms and the rest are getting
sick as well.
Proceed to the mission endgame section: “Shadow of
Doubt.”

In this scene, the Starfleet mediators try to reach a final
agreement from both groups to work together slowing the
velocity of the Magna Oscura. This will give the Cavna time to
evacuate their colonies to spaces established by the
Federation but it will require the cooperation of the Fathomless
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Scene 3: Pulling at
Threads
At some point, the passive scans of the Fathomless ship’s
energy signature will note a change. The pattern of w-particles
has been shifting since the ship arrived but without fully
understanding their technology the importance of this can only
be guessed at. At some point, however, the signature starts to
include w-antiparticles.
Like matter and antimatter, these particles are the opposite
of w-particles. They annihilate each other in bursts of energy
and radiation, normally a very small part of the background
radiation of the universe.
No matter how the Fathomless technology functions, it
makes no sense for their ship to generate unchecked
w-antiparticles any more than for a Federation ship to give off
antimatter particles. Discovering the origin of the
w-antiparticles will take an Extended Task.

Particle Study Extended Task
The Extended Task to study the w-antiparticles coming from
the Fathomless ship has a Work Track of 15 and a Magnitude
of 3. There is a Resistance of 1 because of the unfamiliarity of
Fathomless technology, though the GM might remove this
Resistance if the crew has sufficient experience with the
Fathomless.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 15

above

MAGNITUDE 03

RESISTANCE 01

TIME INTERVAL

xx

While this is not the sort of situation that requires theories
and testing design, the GM may prefer to designate a Research
Lead and Assistants as with the Scientific Method (core
rulebook, p. 157-158). Adding these elements, not to mention
observing and hypothesizing stages, this process will take a lot
more of the mission’s focus. This is only recommended if the
crew’s attention is already fixed on this problem and they want
a full research experience.

Obtain Information
Through the process of investigating the phenomenon,
characters might use the Obtain Info spend to gain the
following bits of information.
● The w-particle-antiparticle interaction causes
lambda-radiation which is harmless to Humans and
most Federation species.
● This is the first time w-antiparticles have been
observed outside of laboratory conditions.
● If asked about the antiparticles, the Fathomless claim
not to detect any. (Detecting them is difficult as their
w-particle sensors are blinded by the antiparticles.)

Breakthroughs
When the crew scores five Work at once, or when they reach
six and twelve on the Work Track, give them one of these
pieces of information in order.
1. The antiparticles aren't coming from the Fathomless
ship, but something in the surrounding area.
2. The antiparticles are differently synthetic and
detrimental to the Fathomless.
3. The antiparticles are coming from an isolytic pulse
originating in the Cavna ship's deflector!

Out of Time!
Though this is an Extended Task, there is a time element to
it. Introducing this as a Timed Challenge will give away to
players that this is an important part of the plot earlier than
intended for drama. However, if they don’t discover the origin
of the w-antiparticles before the conclusion of the talks (about
four hours after arriving) then things are even more rushed in
the final scene.

Scene 4: Shadow of Doubt
The talks are interrupted by news that the w-antiparticles
affecting the Fathomless ship are being purposefully
generated by the Cavna. If the crew goes to the Cavna bridge
they will find a young technician at a station in the back. He
looks nervous and if he’s confronted an Insight + Security Task
(Difficulty 2) will note that he keeps looking at Governor
Red-Blue-Facets.
This is a Timed Challenge with a time interval of one minute
and they must complete the challenge before ten minutes
elapses. If the Starfleet crew did not complete the Extended
Task in Pulling at Threads then they must complete this Timed
Challenge in six minutes.
There are five Key Tasks to complete to save the
Fathomless ship:
● Remove the Technician: Get the technician away
from the station either with an attack that
incapacitates him or with an Intimidation roll
(Difficulty 3).
● Gain Access: The technician locked his station when
the Player Characters confronted him. The Player
Characters will either need to disable the password
with a Reason + Engineering Task or intimidate the
technician into unlocking it with a Presence +
Security Task to intimidate him. The Difficulty for
both Tasks is 3, though intimidating will become
Difficulty 3 if Governor Red-Blue-Facets is present.
● Isolate Isolytic Pulse Program: Finding the program
that the technician is using to weaponize the deflector
dish is a Reason + Science or Reason + Engineering
Task with a Difficulty of 2.
● Shut Down Isolytic Pulse: Terminating the program
once they find it requires an Insight + Science or
Insight + Engineering Task with a Difficulty of 3.
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Failure!
If the Timed Challenge is not completed before ten minutes
has elapsed then the Starfleet crew is too late. The exposure
levels on the Fathomless ship are too high and the Fathomless
crew is too irradiated to recover. Finishing with only a few
minutes to spare might mean a few casualties among the
Fathomless but most of the crew can be treated for lambda
radiation poisoning and recover.

Getting Answers
After stopping the isolytic pulse (or failing to) the crew can
question the technician. Unless he's already been exposed,
Governor Red-Blue-Facets will attempt to take over the
questioning himself to cover his trail.

Conclusion
The outcome of the talks depends on whether an agreement
is reached and whether the governor's plot is revealed.
● If the Cavna and Fathomless agree to work together,
this will be a turning point. They will collaborate to
evacuate the Cavna or to redirect the nebula's path
(depending on what was actually agreed to) and the
Starfleet crew will have allies on both sides that they
can contact.
● If no agreement is reached, the crew still knows
about Academician Sunset-Kaas and the assistant
researcher Sool-Hed-Choe. They are still interested in
peace and stup hope it's not lost.
● If the Fathomless ship is saved, Starfleet personally
gains the appreciation of that species. The ship and
its crew gain the Trait "Friends of the Fathomless,"
which will benefit them on future missions.
● If Governor Red-Blue-Facets is exposed, the Cavna
are grateful that a traitor is in custody. The ship and
its crew gain the Trait "Friends of the Cavna," which
will benefit them in future missions.
● If the plot is stopped but Governor Red-Blue-Facets
is not exposed, he will have a personal vendetta
against this crew which may affect later missions.
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Stat Blocks
Notable Cavna NPCs
Academician Sunset-Kaas
Cavna Scientist

ATTRIBUTES

COMMAND 03

SECURITY 03

SCIENCE 02

CONN 01

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 01

FOCUSES: Deception, Negotiation, Radiation Weapons
STRESS: 12
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Type 1 Phaser: Ranged, 5 , Size 1H, Charge 3
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 4 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Puppetmaster: The governor is a lifetime politician who
hides his plans behind proxies and deniability. When required
to make a Task to conceal their activity, Red-Blue-Facets
may roll one additional d20.

CONTROL 10

FITNESS 09

PRESENCE 09

DARING 08

INSIGHT 10

REASON 11

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 03

Minor Cavna NPCs

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 01

Cavna Technician

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 02
CONN 02

Cavna
FOCUSES: Astrophysics, Sensor Systems
STRESS: 11
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Type 1 Phaser: Ranged, 3 , Size 1H, Charge 3
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 2 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Computer Expertise (Talent)

General Tall-Black-Clouds
ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 10

FITNESS 10

PRESENCE 11

DARING 09

INSIGHT 09

REASON 08

SECURITY 03

SCIENCE 01

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 02

CONN 02

CONTROL 10

FITNESS 09

PRESENCE 08

DARING 08

INSIGHT 09

REASON 10

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 02

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 01

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 01
CONN 01

Cavna Military Commander

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 02

ATTRIBUTES

STRESS: 10
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Type 1 Phaser: Ranged, 3 , Size 1H, Charge 3
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 2 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal

FOCUSES: Military Tactics, Negotiation
STRESS: 13
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Type 1 Phaser: Ranged, 5 , Size 1H, Charge 3
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 4 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● A Line In the Sand Whenever engaged in an Opposed Task
during a Social Challenge, the general may re-roll one d20.

Governor Red-Blue-Facets
Cavna Politician / Plotter

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 10

FITNESS 09

PRESENCE 11

DARING 08

INSIGHT 10

REASON 09

DISCIPLINES
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CONN 01

Notable Fathomless NPCs
Maal-Ret-Guul
Fathomless Scientist

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 10

FITNESS 09

PRESENCE 08

DARING 09

INSIGHT 10

REASON 11

COMMAND 02

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 04

CONN 01

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 01

DISCIPLINES

FOCUSES: Ship Systems, Astrophysics
STRESS: 10
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Theta Hand Weapon: Ranged, 3 , Size 1H, Charge 3
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 2 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Scientific Supervisor: When issuing the Direct Task to order
junior scientists, Maal-Ret-Guul can use Science instead of
Command.

Sool-Hed-Choe
Fathomless Scientist

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 10

FITNESS 08

PRESENCE 08

DARING 10

INSIGHT 09

REASON 11

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 04

ENGINEERING 03

MEDICINE 01

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 01
CONN 01

FOCUSES: Deception, Infiltration, Sabotage
STRESS: 12
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Theta Hand Weapon: Ranged, 3 , Size 1H, Charge 3
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 2 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Testing a Theory (Talent)

Rask-Bem-Guun
Fathomless Seer-Priest

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 02

FOCUSES: Fathomless Religion, Negotiation
STRESS: 11
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Type 1 Phaser: Ranged, 3 , Size 1H, Charge 3
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 2 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Spiritual Anchor: When assisting another Fathomless using
the Command Discipline, the seer-priest may re-roll one d20.

Minor NPCs
Fathomless Scientist
Fathomless

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 09

FITNESS 08

PRESENCE 08

DARING 09

INSIGHT 10

REASON 10

COMMAND 01

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 02

CONN 01

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 02

DISCIPLINES

STRESS: 9
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Theta Hand Weapon: Ranged, 3 , Size 1H, Charge 3
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 2 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal

Fathomless Warrior
Fathomless

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 10

FITNESS 09

PRESENCE 09

DARING 10

INSIGHT 08

REASON 08

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 01

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 01

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 02
CONN 01

STRESS: 11
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Theta Rifle: Ranged, 5 , Size 1H, Charge 3
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 3 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 09

FITNESS 10

PRESENCE 11

DARING 08

INSIGHT 09

REASON 10

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 02

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 03

All text and images in this document are available under a
CC-BY-NC license unless otherwise noted.
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Have Bait, Will
Travel

●
●
●

Synopsis
Together with allies, the crew investigates swarms of
spacefaring creatures with the ability to dive into suns and
ingest antimatter. They soon discover that alien probes are
altering the natural course of the creatures’ migration through
an Enigma Zone and into the Magna Oscura Nebula.
After discovering the purpose of the alien probes, the crew
must stop the probes or risk having harm come to the
creatures. This leads to observing an unusual distortion entity
begin to transform the probes and spacefaring creatures into a
deadly biotech monstrosity that turns against the ship.
Can the crew stop the new and deadly creature from
wreaking havoc?

Fathomless Campaign Episode 6

by Michael Dismuke
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Introduction
Have Bait Will Travel is meant to be played by a Gamemaster
(GM) and 3-8 players using the pre-generated characters. To
run this adventure, the GM should be familiar with the
adventure itself, as well as the Star Trek Adventures
roleplaying rules.
To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat

Scene 1: The Sun Divers
Prelude
Once everyone is ready, hand a copy of the following to the
Player playing the Captain to read aloud:
Captain’s Log—Our crew has been working tirelessly for
weeks charting the path of the mysterious Magna Oscura
Nebula. While running a hydrogen absorption scan on
RBS2020, a radio-quiet neutron star in the Woohad Cluster,
our team of astrophysicists picked up bizarre readings via
the quasi-stellar sensor array. Upon checking in to the
bridge, I am elated to announce that they have made quite
the discovery. Due to the phenomenal nature of this find, I
have recalled senior staff to the bridge.
The scene out of the forward view screen captures the
attention of the bridge crew. At first, it appears like millions of
green and pink droplets flowing through space along an
invisible, curving path, each individual object roughly the size of
a hot air balloon. The entire swarm of globulous entities ignore
the Player vessel. The interstellar swarm measures nearly
200,000 kilometers in length, a stunning lifeform never before
seen by Federation scientists.
The migratory path of the life forms had them pass into the
local neutron star's radiative zone. They exited back into space
with seeming ease, breaking through the star’s gravitational
pull.
Conn or science characters should be more than curious
about these fast-moving, sun-dipped creatures. Characters
with focuses in Astrodynamics, Celestial Mechanics,
Exobiology, Biophysics, Exozoology, Stellar Physics, and the
like will want to learn more about the true nature of these
spaceborn entities. Characters at the conn or those able to
make sensor sweeps can make a Difficulty 1 Reason +
Science Task assisted by the ship’s Sensors + Science.
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GM Guidance: Momentum generated by this roll can be used
to provide additional information about these creatures. If the
Players do not generate enough Momentum or choose not to
spend it, these facts can be issued later in the game as they
may need the knowledge to survive the encounter in Scene 5.
Upon rolling a success, provide the players with this detail:
●

The spaceborne creatures are nearly flat measuring 6
centimeters thick at most. They have an anterior head
bearing four round or eye-like openings and head
glands, a main elongated body, and a posterior
haptor. The creatures are made of dense cells
composed of microscopic chambers that resemble
rows of tiny octupole magnets. The digestive system
includes an anterior muscular pharynx and two lateral
intestinal branches (or caeca). High concentrations of
antimatter can be detected indicating that they use
antimatter as a food source.

If the Players fail the initial roll, they may Succeed at Cost
(p. 83). This is the outermost zone of the Magna Oscura, the
Enigmas. Feel free to add 2 to the Threat pool or impose a
complication that highlights the hazards present in this part of
space. Example complications could be Proximity to Magna
Oscura Nebula Compromising Ship Structure or Sun Divers’
Energy Patterns Obscuring Sensor Readings.

local area. If one or more Effects are rolled, it inflicts 3
Piercing 2 damage to all other ships within Close range.
SPECIAL RULES:
● Migratory Path: Whenever attempting a Control + Conn Task
the Sun Divers may immediately move into the next adjacent
zone (as part of a straight line path if it has already moved)
slamming its opponent ahead of it into the same zone. This
initiates the Mindless Charge effect listed above.
Players may spend 1 Momentum to Obtain Information:
●

●

Sun Divers (Minor NPCs)
Hungry for antimatter; Flat and amazing
●

ATTRIBUTES

As the crew continues to study the distinctive biology of the
sun divers, sensors pick up an anomaly toward the head of the
mass migration. Characters at the conn or those able to make
sensor sweeps can make a Difficulty 1 Reason +
Conn/Engineering Task assisted by the ship’s Sensors + Conn.
Sensors indicate the following:
● A collection of probes moving at maximum impulse is
at the forefront of the migratory group.

CONTROL 12

FITNESS 10

PRESENCE 01

DARING 03

INSIGHT 02

REASON 04

COMMAND 00

SECURITY 00

SCIENCE 00

CONN 05

ENGINEERING 00

MEDICINE 00

DISCIPLINES

The creatures use their oculi, four round or eye-like
openings, to detect gamma waves and hydrogen
much like an advanced sensor palette. This is how
they navigate to their feeding grounds at roughly ¾
impulse power. As opposed to having an anus, the
creatures can secrete radioactive waste from any
surface portion of their body. This grants the
creatures the ability to ingest, contain, process, and
release antimatter in controlled bursts, thereby
sustaining propulsion in any direction almost
instantaneously.
The haptor, in the posterior part of each creature’s
salmon and lime-colored body, is a specialized organ
used to maintain position within a sun’s radiative
zone. The highly-charged haptor includes octupole
(eight-magnetic-pole) magnet elements, two ventral
hooks and two dorsal hooks, and fourteen hooklets.
The creatures use this design to divert the heat and
radiation from stars around their form, tossing off the
intense energies as they dive into stars to collect
antimatter. They then exit the star with no damage
done to their exterior shells.
The creatures impact stellar particles as they fly
through space. As they do so, their skin acts like
Bussard collectors allowing the right amount of
particulates in, which in turn collide with the stored
antimatter to enable propulsion.

FOCUSES: Astronavigation
SCALE: 1
STRESS: 10
RESISTANCE: 1
WEAPONS:
● Mindless Charge: Ranged, 5 .
● Deadly Death: If a Sun Diver is attacked and reduced to 0
Stress, they initiate an antimatter explosion. Area, 10 to the

GM Guidance: It is not important to provide an exact number
of probes. Make up a reason why the ship cannot obtain an
exact count: sensors overwhelmed by sun diver energy
dispersal patterns, location with the Enigma zone, etc. Scene
2 might necessitate the destruction of some probes and you
may need to spend Threat to add additional probes to the
story.
If the Players fail the roll, they may Succeed at Cost. Once
again, feel free to add to the Threat pool or create
complications related to close proximity to the nebula. If you
have played other Fathomless adventures in this arc, you may
be able to reinstitute complications similar to those
experienced in previous adventures.
Players may spend 1 Momentum to Obtain Information.
●

The probes are far different from the sun divers. They
are technological in nature. In addition to ion engines,
they have marble-sized cores composed of obsidian.
The probes are on a direct course into the Magna
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●

Oscura Nebula. Their design is indicative of
technology your crew has seen possessed by the
Fathomless.
The obsidian core is used to initiate antimatter
reactions that are stored and contained in a dynamic
magnetic trapping chamber. Rear quasi-stellar
projectors send out gamma rays that seem to be
attracting the attention of the sun divers.

Allow the Players time to pull together information from
previous adventures. They will be wondering why these probes
are luring these creatures into the nebula. Here are a few facts
that might assist their discussion:
●

Anything that goes into the Magna Oscura will be
altered in some way or fashion.

The crew might be concerned about what harm could come
to the innocent sun divers. They will likely decide to investigate
the probes. They may want to take control of one. If they
decide on this course of action, continue to scene 2.
However, they may just want to watch the experiment play
out. If they make no attempts to control or stop the probes,
skip to scene 3.

Osmium Collider Probes
Programmed to Succeed

Scene 2: Probing Probes
Investigating the Probes
Captain’s Log, Supplemental—With the nature of the
migrating life forms deduced, we now move on to figuring
out the exact purpose of the small fleet of osmium collider
probes. Is it merely exploration, strange coincidence, or
something more nefarious?

Follow Their Lead
The ship must move in closer to the probes in order to make
a more thorough investigation. Like stampeding wildebeests,
the mass of sun divers poses a lethal hazard. It will take a
Gated Challenge to chart a course, stay within range of the
probes, and complete scans.
GM Guidance: Are your players breezing through the
campaign so far? Spend Threat to create conditions that
might pose a threat to the ship during this fast-moving
sequence. Do you have a crew that thinks too much of
themselves? Do they need a reminder about the hazards of
space travel? Use Threat to create complications and
emphasize the treacherous flight conditions.
The navigator, using navigational sensors, marks hazards in
the vicinity of the vessel and its planned course, and
determines the safest route around, past, or through them. The
navigator can make a Reason + Conn Task assisted by the
ship’s Sensors + Conn with a Difficulty of 3. If successful,
nominate a single hazard or other dangerous phenomenon
nearby. The Difficulty of any Task to avoid that hazard is
reduced by 2. The navigator can nominate one additional
hazard or dangerous phenomenon for every two Momentum
spent. This might include new conditions that come from the
Enigma, probes, or nearby stellar cluster.

SYSTEMS
COMMS 09

ENGINES 09

STRUCTURE 07

COMPUTERS 08

SENSORS 09

WEAPONS 10

COMMAND 00

SECURITY 03

SCIENCE 01

CONN 02

ENGINEERING 00

MEDICINE 00

DEPARTMENTS

SCALE: 1
RESISTANCE: 2
POWER: 9
WEAPONS:
● Phaser Pulses: Medium, 6 .
● Ramming Destruct: The probes can detonate upon
command. Area, 8 to the local area. If one or more Effects
are rolled, it inflicts Piercing 2 damage to all other ships
within Close range.

Impulse Pursuit
The flight controller uses the ship’s impulse engines to
adjust position and move ahead of the migratory creatures to
the front of the pack. This has a Power Requirement of 1. The
navigator can make a Daring + Conn Task assisted by the
ship’s Engines + Conn with a Difficulty of 3. Success in the
Follow Their Lead task reduces this to a Difficulty 1 task.
Failure means that one of the sun divers got spooked or
moved in an erratic way therefore causing the Player vessel to
run into the creature at Ramming Speed. This counts as an
attack and inflicts a number of damage equal to 2 plus the
ramming ship’s Scale, with the Spread and Vicious 1 effects,
and the Devastating quality. However, the ship also suffers a
number of damage equal to the target’s Scale, with the Spread
and Vicious 1 effects.
If they impact a sun diver and the creature is reduced to 0
stress, the sun diver’s Deadly Death is activated. Each time the
players fail the Impulse Pursuit task, they roll 1 to determine
if they hit the same creature. If they roll an Effect, they collide
with the same creature. This may completely reduce the
creature’s stress to 0, at which point the sun diver’s Deadly
Death is activated.
Each time the flight controller fails in the Impulse Pursuit
they must restart this Gated Challenge with the Follow Their
Lead task.
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Inner Workings
Once a successful Impulse Pursuit task has been
performed, a detailed scan of the probes can be made.
The sensor operator uses the ship’s sensors to locate
objects or phenomena in space, or otherwise obtain
information about something going on outside the ship. This is
a Reason + Science Task, assisted by the ship’s Sensors +
Science, with a Difficulty of 0. Interference, ambient
conditions, or particularly unusual or unfamiliar phenomena
should increase this Difficulty. Momentum spent on this Task
is normally spent on the Obtain Information Momentum Spend,
asking one question to the Gamemaster for each Momentum
spent (Repeatable), though this is not required if the Player has
some other use in mind for the Momentum.
If successful, allow the Players to ask any question about the
probes. Use the information provided in Osmium Collider
Probes stats to answer. Depending on how much information
they generated, they may ask additional questions.
After the Players complete their initial volley of questions the
flight controller must make another Impulse Pursuit task to
keep up with the swift probes and sun divers.
The next challenge, Ne Touche Pas [French for “Do Not
Touch!”] initiates only if the Players attempt to take control of
the probes in any way. This will also make it so that the flight
controller’s Impulse Pursuit action increases by 2 Difficulty
points. If the captain orders to break pursuit, the 2 point
penalty does not apply, however, the challenge must start at
the beginning to catch up with the remaining probes again.

Ne Touche Pas!
Attempting to control any of the probes can only happen
within Close range due to the presence of cryptic energy in this
region of space. Even at this range, getting an exact count of
the probes can only be done visually as the ship’s sensors are
having trouble tracking all of the activity going on in this area
of space.
GM Guidance: Players might try to create counter
bait—perhaps using their own vessel’s stores of antimatter to
lure the sun divers away from the nebula. This will likely fail
due to the thorough design of the osmium colliders. However,
if the players persist, send a few probes after them to
dissuade their research. Or allow some of the sun divers to
break off and follow them, only to be attacked when the
creatures try to get to the antimatter on their ship.
If the Players attempt to hack or commandeer one of the
many probes, it will launch an attack on the Player vessel. This
will happen anytime during the game that this is attempted.
These are the guidelines for the probes’ attack strategy:
●
●
●

●

A single probe will continue its attack until it is
destroyed.
If a probe is caught in a tractor beam, it will
automatically initiate its self-destruct sequence.
If the Players make an attempt to control an
additional probe, the GM spends 1 Threat. Now, three
probes break off from the main group and launch an
attack. Once again, they will attack until they destroy
the player vessel or they are all destroyed.
If the Players dare to make a third attempt, the GM
spends another Threat. Three more probes attack but
escalate their attack using the Ramming Destruct
weapon feature. Each attack is resolved separately

with the Player vessel getting to launch counter
attacks as per game rules.
GM Guidance: If Players are not feeling challenged, spend
additional Threat to increase the number of death-dealing
probes.
If the Players still manage to get control of one of the
probes, a character with computer or related skills can try to
access the memory banks. This is a Daring +
Engineering/Security Task, assisted by the ship’s Computers +
Security, with a Difficulty of 3.
Success: Success indicates that in addition to a standard
sensor suite, the probes are outfitted with advanced
multi-spectral bioanalyzers, 4D compensators, and genetic
samplers. Players may spend Momentum to Obtain
Information.
●

●

●

The design of the probes had similar elements to
Fathomless technology. 4D compensators allow the
probes to capture detailed information on distortion
entities.
The probes’ computers are programmed to go directly
into the Magna Oscura Nebula after baiting the sun
divers. At that point, an exobiology program will begin
to track changes in the sun divers’ physiology.
A few of the probes are monitoring the progress and
are not themselves programmed to enter the nebula.
They are meant to serve as observational relays.

GM Guidance: Do not worry if the Players do not obtain all of
this information immediately. You could always give them
more details in later scenes.
Failure: There is a real danger of the characters reinitiating
the probe’s self-destruct sequence (which would be really bad
if they brought the probe aboard).
Any complications rolled will activate the probe’s
self-destruct sequence. If the self-destruct sequence is
initiated, the Players get one attempt to get the probe away
from their vessel.
●

●

●

If the probe was held in a tractor beam outside of the
ship, this requires a Control + Security Task, assisted
by the ship’s Structure + Security with a Difficulty of
2.The probe can be pushed to Medium distance. The
ship will take no damage.
The Players might decide to fire on the probe. If it
explodes within Close distance, the probe’s Ramming
Destruct is instantly activated with all of its effects.
The Players might decide to transport the probe out of
range. This Task has a Power requirement of 1. The
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officer attempts a Control + Engineering Task with a
Difficulty of 2, assisted by the ship’s Sensors +
Engineering; this Difficulty increases by +1 if the
target is not on a transporter pad, and +1 if the
destination is not a transporter pad, and may increase
further based on interference or other conditions. The
target cannot be transported to or from any location
with more than 0 shields. Since transporters move
items to a maximum of Close distance, the probe
explodes and Ramming Destruct is instantly activated
with all of its effects.
Forward-thinking players may want to integrate the
advanced multi-spectral bioanalyzers, 4D compensators, and
genetic samplers into their ship’s systems. If so, this is an
Extended Task (p. 90) with a Work Track 13, Magnitude 2,
Resistance 2, Difficulty 2. Any complications rolled can be
used to create system incompatibility issues that could come
back to haunt them.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 02
WORK TRACK 13

MAGNITUDE 02

RESISTANCE 02

TIME INTERVAL

2 hours

Even if the Players manage to stop some or most of the
probes, a few should still achieve their goal followed by a small
batch of sun divers. That will launch Scene 3.

Scene 3: Cryptic Science
Test Bed
Captain’s Log, Supplemental—It is clear someone is
conducting immoral experimentation on these non-sentient
creatures. There is evidence that some Fathomless faction
are somehow involved. It is rumoured that whatever enters
the nebula emerges fundamentally changed. Having
exhausted all avenues to stop this travesty, we can only
hope to monitor the situation and find an opportunity to
derail their plans at the first opportunity.
Once the Players have settled down from the previous scene,
read the following:
The fleet of osmium collider probes rocket forward pushed
by the might of their ion drives. The gamma-streaked sun
divers follow, unaware of any impending danger. The bridge
crew can only watch, a mixture of scientific curiosity, pitiful
frustration, and impending doom sweeping through their
souls. The strange caravan moves through the Enigma, the
outermost zone of the nebula, closer and closer to the
defined edge of the Magna Oscura. The probes race across
the border. The ravenous sun divers pursue.
Characters manning the sensors can make a Difficulty 0
Reason + Science Task assisted by the ship’s Sensors +
Science.

Success will reveal the presence of a distortion effect
composed of a mixture of matter, antimatter, and cryptic
matter. Momentum can be spent to gather this additional
information.
●

●

The distortion is roughly equal in size to the Player’s
ship. However, the ship’s sensors cannot lock down
specific dimensions. Readings fluctuate wildly. The
computer cannot compensate for the erratic readings.
The distortion is on an intersect course for the probes
and sun divers. The distortion is Medium range from
the sun divers and Long range distance away from the
Player vessel. (Refer to the Area Map.)

Moments after the Players detect the distortion, the entity
envelops the probes and the sun divers. The Players can scan
to determine what is transpiring at this point. Officers can
attempt an Insight/Reason + Engineering/Medicine Task with
a Difficulty of 3, assisted by the ship’s Sensors + Engineering.
(This could be reduced to Difficulty 1 if the crew has integrated
the advanced multi-spectral bioanalyzers, 4D compensators,
and genetic samplers from Scene 2 into their ship’s sensor
suite.)
Sensors indicate that the distortion entity is rapidly
integrating the probes with the sun divers. This is causing
spasmodic evolutionary processes. Characters with
Bioengineering, Biology, or Medical skills will realize that
biotechnological adaptation is occurring, basically the creation
of a new life form. Momentum can be spent to Obtain
Information:
●
●

The new life forms are composed of a mixture of
matter, antimatter, and cryptic matter.
Due to the nature of the sun diver’s physiology, the
antimatter is being consumed at an accelerated rate.

The Players might try to establish with the distortion entity in
an effort to halt the experiment or to establish first contact.
The communications officer attempts to establish a
communications link. This requires a Control + Engineering
Task, assisted by the ship’s Communications + Engineering,
with a Difficulty of 4. (Characters with Mathematics or
Quantum Physics can reduce this task to difficulty 3.) Success
allows a sharp communications officer to capture one fact: the
quantum resonance and spatial scanners are detecting a null
zone, a clear indication that they have encountered a flat
surface where no mass is present.
Science officers may make an Insight + Science Task,
assisted by the ship’s Sensors + Engineering with a Difficulty
of 3 to comprehend what is happening in the nebula. (This is
reduced to difficulty 1 if the communications officer
succeeded in their task.) Success indicates that the crew is
witnessing a distortion effect indicative of a 4D entity with
intelligence.
What is 4D? 4D, meaning the 4 common dimensions, is an
important idea in physics. It refers to three-dimensional
space (3D), but adds the dimension of time to the other three
dimensions of length, width, and depth.
In geometry, the fourth dimension is related to the other
three dimensions by imagining another direction through
space. Just as the dimension of depth can be added to a
square to create a cube, the fourth dimension (time) can be
added to a cube to create a tesseract.
Source: Wikipedia
The distortion entity is an obscure life form. Establishing
communication with the entity seems near impossible through
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any known means but some things start to make sense.
●
●

●

●

●

The ‘distortion entities’ could only exist within the
depths of the nebula.
They are manipulating time in a cosmic laboratory of
sorts and accelerated the evolutionary process in the
sun divers.
Matter and antimatter in the spatial distortions is
being manipulated in very precise ways, adding more
proof of intelligent design.
Cryptic matter bursts show a systematic pattern
within the distortion. Various sequences are repeated
and altered reminiscent of how a decryption program
operates.
Synaptic energy is also present in the distortion
although the patterns keep popping in and out of
spacetime.

Before things can be resolved, however, the experiment goes
awry. This launches Scene 4.

Scene 4: Brutal Biotech
Some Things Just Don’t Mix
Read the following to the Players:
A tactical alert begins to blare from the ship’s main defense
grid. Sensors detect a rapid decrease in antimatter from the
distortion as a luminescent, super hot hypercube of neon
blue flashes into existence for a mere nanosecond. What
before had been a pulsating mass of biomatter and
technology contained within the anomaly rapidly transforms
into an overactive cascade of exploding material. Several
speedy objects are forcefully ejected from the super-bright
cosmic birth before dying out like embers from a roaring
flame. Proximity sensors alert the crew to an incoming
object. On screen, a biotechnological monstrosity of epic
proportions zooms through space on a beeline trajectory for
the vessel.

Osmium-Enhanced Biotechnological
Antimatter Monstrosity (Major NPC)
Starving for antimatter / Sun-eater

The initial release of antimatter on such a large scale
impacts the ship. The GM rolls 3 against the ship. Players
may roll for resistance. If damage is sustained, have the
Players narrate as their characters are flung about by the
massive energy wave. All remaining probes in the vicinity are
incinerated.
Captain’s Log, Supplemental—The alien experiment has
failed. Or has it? Sensors indicate that this new creature
used all of its antimatter stores to come into creation. Now,
it is starving for more antimatter. Unfortunately, the closest
food source is our vessel.
The osmium-enhanced biotechnological antimatter
monstrosity is equal in scale to the Player vessel. The creature
will attack until it is destroyed. The Players are forced into a
confrontation with the mindless monster.
Cryptic Consumption. If the vessel’s shields are down, the
creature will attach itself to the ship and use cryptic energy in
an effort to rip through into the antimatter tanks.
Antimatter Burst. If the vessel’s shields are up, the creature
will instinctively emit an antimatter burst in an effort to
overwhelm the vessel’s shields.
If the Players seem to be making headway against the beast,
it will look for an easier target. It will dive into a nearby star.
Refer to the Migratory Path Special Rule. Once in the star, the
Players will want to know what is transpiring. This is a Reason
+ Science Task, assisted by the ship’s Sensors + Science, with
a Difficulty of 0.
Success will reveal that the creature is ravenously feeding
off of the star’s antimatter reserves but at a phenomenal and
destructive rate. 3 points are restored back to its stress track
for each round the osmium-enhanced biotechnological
antimatter monstrosity is within the star. Spending Momentum
for more information will also reveal:
●

●

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 12

FITNESS 13

PRESENCE 13

DARING 08

INSIGHT 00

REASON 00

DISCIPLINES

RESISTANCE: 2
WEAPONS:
● Cryptic Consumption: Melee, 3 , Piercing 2
● Mindless Charge: Ranged, 5 .
● Antimatter Burst: Ranged, 10 , Spread
SPECIAL RULES:
● Food Rush: Whenever attempting a Control + Conn Task the
monstrosity may immediately move into the next adjacent
zone (as part of a straight line path if it has already moved)
slamming its opponent ahead of it into the same zone. This
initiates the Mindless Charge effect listed above.

COMMAND 00

SECURITY 03

SCIENCE 01

CONN 05

ENGINEERING 00

MEDICINE 00

At the current rate of antimatter consumption, the star
itself will go supernova in 12 hours. This will destroy
the local system and devastate Cavna.
The sun diver DNA has been irrevocably altered by the
osmium element. The cells are breaking down at an
alarming rate. Radioactive decay has been
accelerated beyond any known norms. The new
lifeform would eventually detonate in weeks or
months.

The crew has a tough decision to make. The alien
experimenters left a destructive monster in their wake. How
does the Prime Directive apply if at all? Can the crew come up
with a creative way out of this situation without destroying a
new lifeform? Or will they realize that the needs of the many
outweigh the needs of the one?

FOCUSES: Astronavigation
SCALE: Same as Player vessel
STRESS: 16
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Wrap Up

All text and images in this document are available under a
CC-BY-NC license unless otherwise noted.

The Players have had the opportunity to discover new life
forms, study alien technology connected to the Fathomless,
and save the galaxy from a dangerous threat. Allow them to
discuss the implications of the new life forms and technology
that they have come across. Have them contemplate the
motivations of the enigmatic protagonists. All of this will be
valuable information in future adventures…

Nature of the Magna Oscura
The Magna Oscura Nebula is a ‘cryptic matter’ nebula.
Cryptic matter is not well understood, but its nature is highly
dangerous to normal matter entering the nebula. Only the most
resilient ships can withstand the forces in the outermost zone
of the Magna Oscura (called the Enigmas by the Fathomless),
leaving its deeper zones unexplorable, and impenetrable to
even the most advanced sensors. It travels at a slow pace, one
light-year every five years, coming from beneath the galactic
plane. Its approach has been predicted for some time, but only
now has it exited an inaccessible area (e.g., the borders of
another empire, or a region of space that Starfleet has only
recently reached.) There are some pockets of normal space
within the nebula, even with star systems, but those are few
and far between. See the Campaign Guide for more
information.

Area Map
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The Fathomless

Scene 1: Detecting the
Fathomless Fleets

Fathomless Campaign Episode 7

Sensor Scans

by Miles Marker

GM Guidance: These first couple of rolls are good for the
players to start building momentum in this episode. If they
are having difficulties, have other players work to create an
advantage for the rolls and try again.
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From the previous episode “Have Bait Will Travel”. The
players will have a chance to pick up a series of signals on
different frequencies being transmitted further along the
Magna Oscura Nebula. They can attempt a translation using
Reason/Insight + Conn and the ships Computers + Conn
Difficulty 2 if they have not previously been introduced to or
translated the language of the Fathomless. For a linguist to
interpret it they may choose to use Reason/Insight + Science
instead.

Scene 3: Exploring the Wreckage
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Communications Messages. <Once Translated>
1. Please, we want to meet with you, we want to know you.
2. We want to worship you as you are our creators.
3. Please respond.
4. We will help you find what you are looking for.
5. We can work together to become even more.
6. <And more various messages of worship being sent into
the nebula>

Scanning the Wreckage
Finding Survivors
Rescuing Survivors
Trapped
Computer Records

64
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The players can make a sensor scan of the area where the
transmissions are coming from. As this area is being affected
by the Cryptic Matter in the area it will be a Difficulty 2 Task
with the players rolling Insight/Reason + Science and the Ship
rolling Sensors + Science.

Scene 4: Theft

65

Stat Blocks

65

Pashform (Mindful Leader) (Major NPC)

65

Introduction
Adventure 7 is meant to be played by a Gamemaster (GM)
and 3-8 players using the pre-generated characters. To run this
adventure, the GM should be familiar with the adventure itself,
as well as the Star Trek Adventures roleplaying rules.
To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat
● A set of chips or tokens, or some other manner of
marker, for group Momentum
● The pre-generated character sheets, and a starship
sheet
● The Star Trek Adventures core rulebook

GM Guidance: If the player ship has the Improved Sensor
Suite Talent then you may want to increase the difficulty by 1
as they are having difficulty cutting through the Cryptic
Matter interference so close to the nebula. Players may also
want to create an advantage to use later when scanning in
the nebula.
The ships sending these signals are a small group of ships
along the border of the nebula that they players will come to
know as the Worshipful. As they get closer to this small group
of ships they can again make a scan roll Difficulty 2 to detect a
number of other ships that are also following in the wake of the
nebula.
The players will detect 3 distinct groups of ships though they
will not know which group is which until they talk with the
leader of the Mindful.
The Mindful: This is the largest group of ships, many are in
disrepair. There is a large variety of different vessels here
unlike any they have seen before.
The Vengeful: This is a small group of about a half dozen
ships. Getting a lock on these ships is difficult (possibly due to
incorporated Cryptic Matter). A Difficulty 3 scan will reveal that
the ships appear to be using an ion drive for impulse speeds
and Osmium shielding on their warp nacelles (similar to that
seen as a part of the probes in the previous mission).
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The Worshipful: This is also a small group of various types
of ships. One of the ships (the largest and best of the fleet) is
sending out the signals that the players picked up earlier. They
are sending out pulses using their deflector dish as well as
cycling through a number of different transmission frequencies
both subspace and radio wave.

Scene 2: Meeting the
Fathomless
The Groups React
The Worshipful
The Worshipful will respond to communications from the
players ship initially, though will cut off stating that “You are
not the Oscuran”.
Repeated attempts to hail them again will fail unless the
players try to send signals that don’t have the normal open hail
that most vessels send.
This group is not interested in talking with others who are
not Fathomless or Oscuran.

The Vengeful
The Vengeful will just outright ignore any hails and signals
from the players vessel. If the players get too close they will
most likely raise shields and arm weapons. A warning shot
may be fired to dissuade contact.
Players may note the similarity of the ion engines to those of
the probes in the last episode.

The Mindful
The Mindful are a very welcoming group. The leader
(Pashform) is a scientist who has been delving into the
mysteries of the nebula for a number of years since he has
been rescued. He welcomes sharing information and will invite
the players over to his ship.

Information
Pashform and his followers will be happy to share
information with the players, but don’t necessarily know what
they want to know about. He will invite them to his ship to
come talk and share information. While they don’t know
everything, they are happy to share what they know and will
ask questions about this Federation and Starfleet.
Player Info: The Fathomless appear as a hollow entity. While
there are many different races shown amongst their faces
and features, their skin appears to be slightly transparent
and lacking form inside. Their fingertips are the most
striking as they appear to be open holes into their bodies.
Their appearance is unsettling, but made less so by the fact
that they are wearing clothing over most of their bodies.

Shared Information
Pashform is excited to share details of himself. He knows
that his appearance can be disturbing to others and is amazed
at the crew's handling of their somewhat unsettling
appearance.
Pashform was found about 5 years ago inside a vessel that
exited the Nebula. He has no recollection of being in the nebula
but does remember being a scientist on his homeworld. His
previous memories are almost all but faded now. Something
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that happens with many Fathomless if they even have
memories of their life before entering the nebula.
They call themselves The Fathomless as they have not been
able to figure out how they are still alive in this form and how
they were modified by the nebula, or as some believe created.
They have discovered a number of planets and vessels
exiting the nebula over the years that they have tried to study
to find out more. Many times they end up adding more
Fathomless to their ranks based upon those they find on the
ships/planets.
The Mindful that Pashform leads are amongst the most well
learned and intellectual of the Fathomless. They work to study
the nebula and its effects on items that have entered it. There
has been some resistance of late, but nothing major.

Available Information
The Fathomless have 3 very strong factions mentioned
earlier. The players can learn and figure out more details about
each of these.
1)
2)
3)

The Mindful: a group who is trying to find out the true
meaning of who they are now through
experimentation (scientists).
The Worshipful: a group who worship the Oscurans
and wish to join them again.
The Vengeful: a group that hates what the Oscurans
did to them and want revenge.

Key information the characters may find:
●

●

●

●

●

●

Oscurans: The Oscurans are a spatial deformation
entity that exists within the nebula and appears to be
intelligent. They appear to be made up of Matter,
Antimatter, and Cryptic Matter.
Creation: Many of the Fathomless believe that the
Oscurans are responsible for creating the Fathomless
as a form of experiment while others believe that it is
just an effect of long term exposure to the nebula.
Shielding: The Fathomless have developed a way to
shield their ships in order to enter the nebula for short
periods of time. They are happy to share those details
with the crew if they wish.
Resistance: There have been a few members of the
Mindful who have broken away and become more
militant in mindset. They call themselves the
Reshaped. Their plans are currently unknown, but they
have stolen a few small vessels for their use.
Leaving the Nebula: The Fathomless cannot leave the
vicinity of the nebula as it would spell certain death
for them to do so. The Cryptic Matter that is now a
part of their bodies seems to break down as they get
farther away from the Nebula.
Cryptic Matter: Cryptic Matter has strange properties.
It is difficult to scan as it does not appear to come
from this dimension. It is neither matter or antimatter,
but something in between.

Scene 3: Exploring the
Wreckage
Player Info: A giant hulk of a ship exits the nebula. Ship
sensors are having a difficult time getting a lock on the ship
(even though it has left the nebula) as if the Cryptic Matter
has saturated portions of the ship. Upon visual inspection
on the forward viewscreen you can see a whole side of the
ship that has had the hull plating completely ripped away.
The ship looks like a cross section image from a book or
manual. Many decks are exposed to open space from the
current viewpoint, but it is possible that others are still
intact.

Scanning the Wreckage
Sensors aren’t functioning well as they are trying to scan the
ship overall. A successful scan using Insight/Reason +
Science and the ship’s Sensors + Science at Difficulty 3 will
show some lifesigns onboard similar to those of the
Fathomless. Where and how many there are are almost
impossible to tell. There does appear to be atmosphere in
some of the lower decks and an energy signature of some sort
of power generator is still online in that area.

Finding Survivors
Tricorders and sensors don’t work very well inside the ship
as it has been saturated with Cryptic Matter. An engineering
player may try to create an advantage for the scene by
modifying a tricorder to be able to scan through the Cryptic
Matter (Difficulty 2 task using Control + Engineering). Close
proximity to remaining life forms will give a stronger signal, but
they are still going to have to climb through and walk around
the ship a bit. Players may attempt to scan for lifesigns at a
Reason + Medicine Difficulty 3 (2 if they have an advantage).
The Fathomless that came here as well will be manually
seeking for survivors as they are used to technology not
working inside the ships. The players can find up to 6 crewmen
who are now Fathomless. A medical character could work to
help heal those found. The difficulty for medical checks is
increased by 2 due to the nature of the Fathomless and due to
it being an alien race.
None of the survivors have memory of what happened to
them inside the nebula or before they entered it. Some may
remember in time (like Pashform).

Rescuing Survivors
Many of the crew of this ship are injured or unconscious. A
medical officer may assist in helping to revive them, but there
are some complications due to the unusual nature of the
people that have been modified onboard this ship. Simply put,
many will not survive due to the drastic modifications that have
been made to their bodies. A character can attempt to stabilize
those that are found by making a Control + Medicine check at
Difficulty 4 (this is due to the cryptic matter and unusual new
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biology of the crew found here). This is a perfect opportunity
for the GM to spend Threat to increase the complication rage
by 1 or 2. A complication will most likely result in the death of
the patient.

Trapped

3.

A few of the crew may be found in the main engineering part
of the ship. Pashfrom and his people will write them off as
dead and unwilling to go into the area at the current time (“Until
radiation levels are safe”). The area is flooded with lambda
radiation and the injured crew are behind a couple of
bulkheads that will have to be opened. Lambda radiation is not
harmful for short periods of time to the players and those
wishing to enter this area will need radiation treatment from
sickbay to prevent any problems from radiation exposure. The
bulkheads to this area are sealed and require them to be
overridden either manually or by cracking the access codes.
This is an Extended Task using Control + Engineering in order
to get the bulkheads open in time to save the crew trapped
within. This Extended Task requires 12 Work and 4
Breakthroughs and has a Resistance of 3. Players will need to
complete the task in 4 attempts or fail to rescue the crew
inside in time as their lifesigns stop.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 04
WORK TRACK 12

MAGNITUDE 04

RESISTANCE 03

TIME INTERVAL

1 attempt

Computer Records
If the players think to try to access the computers onboard
to see logs or entries they can look into it. In order to access
the computer records a character will need to succeed at a
Difficulty 3 Reason/Insight + Security check to break into the
records. The universal translator can handle the translations if
given a bit of time. If a character wants to speed things up with
the translation, they can with a Difficulty 2 Insight/Reason +
Science check.
Captain’s Logs. <Once Translated>
1. “I have the privilege of captaining the largest
spacefaring vessel to have ever been created on
Zeldar. We are entering the nebula that is headed
toward our homeworld in order to find out what it is
going to bring. Other, much smaller vessels have
entered, but none have returned. I hope, as well as
those who built it, that a larger vessel will hold up to
the stresses of the nebula and help us find out what is
inside.”
2. “We have been inside the nebula for a short time now.
Our shields have definitely taken a beating. I don’t
know how any of the other vessels were able to send
messages back out of the nebula. We have tried. We
don’t know where in the nebula we are at the moment.
Our sensors aren’t working more than 10% of their
normal capacity amongst all of the strange matter that

we are picking up. We’ll keep trying to send messages
and information out, but I don’t know if it is even going
much beyond our ship. I hate to say it, but we are lost
and without help. I can only hope that we will find
some way out soon.”
“We have been under attack for some time. Some sort
of spatial distortion has been taking our ship apart,
panel by panel. We don’t know how much longer we
can hold out. <Screams & Sparks> I have to go!”

Scene 4: Theft
As the scene starts to draw to a close a message comes to
Pashform as he is near the players.
Message: “Pashform. They have stolen another ship and
entered the nebula with it. I don’t know what they are up to,
but I think they have enough ships to do whatever it is they
are planning. They’ve headed along the buoys to the pocket
system apparently.”
This is meant to be the setup for the next episode.

Stat Blocks
Pashform (Mindful Leader) (Major NPC)
Cryptic Matter Scientist

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 10

FITNESS 10

PRESENCE 09

DARING 09

INSIGHT 08

REASON 11

COMMAND 02

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 03

CONN 01

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 02

DISCIPLINES

FOCUSES: Cautious: Science, Field Medic,
STRESS: 11
RESISTANCE: 1
WEAPONS:
● Antimatter Burst: Ranged, 5 , Size 1H, Lethal,
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 3 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Antimatter Burst: Pashform is one of a few Fathomless that
have learned to control the antimatter within them. They are
able to expel a couple of atoms of antimatter and fling them
at a target.
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Hidden Secrets

Synopsis

Fathomless Campaign Episode 8

The ship-based crew observe a ship of The Mindful entering
the nebula from the last episode. Pashform was alerted to the
ship breaking away and entering the nebula. It appears that a
splinter faction of The Mindful is going into a pocket system
within the nebula for some reason. Pashform and his people
don’t have the available resources to go after them as they are
concentrated on scavenging what resources they can and
saving the people from the ship that exited the nebula. The
crew can go investigate where the ship went and what it is up
to, but first they will have to modify their shielding to be able to
safely enter the nebula.

by Miles Marker
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Scene 1: Entering the
Nebula
Information
Pashform will tell the crew about a possibly rogue faction of
The Mindful calling themselves the Reshaped. They have taken
over a couple of ships and have headed for a small pocket
system within the Magna Oscura nebula. Pashform doesn’t
know exactly what they are up to but they are definitely not up
to anything good.
There is a network of probes that they use as navigation
points in order to find the location of the pocket system within
the nebula.
Pashform will ask the crew for their help if they do not offer
it. He will also help, if asked, by giving information on how to
adjust deflector shielding to protect against the effects of the
outer edge of the nebula. As an alternative, Pashform may
accompany the crew into the nebula to find out what is
happening.

Shields Up!

Introduction
Adventure 8 is meant to be played by a Gamemaster (GM)
and 3-8 players using the pre-generated characters. To run this
adventure, the GM should be familiar with the adventure itself,
as well as the Star Trek Adventures roleplaying rules.
To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat
● A set of chips or tokens, or some other manner of
marker, for group Momentum
● The pre-generated character sheets, and a starship
sheet
● The Star Trek Adventures core rulebook

The crew will need to adjust the shields appropriately so that
they can safely travel into the Magna Oscura Nebula. The roll
that they will need to succeed at will be dependent upon how
much information they have at hand. A scan of the specific
harmonics of Fathomless ships shields will help as will
information that Pashform can give.
GM Guidance: This is a perfect opportunity to have players
start building momentum for this episode by scanning the
Fathomless’ ships shield frequencies at a Difficulty of 1.
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Shield Modifications
This will be a Control + Engineering (assisted by the ship)
roll to make the modifications necessary to help the ship safely
enter the nebula.
●

●

●

Difficulty 5: With just the information that they have
gathered so far, making modifications to the shields
will be quite difficult.
Difficulty 3: By using the information that Pashform
gives them or by scanning the shield harmonics of
Fathomless ships they can significantly reduce the
difficulty of the task to modify their shields.
Difficulty 2: By using both the data from Pashform
and scanning the Fathomless ships an engineer
should be able to figure out how to modify the shield
harmonics correctly.

Following the Trail
GM Guidance: If the players plan to enter the nebula without
making the necessary shield modifications you should have
the nebula do damage against the shields and eventually the
ship once shields are down. The effect should increase as
they get further into the nebula making them realize that the
nebula is not to be underestimated. Start at 2 damage to
shields (Ship resistance +2 damage) then continue to
increase by one point of damage every few minutes as they
continue to get deeper into the nebula.
The players can enter the nebula traveling at ¼ impulse
speed and scan for the probes that work as a path to the
pocket system mentioned within the nebula. This is a relatively
easy task requiring an Insight/Reason & Science roll using
ships sensors at Difficulty 1. Multiple complications early on

should have the ship getting turned around and heading back
out of the nebula. Multiple complications further into the
nebula should increase the difficulty of finding the next probe
in the series. If they become extremely lost they can send out
probes in multiple directions to help find their path again. This
should be a series of about 5-6 checks to get to the pocket
system.
GM Guidance: Are your players breezing through the nebula
and full on momentum? Spend threat to create conditions
that might pose a threat to the ship during this sequence. Use
Threat to create complications and emphasize the
treacherous flight conditions and risk of losing their way. Add
in flight complications requiring a piloting check or make it
harder to find the next probe. There are very few places to
spend Threat in this episode, so this is a good place to use it
for a bit of thrill if they are doing quite well.

Scene 2: Pocket System
Star
The pocket system within the nebula has a Yellow G-Class
giant as its central star. The nebula surrounds the system but
does not encroach on it. The nebula appears to be bright
yellow surrounding this system as the light from the sun
reflects off of it. It has 6 planets orbiting the sun, one of which
is class-M (the 4th planet from the star).
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Planet
Early scans of the planet (Difficulty 1) will show signs of
pollution from an industrializing nation that is deep into an Iron
Age. When they get closer, scanning the planet will show them
a population of about 4-5 million humanoids untouched by
Cryptic Matter. Deeper scans (Difficulty 2-3), taken from orbit,
will reveal advanced technology hidden in a cavern system
within a mountain range away from population centers. No
transmissions are detected coming from the planet.

Poposa
The race on the planet below has no ties to the Fathomless,
though the Fathomless have had contact with them and traded
with them for food. The Poposa will be difficult for the crew to
get a good image of if they want to insert themselves into the
society dressed and looking like them (because there are no
transmissions to get images from). The players are not meant
to pursue contact with the Poposa as they are a pre-warp,
industrializing civilization. If the players want to explore the
race they may, but remind them that it is taking away time from
their primary mission to find the Reshaped. If they spend too
much time with the Poposa skip to the Caverns cliffhanger at
the end of the module.
Poposa Society: Poposan are a humanoid race that have
predominantly purple hair and eyes with a large number of
dark freckles upon their skin. Their hair and eyes tend to
match many of the plants found on the planet. Those born
without purple hair are shunned in the society and seen as
different where purple is normal (regardless of the shade).
These people have just begun to form injustry with large
factories starting to produce everyday goods using steam
and other fuels for mechanization. Their religion and
philosophies are primarily based around their Sun as they
have no stars in the sky. Their nights are fairly well lit as the
nebula reflects a good amount of the light back at the
planet’s dark side.

Workshop

have to have them work to get to the mine with the workshop
without encountering Poposans. It would not be recommended
for them to take a shuttle as it would be noticed by the Poposa
in the area.
The team of players, using tricorders (Difficulty 1
Insight/Reason & Science roll or increase the Difficulty to 2 if
they have to find a way to avoid a Poposa encampment), will
find an abandoned mine nearby that houses the detectable
advanced technology detected by the ship. About 1000 meters
within they will find a large workshop area. The workshop is
defended by 1-2 emplaced weapons (GM discretion). This is a
perfect opportunity for the GM to use threat in order to roll
extra dice as a Task Roll of 9 will rarely succeed without extra
dice.

Weapon Emplacement
STRESS: 9
RESISTANCE: 2
WEAPONS: Proficient: Task Roll 9
● Beam (Theta Radiation): Ranged, 4

Lethal

Workshop Description: The cavern opens up to a large area
that appears to have been turned into some sort of workshop.
There are a number of tools and pieces of electronics
scattered around the various work surfaces of this workshop.
Lighting is dim, but available. A large worktable in the middle
appears to have been able to hold and construct a device that
was over 3 meters long and 2 meters wide. The caverns
continue from here, but not the light.
Players may scan the equipment and workshop with their
tricorders in order to try to work out details about the
workshop. Players should roll using Insight/Reason and
Science/Engineering at a Difficulty 2 to determine the basics
of what was being constructed here. Multiple science and
engineering based players may contribute to this roll.
Succeeding at a Difficulty 2 allows them to determine that a
form space-based particle emitter was being constructed here,
and possibly multiples.
Additional momentum generated by the roll can be spent to
answer the following questions:
●
●

●

●

What kind of particles are being produced?
W-Particles
What is being used to generate the power in the lab?
The power appears to be coming from a series of
cables that lead deeper into the mountain. (Further
scans to get information deeper into the mountain
appear to be blocked or shielded).
What kind of space capabilities did this device have?
Thrusters (leading them to believe it might be some
sort of probe or satellite).
Was anything else being produced here? Yes, but it is
difficult to make out what as the last major project is
the most apparent.

The advanced technology is hiding in a system of caves and
mines in the upper reaches of a mountain range. It is difficult
to see what is actually there with sensors as the mountain
range and cryptic matter are disrupting sensors. An away team
can beam down just outside of the old mine, but beaming into
the cavern is considered dangerous as it is difficult to maintain
a transporter lock. There are no lifesigns evident when players
scan the caves, though there are Poposa lifesigns nearby.
You may wish to have the characters beam down nearby and
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Scene 3: Caverns
Going further into the cavern will activate the cliffhanger for
the next episode.

Stat Blocks
Pashform (Mindful Leader) (Major NPC)
Cryptic Matter Scientist

Cliffhanger: As the team moves further into the cavern a loud
sound of motors begins. A large surge of power is detected
on tricorders and the cavern begins to shake. Portions of the
mine deeper within star to collapse and lights begin to flicker
and cut out. For those not within the cavern, a continuous
beam is seen shooting from the mountain top at the sun.
Let the players on the planet know that contact with their
ship was lost when the beam activated. Players onboard the
ship will see the beam fire from the planet directly at the sun.
Again, communications and transporter locks are temporarily
lost as the beam activates.

ATTRIBUTES
CONTROL 10

FITNESS 10

PRESENCE 09

DARING 09

INSIGHT 08

REASON 11

COMMAND 02

SECURITY 01

SCIENCE 03

CONN 01

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 02

DISCIPLINES

FOCUSES: Cautious: Science, Field Medic,
STRESS: 11
RESISTANCE: 1
WEAPONS:
● Antimatter Burst: Ranged, 5 , Size 1H, Lethal,
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 3 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Antimatter Burst: Pashform is one of a few Fathomless that
have learned to control the antimatter within them. They are
able to expel a couple of atoms of antimatter and fling them
at a target.
All text and images in this document are available under a
CC-BY-NC license unless otherwise noted.
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The Weight of
Decision

Synopsis

Fathomless Campaign Episode 9

by Al Spader
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Introduction
The Weight of Decision is meant to be played by a
Gamemaster (GM) and 3-8 players using the pre-generated
characters. To run this adventure, the GM should be familiar
with the adventure itself, as well as the Star Trek Adventures
roleplaying rules. To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat
● A set of chips or tokens, or some other manner of
marker, for group Momentum
● The pre-generated character sheets, and a starship
sheet
● The Star Trek Adventures core rulebook

What is 4D? 4D, meaning the 4 common dimensions, is an
important idea in physics. It refers to three-dimensional
space (3D), but adds the dimension of time to the other three
dimensions of length, width, and depth.
In geometry, the fourth dimension is related to the other
three dimensions by imagining another direction through
space. Just as the dimension of depth can be added to a
square to create a cube, the fourth dimension (time) can be
added to a cube to create a tesseract.
Source: Wikipedia

73

Scene 3: Decisions, Decisions

Captain Pf’Lar (Major NPC)
Reformed Security (Minor NPC)
Oscuran (Major NPC)

After braving the extreme conditions of the cryptic matter
nebula to discover a normal matter star system hidden within,
the crew discovers its true purpose as a region where the
Reshaped have activated a secret series of events designed to
capture and Oscura.
During their exploration, the crew uncovered a super weapon
designed to create a coronal mass ejection that will extinguish
all life in the system which has recently activated.
At the same time, dozens of satellites that were hidden in
spatial folds appear in orbit around the planet. Once active, the
satellites will use w-particles to trap an Oscuran and pull it into
4D space.
Once an Oscuran is captured, the Reshaped reveal
themselves as the masterminds of these events. The crew
must decide who is in the right and figure out how to proceed
with the captured Oscuran.
Once all appears figured out, the Oscuran escapes and
changes the shape of things to come.

75
75
75

Directives
In addition to the Prime Directive, the Directives for this
mission are:
●
●

Protect the Poposans from the imminent coronal
mass ejection.
Determine who or what is responsible for targeting
the sun with a cryptic matter weapon.

Scene 1: Perihelion
Once everyone is ready, hand a copy of the following to the
Player playing the Captain to read aloud:
Captain’s Log — After discovering the pre-warp civilization on
the system’s fifth planet, the away team found advanced
technology beyond the reach of the industrial age society
there. While investigating the technology, a large beam of
cryptic matter shot toward the sun causing it to tremble with
photonic and ionic fluctuations. We have been unable to
locate the away team dues to the vast number of spatial folds
surrounding the planet.
Additionally, our sensors have detected an increase of
geodesic radiation as dozens of satellites appeared around
the planet, apparently being hidden within those very spatial
folds.
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This scene has a lot of things happening simultaneously and
should feel a little stressful for the crew. With such little time
before the spatial web trap activates from the satellites and
the coronal mass ejection occurs, the crew should only be able
to deal with two of the three scenarios presented in this scene.
The one they choose not to address will make the final scene a
bit more challenging in some way. If your team comes up with
smart ways to deal with more than one problem at a time, by
all means let them!

Location Trait
With the satellites in orbit, the planet has the following
location trait: Folded Subspace Pathways: Due to the vast
manipulation of subspace to create the spatial folds,
communicators have no effect at a distance further than fifty
meters away.

The Coronal Ejector

The team must first make their way to the computer banks
above. Doing so requires a treacherous trek along a narrow
ledge around the mine shaft. This requires each team member
to succeed at a Difficulty 2 Fitness + Security task or risk
falling into the cryptic matter beam. Consider allowing each
character to succeed at a cost, generating Threat for later if
they fail, and/or allowing them to create an advantage such as
“improvised climbing gear” if they spend Momentum.
Deactivating the Coronal Ejector is an Extended Reason +
Engineering Task with Work 12, Magnitude 4, Resistance 1
and a base Difficulty 2. Keep track of how many rounds it
takes to complete the task and shut down the Coronal Ejector
as it will come into play later.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 02
WORK TRACK 12

MAGNITUDE 04

RESISTANCE 01

TIME INTERVAL

1 round

The moment someone starts working on the task, 2
Fathomless Defender Automatons crawl out of the ground and
begin attacking the team.

Fathomless Defender Automaton (Minor NPC

This scene starts with the away team in a tunnel within the
laboratory facility. A seismic vibration has collapsed the
passage in front of them. All tricorders detect massive
amounts of cryptic energy not far from where they are
standing, through one of the walls. As they make their way
back to the surface, another passage has opened to a ledge
that overlooks what used to be a mine of some sort. A
massive beam is firing from within the planet up into the sky.
Twenty meters up the mine’s walls is a bank of computers of
some sort as well.
If the team decides to scan the beam weapon,, they may
attempt a Difficulty 1 Reason + Science task. A success
confers the following information:
●
●

The beam consists of cryptic matter and is being fired
into the sun.
The build up of cryptic matter within the sun will
create a coronal mass ejection amplified by the
cryptic matter within. The more cryptic matter the sun
is filled with, the more devastating the CME will be.

Players may spend 1 Momentum to obtain information:
●
●
●

It is currently the planet and sun’s perihelion - their
closest orbital position.
The coronal mass ejection will be released in less
than forty-five minutes.
Even with the weapon deactivated, a smaller coronal
mass ejection will still hit the planet.

Android

ATTRIBUTES

CONTROL 10

FITNESS 11

PRESENCE 07

DARING 11

INSIGHT 07

REASON 08

COMMAND 02

SECURITY 03

SCIENCE 01

CONN 01

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 02

DISCIPLINES

FOCUSES: Protection, Tactical Analysis
STRESS: 10
RESISTANCE: 2
WEAPONS:
● Theta Canon: Ranged, 5 , Size 2H
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 3 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Repair Subroutines: If this enemy would be removed from a
scene, it may attempt a Difficulty 2 Fitness + Medicine task.
If it succeeds, it is not removed from the scene and recovers
1 stress.
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The W-Particle Satellites
When the Coronal Ejector activated, dozens of satellites
appeared around the planet. These satellites are big enough
and low enough for the team to see from the planet’s surface.
While challenging due to the warping of subspace around the
planet, the satellites can be scanned. Doing so requires a
Difficulty 3 Science + Reason task. If on board a shuttle, the
check may be assisted by the ship’s Sensors + Conn.
A successful check provides the following information (allow
them to succeed at a cost):
●
●

Each satellite has the ability to transmit and receive
W-particle beams
There are two life signs on board one of the satellites

Players may spend 1 Momentum to obtain information:
●
●
●

W-particles are emitted during spatial folding
The satellites each have a basic impulse drive
suggesting they were flown into position
The transmitters are targeted at four other satellites

At this point in time the away team may wish to travel to the
satellite with life signs on board to find out more information. If
the group brought a shuttle with them to the planet, they can
get there easily but the docking port is an odd configuration
and requires a Difficulty 1 Control + Conn task assisted by the
shuttle’s Computers + Conn. Allow the party to succeed at a
cost here if necessary.
If the party doesn’t have a shuttle, they can attempt to
contact their ship and request a transport to the satellite. The
location trait of the planet makes communications fail at a
distance of more than 50 meters, however, the team can try to
adjust their communicators to compensate for the spatial

folds. Doing so requires a Difficulty 3 Reason + Engineering
task. Allow the party to succeed at a cost.
Once the team arrives on the satellite, they can easily follow
the energy signatures to a circular room about twenty-five
meters in diameter with several crystals embedded in the walls
and an impulse reactor at its center. The reactor is fifteen feet
below the walkway they are on. Seven computer stations line
the outer walls of the room and two humanoid shapes stand at
computer stations on the other side of the reactor.
The two humanoids are actually two Fathomless scientists
who have been asked to solve a W-Particle link issue within the
satellites by the Reshaped. They have no idea what the
Reshaped are planning and are just trying to complete the job
that was asked of them.
The away team may wish to ask the scientists questions,
getting them to talk requires an Opposed Presence +
Command check. For each success the away team has more
than the scientists, they may learn one of the following things:
●

●
●

The Reshaped hired them to adjust the beams of
W-Particles to account for the spatial folds around the
planet.
The satellites are basically shuttles with the ability to
travel short distances.
A coronal mass ejection filled with “The Source”
would fully power up the satellites.

If the away team would like to attempt to convince the
scientists to deactivate the satellite it requires a Difficulty 3
Presence + Command check. If the check fails, the team is
asked to leave. If they don’t the scientists will attack them.
Though not armed, the physicists will use the satellite’s power
to help them.
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Reformed Particle Physicist (Minor NPC)
Fathomless

ATTRIBUTES

CONTROL 07

FITNESS 09

PRESENCE 07

DARING 11

INSIGHT 12

REASON 12

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 05

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 02

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 01
CONN 01

FOCUSES: Spatial Folds, Particle Physics
STRESS: 10
RESISTANCE: 0
WEAPONS:
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 3 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
SPECIAL RULES:
● Contortion Program: As an action, the physicist may activate
this program if they are near a computer terminal. If they do,
the next range attack that targets them is redirected to a
character of their choosing.
● Fold Program: As an action, the physicist may activate this
program if they are near a computer terminal. If they do, the
next time a character targets them with a melee attack, they
may move the attacker 2 range increments away and the
attack misses.
● W-Particle Beam: As an action, the physicist may activate
this program if they are near a computer terminal. If they do,
they may make a Ranged Energy, 6 , attack against a
character of their choosing.
Once the scientists have been dealt with, the team may
attempt to deactivate this satellite with a Difficulty 2 Reason +
Engineering task. Unfortunately each satellite has its own
self-contained computer system, and only this one may be
deactivated from this location. If the satellite is deactivated, it
makes it easier for the Oscuran to break free later.

Protect the People
While the Prime Directive is in place, these people could be
impacted by the imminent coronal mass ejection. The CME
could completely destroy the culture’s infrastructure. As such,
the away team may wish to try and save the people without
revealing Starfleet advanced technology. Allow the team to
determine the checks they wish to make by explaining their
actions. Keep track of how many things the team does to help
the people, it will come into play later.
Here are some things the team may try to do (allow others if
they have great ideas). The three big things they need to
protect are: The People, The Planet’s Atmosphere, and The
Electrical Network.
●
●
●
●
●

Harden the electrical network
Get the people underground
Create a shield around the the city that will deflect
CME
Find a way to absorb the energy of the CME
Get the people to turn off their electrical equipment

Scene 2: The Plan
Revealed
This scene begins moments away from the coronal mass
ejection. Start with the away team being beamed back to their
ship, whether wanted to or not. If your group has supporting
characters, feel free to play out the group trying to beam the
party out before the Coronal Mass Ejection hits the planet.
Once the away team is safely on board, the CME is released.
When the wave makes it halfway to the planet, an Oscuran flies
in from the surrounding nebula, its intentions unclear. Once the
distortion entity is close to the planet, the dozens of satellites
shoot out energy beams and fly around the Oscuran, trapping it
in a net of W-Particles and Geodesic Radiation.
Allow each character to have an action before the coronal
mass ejection washes over the planet and the ship.
Once the coronal mass ejection hits, refer to what happened
in scene 1 and check the following charts to see the scale of
the damage for ships and planet:

Deactivating the Coronal Ejector
Number of Rounds
to Deactivate
1-2

Effect on Ships (These effects stack)
The CME has no noticeable effect

3

The area gains the location trait:
Sensors are Useless - The difficulty for
sensor scans is increased by 2 and
their complication ranger becomes
18-20.

4

Each ship hit by the CME loses half of
its shields.

5

Each ship suffers a breach to a random
system.

More Than 5

For each round more than five, each
ship suffers an additional breach to a
random system.

Then check the following chart to see the scale of the
damage for the planet (These are based on GM discretion):

Planet Damage
Protections the Away Effect on Ships (These effects
Team Failed to
stack)
Account For
Protecting the People Twenty percent of the population die
instantly, another fifty percent is
injured.
Protecting the Planet The atmosphere becomes infused
with Theta Radiation, many plants
wither and die.
Protecting Electrical
Network
No Protection

The electrical network is completely
destroyed. It will take decades for
this society to recover.
All three of these things happen.
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Once the wave washes over the planet and ship, have the
crew make a Difficulty 1 Insight + Science task assisted by
the ship’s Sensors + Science. A success reveals the following:
●
●
●

2 Fathomless ships followed the CME, using it as a
sensor screen.
The ships are Scale 3.
The Oscuran is Scale 4

Players may spend 1 Momentum to obtain information:
● The ships have a heading to the satellite net
surrounding the Oscuran.
● The ships have shields up and weapons hot.
● The satellites are emitting W-Particles and creating a
spatial fold around the Oscuran.

Players may spend 1 Momentum to obtain information:
●
●

A Difficulty 1 Reason + Engineering task assisted by the
ship’s Computers + Engineering, will reveal the following:
●
●

●

SYSTEMS

●

ENGINES 09

STRUCTURE 08

COMPUTERS 11

SENSORS 10

WEAPONS 10

COMMAND 01

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 02

CONN 02

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 00

DEPARTMENTS

SCALE: 3
RESISTANCE: 2
POWER: 8
SHIELDS: 5
WEAPONS:
● W-Particle Beam: Medium 5 .Piercing 1, Vicious 1
● Geodesic Torpedo: Close 7 . Piercing 2, Vicious 2
The Reformed have arrived to execute their final plan; to pull
an Oscuran out of Cryptic Space and into 4D space and
experiment on it and to discover why the creatures did what
they did to the Fathomless
If the crew wishes, they may hail the Reformed Fathomless
ships. If they do, a female with a short trunk-like nose appears
on screen, calling herself Captian Pf’Llar. Read or paraphrase
the following:

“We knew someone was messing around with our tech but
we assumed it was the Oscurans. Your ship shall now bear
witness to a first for our people; a distortion entity in our own
space and time instead of their impression pressed upon it by
Cryptic Space! The creatures that manipulated our people
and turned us into the echoes of what we were will now
explain why, or pay dearly!” The screen goes dark and the
shudders with a massive space tremor.”
A Difficulty 1 Insight + Science task assisted by the ship’s
Sensors + Science, will reveal the following:
●
●

The ship is being buffeted by massive subspace
ripples.
Lethal geodesic radiation is being released from the
satellite net..

Going to warp through the interference is nearly
impossible.
The subspace ripples are emanating from the satellite
net.

Players may spend 1 Momentum to obtain information:

Fathomless Seeker Class
COMMS 09

The satellites are attempting to create dozens of
overlaid spatial folds.
Geodesic radiation causes flesh to liquify.

Each satellite is responsible for creating a single fold
focused around the Oscuran.
The folding process’s power is directly linked to the
number of active satellites.

W-Particle Satellite
SYSTEMS

COMMS 07

ENGINES 08

STRUCTURE 10

COMPUTERS 12

SENSORS 10

WEAPONS 07

COMMAND 00

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 02

CONN 01

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 00

DEPARTMENTS

SCALE: 1
RESISTANCE: 3
POWER: 8
Shields: 10
WEAPONS:
None
The Reformed Fathomless are willing to talk and gloat about
their plan but only for a short time. The crew must ultimately
decide if they should help the Fathomless or if they should aid
the Oscuran. This scene ends when the crew have convinced
the Fathomless to delay their testing, or if any weapons are
fired at the Fathomless ships or W-Particle satellites. If the
crew fails in negotiations, the Reformed will attack.

Scene 3: Decisions,
Decisions
This scene could go several different ways depending on the
outcome of Scene 2. If the crew wishes to negotiate in person,
they can if they convinced the Reformed to wait on their
experiment. If this happens, have the Oscuran break free and
start attacking the ships. You may also have the Reformed
captain start attacking when they hear the creature is free,
thinking that Starfleet is responsible.
If this scene starts with space combat already happening,
consult the table below on how the battlefield is impacted by
earlier decisions.
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Scene 1
Actions
Protecting
the Planet

Successful

Reformed Security (Minor NPC)

Unsuccessful

Fathomless
The ship may
repair any one
breach that
happened
during the first
CME.

The planet’s atmosphere
becomes charged with
Photonic and cryptic
energy, close range to the
planet gains the following
trait: Cryptic Photon Bursts
- At the start of an initiative
round, roll 1 for each ship,
satellite, or creature. If an
effect is rolled, that target
takes 3 Piercing 3.

Stopping the The crew’s ship
Coronal
is able to
Ejector
restore all of its
shields lost to
the first CME.

A second CME washes over
everything. Redo the effects
from Scene 2.

Deactivating
the
W-Particle
Satellite

The Ocuran can’t break out
unless freed by a Reformed
or by having 5 satellites
destroyed.

The Oscuran
breaks out of
the net
immediately.

Once the Oscuran is released, if not already in combat,
space combat happens. Not knowing who is responsible for
trapping it, the Oscuran will attack a random ship on its turn. If
the player’s ship doesn’t attack the Oscuran for 2 turns, it will
ignore them and just attack the Fathomless.

Stat Blocks
Fathomless

CONTROL 12

FITNESS 10

PRESENCE 10

DARING 12

INSIGHT 10

REASON 08

COMMAND 04

SECURITY 05

SCIENCE 01

CONN 02

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 01

DISCIPLINES

CONTROL 09

FITNESS 12

PRESENCE 10

DARING 12

INSIGHT 08

REASON 08

SECURITY 04

SCIENCE 01

ENGINEERING 02

MEDICINE 01

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 02
CONN 02

FOCUSES: Close Combat Tactics
STRESS: 10
RESISTANCE: 1
WEAPONS:
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 5 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
● W-Particle Phaser: Ranged Energy, 7 , Size 1H, Vicious 1

Oscuran (Major NPC)
SYSTEMS
COMMS 06

ENGINES 08

STRUCTURE 14

COMPUTERS 04

SENSORS 08

WEAPONS 10

DEPARTMENTS
COMMAND 03

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 01

ENGINEERING 00

MEDICINE 00

CONN 02

Captain Pf’Lar (Major NPC)
ATTRIBUTES

ATTRIBUTES

FOCUSES: Close Combat Tactics, Manipulating Others
STRESS: 14
RESISTANCE: 1
WEAPONS:
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 6 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
● W-Particle Phaser: Ranged Energy, 8 , Size 1H, Vicious 1

SCALE: 4
RESISTANCE: 5
POWER: 8
Shields: 14
CREW: Talented (Atribute 10, Discipline 3)
WEAPONS:
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 8 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
● Cryptic Matter Beam: Range M, 8 , Piercing 3, Vicious 1
Once all the chaos ends, the Oscuran is either destroyed, or
if it believes the crew’s ship to be allies or a neutral party, it will
hover in front of the ship, bursts of light exploding all around its
distorted body.
Allow the ship to take scans if they wish, doing so is a
Difficulty 2 Insight + Reason check assisted by the ship’s
Sensors + Science. Allow the crew to succeed at a cost and
gain the following information:
● The explosions of light are caused by matter colliding
with the cryptic matter within the entity
● The Oscuran is capable of warping subspace and can
move matter around doing while doing so.
Players may spend 1 Momentum to obtain information:
● The exploding lights are repeating a pattern occurring
at the same fourteen spots around the entity’s body.
● The light patterns could be some kind of
communication.
Allow the crew to analyze and try to figure out how to
communicate with the Oscuran if they wish. Setting the ship up
to use lights in similar positions could be a start or they may
come up with other ideas. If the crew fails, the Oscuran will
simply float slowly back into the nebula.
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A Dish Served
Cold

Synopsis

Fathomless Campaign Episode 10

by Darrin Drader
“Ah Kirk, my old friend. Do you know the Klingon proverb
that tells us revenge is a dish that is best served cold? It
is very cold in space.” — Khan Noonien Singh
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Introduction
A Dish Served Cold is meant to be played by a Gamemaster
(GM) and 3-8 players using the pre-generated characters. To
run this adventure, the GM should be familiar with the
adventure itself, as well as the Star Trek Adventures
roleplaying rules.
To play, you will need the following:
● At least two 20-sided dice (d20) per player, and
several d6s to serve as Challenge Dice
● A set of chips or tokens for Determination
● A set of chips or tokens for Threat
● A set of chips or tokens, or some other manner of
marker, for group Momentum
● The pre-generated character sheets, and a starship
sheet
● The Star Trek Adventures core rulebook

81
81

After braving the extreme conditions of the cryptic matter
nebula to discover a normal matter star system hidden within,
the crew discovers its true purpose as a region where the
Reshaped have activated a secret series of events designed to
capture and Oscura.
During their exploration of the nebula, the crew uncovered a
super weapon designed to create a coronal mass ejection that
would extinguish all life in an inhabited normal matter system.
At the same time, dozens of satellites that were hidden in
spatial folds appeared in orbit around the planet and used
W-Particles to trap an Oscuran and pull it into 4d space.
Once the Oscuran was captured, the Reshaped revealed
themselves as the masterminds of these events, determined to
find out the Oscurans have been experimenting on them while
also using them to create a pocket of cryptic matter, which
would allow them to explore normal space.
When this adventure begins, the Oscuran has already taken
its vengeance out on a number of Fathomless vessels. The
Starfleet vessel comes to the rescue of the survivors. In one
case in particular, radiation from the engine core is preventing
them from beaming survivors out, so they need to take a
shuttle, putting themselves at risk.
Tracing the trajectory of the Oscuran, they see that it is
headed straight for the Cavna home world. The Oscuran is so
far removed from the normal universe that it does not
comprehend that the Cavna and the Fathomless are not the
same beings. Unfortunately, the Oscuran is too far out ahead
for them to catch up with it, even at maximum warp. The
Fathomless tell them about a relic that might be able to help: a
space catapult that was built by an unknown alien species
centuries ago. The characters will need to go to it and restore it
to working condition. Once the device is operational, they set it
to propel them to the Cavna home world, and they arrive just
ahead of the Oscuran.
When it arrives, the Oscuran begins attacking the Cavna
vessels near the homeworld. They request assistance from the
Starfleet vessel. During this time, the vessel can try to defend
them by taking aggressive action, or they can try to take more
peaceful measures. All the while, they work on a way to
communicate with the Oscuran. Once they do so, they have to
roleplay the diplomacy, but the ultimate goal is to get it to
understand that it has been experimenting upon intelligent,
advanced beings, that attacking the Cavna does not bring
vengeance upon the Fathomless, and that it should stand
down and stop experimenting on creatures that wind up in the
nebula.

Directives
In addition to the Prime Directive, the Directives for this
mission are:
● Aid the Fathomless survivors following the Oscuran
attack.
● Protect the Cavna homeworld.
● Establish communication with the Oscuran and
attempt to end the conflict peacefully.
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Scene 1: Aftermath
Start this adventure with 3 Threat per player, as it is the
dangerous campaign finale. Make it as exciting as possible for
the players.
Once everyone is ready, hand a copy of the following to the
Player playing the Captain to read aloud:
Captain’s Log: The Reshaped attempt to capture an Oscuran
has led to tragic results as the being has taken its
vengeance out upon several Fathomless vessels, most of
which had nothing to do with the aggressive act. There’s
little we can do but render assistance to the disabled
vessels. At this point, we still have no idea why the Oscurans
experiment on the Reshaped, nor do we know if it is even
possible to establish communication with the being in order
to bring this conflict to a peaceful conclusion.
There are a total of six Fathomless ships that have been
severely damaged by the Oscuran as it traveled out of the
nebula. These ships are all in critical condition with life support
offline, engines that no longer function, or other damaged
systems that cannot be repaired with the resources they have
available. While the Fathomless are capable of restoring these
ships themselves over time, they lack the resources to mount a
proper rescue of all the affected ship’s crews before a large
number of lives would be lost. The ships are of various sizes
and crew compliments. In most cases, the crew can simply be
beamed to the character’s ship, however, there are a few
situations that prove more difficult.
These ships belong mostly to the Fathomless in general, and
not the Reshaped faction in particular. This is indicative of a
basic lack of understanding of the 4-D universe on the part of
the Oscuran.
Depending on the size of the character’s ship, they may
quickly find themselves overrun with Fathomless
crewmembers. They can modify cargo bays to act as
emergency housing, convert lounges, and assign empty crew
quarters to hold the Fathomless for the short term. For their
part, the Fathomless are grateful for the assistance and are
respectful guests. The Fathomless are able to help the science
crew import the correct amount of cryptic matter into these
spaces to make them livable. Characters need to wear EV suits
to enter these areas of the ship.
In short order following their arrival aboard the ship, the
Fathomless choose a representative in the form of Dintel (an
honorific roughly translating to Council Member) S’Tarra.
Aboard the starship she had been assigned to, she acted as a
liaison between the command crew and the
non-commissioned maintenance workers. As such, she is
uniquely suited to represent the needs of the Fathomless in a
diplomatic manner that most Federation officers appreciate.
Any requests made of the Fathomless aboard, either pertaining
to their living conditions or their mission, must pass through
her first, and she has the power to reject any requests without
further consultations with her people.
The following specific rescue missions can be run in any
order. Unlike the other three ships, none of these can be
handled by simply beaming survivors to the character’s ship.

Core Breach on the Rentagna
The Rentagna is a mid-size Fathomless transport that is
primarily designed to haul passengers from one location to
another. When the character’s starship nears them, a scan
indicates that the reactor core is in danger of going critical.
Should the reactor blow, not only would the Fathomless vessel
be destroyed with all hands lost, but the shock wave would
cause severe damage to the character’s ship, even if shields
are up. Making matters worse, the Oscuran hit the ship’s
engineering section hard, killing their chief engineer, and the
hull breach rendering the remainder of that department
unconscious.
When the characters arrive at the ship, they find their
communication systems operational, though the vessel’s
captain is panicked. He is more than happy to allow Starfleet
officers aboard his ship in an attempt to head off the
impending disaster. When the characters arrive, they find that
reactor containment is below twenty percent and the safety
mechanisms that would allow them to eject the core into
space is offline.
Players may roll Daring + Engineering at Difficulty 3. If
successful, they gain the first point of information below, and
may spend 1 Momentum to further Obtain Information:
●

●

The containment controls and the reactor itself are
damaged. This will make it especially difficult to
interface with the reactor.
Beaming aboard the ship is safe, though the
Engineering section is exposed to the vacuum of
space and requires characters to wear EV suits.

Stopping the reactor core from breaching requires an
Extended Task that has a Difficulty of 2, a Work track of 10, a
Magnitude of 3, and a Resistance of 1. Characters must
succeed at Control or Daring + Engineering to restore the
function of the controls and safely turn off the reactor. But they
only have 3 minutes before the core breaches.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 02
WORK TRACK 10

MAGNITUDE 03

RESISTANCE 01

TIME INTERVAL

1 minute

If successful, the ship is still adrift, but it is not a danger to
any other nearby ships. There are 137 crewmembers aboard
the ship. If the characters fail the Extended Task, the core
breaches, resulting in a massive explosion and a shockwave in
an area effect that deals 5 of damage to ships in Close
range. Allow them a chance to get to an escape pod (use the
stats for a standard shuttle), but the escape pod will be
damaged by the explosion.

Rot’anjer Partially Phased
Damage to the Rot’Anjer has caused the ship to be infused
with an unusual mixture of normal and cryptic matter, resulting
in the ship itself becoming partially phased. While this situation
is stable for the short-term due to the current mixture of
gasses and cryptic matter in the surrounding nebula, once the
ship moves into an area where the mixture or cryptic matter
and nebula gasses are balanced differently, the ship is doomed
to explode after all of its critical systems fail.
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Sensors indicate that the ship exists equally in normal space
and subspace. It’s communication equipment is operating fully
in subspace, so contacting them is impossible. In order to
bring the ship back into space that is “normal” for the nebula,
the characters must create an artificial gateway bridging
subspace and normal space. Figuring this out requires a
Difficulty 3 Reason + Science Task, and may be assisted by
the ship’s Computers + Science. Setting up the artificial
gateway is best achieved by channeling a tachyon surge
through the deflector dish in front of the Fathomless vessel.
This will take 30 minutes. Once they do so, the ship once again
exists in regular space, and 85 crew members can be beamed
aboard.

Radiation Leak on the T’Karva
The T’Karva is a medium sized military vessel with 256
crewmembers surviving. These are biological followers of the
Fathomless who have not been converted, and thus remain
susceptible to physical harm. The ship’s propulsion system
was severely damaged by the Oscuran attack, causing the ship
to become flooded with radiation. The crew was forced to
withdraw to the central portion of the ship in a large safe area
protected by shielding and heavy bulkheads. Because of these
conditions, beaming out the survivors would be completely
impossible.
Despite the inability of the transporters to beam the
survivors out of the ship, sensors can clearly detect all of the
life signs, as well as the radiation.
The only way to save the survivors of the T’Karva is to take
one or more smaller craft over to the ship, dock with it, and
then cut their way through the hull and the closed bulkheads to
the central chambers with plasma torches.
To prepare enough radiation inoculations for the ship’s crew,
before they leave for the ship, the crew must succeed at a

Difficulty 3 Daring + Medicine Task, assisted by the ship’s
Communications + Medicine. They may Succeed at Cost, but
gain a Disadvantage of Not Enough For Everyone. See below for
consequences.
The number of bulkheads that need to be bypassed is up to
the GMs discretion, but in order to keep the game both
challenging and interesting, it should be no less than three and
no more than seven. Cutting safely through each bulkhead
requires a successful Difficulty 2 Daring + Engineering Task.
Failure results in a structural collapse around the character
performing the cutting, causing 3 of damage. In addition to
this, the GM may spend one Threat, causing either a collapse,
or the discharge of her choice of energy from cutting through
the wrong section of the ship. Either of these situations also
result in 3 of damage.
Once the characters arrive at the central portion of the ship
where the survivors are hiding, the survivors are exposed to
high doses of radiation. If the characters had prepared with
enough Hyronaline inoculations, they may now administer the
inoculations. If they had Succeeded at Cost and gained the
Disadvantage Not Enough For Everyone, they must now
succeed at a Difficulty 3 Daring + Medicine, assisted by Daring
+ Command, to organize an evacuation that saves everyone.
For each Complication rolled, 1d20 crew members die. If the
Task fails, 3d20 of the crew die. In any case, the survivors can
be escorted to the shuttles and taken back to the character’s
ship.

Scene 2: Space Catapult
Once all the survivors from the Fathomless ships have been
saved, the characters are free to turn their attention to the
Oscuran. Unfortunately, it was not content to turn its ire upon
those who had drawn it out into normal space. Instead, it is
now moving at full speed toward the Cavna homeworld. At this
point in time, its motivations remain unknown. What is known
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is that judging by the damage it was able to do to the
Fathomless ships, it has the potential to deal devastating
damage to the Cavna.
With the amount of time the characters had to spend saving
the crews of the Fathomless, there is now no way for them to
catch up to the Oscuran before it reaches the Cavna
homeworld. S’Tarra suggests that the characters Task out a
nearby artifact in the nebula that was discovered a few
decades ago. Their scientists studied it and came to the
conclusion that it is what remains of a space catapult. This
technology uses a graviton surge to launch a spacecraft
through null space, allowing it to emerge at predetermined
coordinates, and it makes this trip much faster than any other
known forms of travel (with the possible exception of
slipstream, which remains unknown to the Federation until
after the U.S.S. Voyager returns from the Delta Quadrant in
2387). Due to the fact that the Unfathomable cannot survive
outside of the nebula, they never attempted to activate it,
though the journals on it suggest that it was in relatively good
shape. S’Tarra reasons that this is the only likely way that the
characters might be able to reach the Cavna homeworld before
the Oscuran arrives.

Once the reactor is activated, the station computers and life
support systems kick on. When this happens, the characters
may make a Reason + Engineering Task with a Difficulty of 2
to access the main computers. Doing so gives them the ability
to turn on the graviton generator. In addition to this, it also
grants them access to the station logs, and it awakens the
security automatons, which immediately move to attack (see
stats under NPCs at the end of the adventure). There is one
security automaton per character. When they attack, read or
paraphrase the following to the players:

Approaching the Space Catapult

If this encounter proved easy for the characters, have
another group of automatons attack them before they leave
the station.
Once the characters have dealt with the security
automatons, they may look for clues in the computer system
indicating who might have built the space catapult (Reason +
Science or Engineering, Difficulty 2). Simply searching through
the available material reveals the following:

When the characters near the catapult, read or paraphrase
the following to the players:.
As you approach the space catapult, the screen reveals
what looks like a small space station attached to a
rectangular framework with cylindrical emitters placed at
even intervals along it. It appears to be completely powered
down, and a thick coat of dust covers all of the exterior
surfaces.
In order to use the space catapult, the characters need to
enter the station, power it up, and activate the graviton
generator. Once this is accomplished, they can program in any
destination within twenty-five light years and the catapult
delivers them to that location within an hour.
Entering the station is accomplished easily enough. The
characters can either beam over, or they can go over in a
shuttlecraft. If they choose the latter, they need to find a safe
place to land and then set up an umbilicus to the airlock. This
requires a Difficulty 2 Control + Conn Task to land the craft
safely, and then a Difficulty 2 Control or Daring + Engineering
Task to establish the umbilicus.
Once they have entered the station, they find no signs of
whoever originally built it. There are no bodies of deceased
residents, no personal belongings. There aren’t even any traces
of alien DNA left behind. It is as though whoever built it wanted
there to be no traces left over for others to find.
Restoring power to the station requires the characters to
replace the main capacitor, as well as the dilithium crystals in
the reactor chamber. This requires an Extended Task with a
Difficulty of 3, a Work Track of 14, a Magnitude of 3, and a
Resistance of 2. Characters must succeed at Control +
Engineering to replace the capacitor and turn on the reactor.

EXTENDED TASK
DIFFICULTY 03
WORK TRACK 14

MAGNITUDE 02

RESISTANCE 02

TIME INTERVAL

30 minutes

The power to the station is restored. As this happens, the
lights come on and you hear the sound of long-inactive
machinery kick on as they begin filtering the air and
providing heat to the station. But that’s not all you hear.
There are things moving toward you… mechanical things
that are metallic and walk on four legs, much like a dog. It
has a solid enough looking body, but instead of a head, it
has a tiny sensor array, as well as two-side mounted
cylinders that have a menacing look to them, much like
vehicle-mounted disruptors.

●
●
●

This station was constructed roughly 1,500 years ago
by a humanoid alien race calling itself the Dra’ilm.
The station was created so that Dra’ilm refugees
could escape the oncoming Magna Oscura Nebula.
This race (its DNA, its name, and its appearance) has
never been catalogued by the Federation.

The characters may spend one Momentum each to learn the
following:
●

●

The Dra’ilm were able to launch twelve spacecraft
using the catapult. Their destination was deep in the
Shackleton Expanse (possibly beyond). Everyone else
from that world was caught up in the Nebula, and
likely either perished or became the Unfathomed.
After heading for the Shackleton Expanse, the station
received a subspace communication indicating that
the Dra’ilm had encountered a hostile species and
that they were looking for a place to hide. There were
no further communications from them after that and
the station went offline two and a half years later.

With the power restored and the graviton generator active,
the characters can set a course to the Cavna’s homeworld
from here, or they can transfer station control to the ship’s
computers. In either case, to set a course, they must succeed
at a Difficulty 3 Control + Science Task to program the
catapult correctly.

Scene 3: Making Contact

The Oscuran is not far behind when the characters arrive at
the Cavna’s homeworld. When it arrives, it begins attacking
their planetary defenses, as well as any other ships that
happen to be in the planet’s orbit. The Cavna are essentially
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sitting ducks and not up to the challenge of defending against
the Oscuran, so it is not necessary to run a massive space
combat to run this scene. Ultimately, the role of the characters
is to attempt to protect the Cavna, and to communicate with
the Oscuran in an effort to end its hostile actions without being
forced to destroy it.
Before proceeding, read the following or pass it to the player
acting as the ship’s captain:
Captain’s Log— We have repaired the space catapult and
sent ourselves hurtling through null space toward the Cavna
homeworld, which is most likely about to be attacked by the
Oscuran. We still know nothing about the Oscurans
motives… why they reshape beings and perform
experiments on them. Nor do we even know how to
communicate with these creatures. With luck, they can be
reasoned with, but first we must protect the Cavna from its
wrath.

Protecting the Cavna
The easiest way for the characters to protect the starships
and stations native to this world is to distract the Oscuran
when it moves to attack the Cavna. Unlike the Cavna and the
Reshaped, Federation vessels pose a threat to the spacefaring
creature. The strong shields protect them when the Cavna
attacks, and both phasers and photon torpedoes are capable
of causing real injury. Attacking draws the creature off the
attack.
Federation officers must keep in mind that it is their duty as
explorers, and conscientious members of the galaxy to not kill
indiscriminately. Their starship might be able to end this
creature’s life, but doing so without attempting to
communicate with it would be counter to Starfleet’s mission.
To that end, the characters should try using non-lethal attacks
against it.

Communicating with the Oscuran
One of the keys to communicating with the Oscuran is
understanding its very alien point of view. The Oscurans
created the nebula as a means of exploring four-dimensional
space. They did this by shunting cryptic matter into this
universe, and they control its movement. As an enormous
spaceborne creature, it doesn’t even have a clear
understanding of the differences between one humanoid
shaped alien and another. They are, to them, like different
species within the same animal family. The Oscuran is not
unlike a person who has been stung by a wasp, so it is now
angry toward all wasps, hornets, and bees, even though the one
that actually hurt it is already dead.
The Oscuran looks at starships as nothing more than
interesting tools, much the way people view New Caledonian
Crows, which fashion sticks into hooked tools to extract grubs
from small holes in wood. They don’t believe that humanoid
aliens are truly sentient, because they have never been able to
communicate with them. If communication is established with
them and they learn that the experimentation they have been
doing is not wanted, and in fact harms the creatures on a
profound level, they are willing to listen.
The Oscuran communicates through subspace vibrations.
Characters can detect this by making a successful Reason +
Science Task, assisted by the ship’s Sensors + Science,

against a Difficulty of 3. Once they have established its mode
of communication, the universal translator does the rest,
though it must monitor the Oscuran for an additional five
minutes (5 rounds), during which time the creature continues
to engage in combat with the character’s ship and the Cavna.
During the five rounds, the Oscuran will attack the Cavna
planet unless the player’s ship imposes itself between the
planet and the Oscuran. If that happens, the Oscuran will
attack the starship, which must withstand its assault until
communication is established.
Once communication is established, the Oscuran is at first
puzzled, trying to understand who is speaking to it, not fully
understanding that these miniscule and insignificant creatures
are capable of this manner of thought and complexity. In short
order, it does realize who and how it is being communicated
with. From there, its mode of speech is highly based on
concept and symbol as opposed to straightforward
communication. For example, rather than address humanoids
by species, of simply “you,” it refers to them as “upright walking
carbon life forms.” For this reason, conveying to them that the
creatures it has been modifying are equal to it may prove to be
a difficult concept.
Once the characters have made contact with the Oscuran,
read or paraphrase the following to the players:
The massive space-borne creature on the viewscreen breaks
off from its current trajectory and turns to face the fore of
your starship. It emits a hail using the same subspace
vibration you programmed the ship to emit to establish
communication with the creature. Upon answering the hail,
the viewscreen shifts and you see what appears to be a
pulsing enormous red gem behind what looks like wavering
distortion and blurriness on the screen. “Upright walking
carbon life forms, Your utterance is heard. Elucidate your
context.”
Despite the odd word choices, the Oscuran is asking for the
characters to explain themselves. Everything about them, from
the appearance they project to their word choice is
unintentionally enigmatic, and is the result of their separation
from this reality. Whichever player is taking the lead in trying to
reason with it should be encouraged to carefully choose what
she is saying. Provided that she does an adequate job making
an attempt to plead the case of the Cavna, she must then
succeed at a Control or Presence + Command Task with a
Difficulty of 4. Obviously this is a difficult roll, and characters
should spend Momentum, receive aid from one other
character, and take any other steps to increase their odds of
success. Likewise, the Gamemaster should use Threat to
increase the Difficulty, as this is the most important Task
remaining.
If the Task is successful, the Oscuran realizes that it has
underestimated the level of complexity and the value of the
beings it has been changing into Fathomless. It uses the
Fathomless as dimensional anchors, but it leaves the shells of
those beings behind because instead of pulling the Oscurans
toward 4D space, it pulls the Fathomless to their universe. The
Oscuran makes it clear that it changes the form of those
caught in the nebula and conducts experiments upon them so
that they might use them as a means to vicariously explore
four-dimensional space. It apologizes for the things it and its
kind have done, and it promises to ban such experimentation.
The Oscuran then leaves the Cavna homeworld and heads
back to the nebula.
If the Task fails, the Oscuran looks at the attempt to
communicate as a neat trick performed by a lower life form. It
then continues its attack on the Cavna. The characters may
make another attempt to persuade it, but the Task is now
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Difficulty 5. If the second Task fails then the Oscuran cannot
be reasoned with, and the characters can either choose to
engage it with the intent to destroy it, or allow it to decimate
the Cavna.

Concluding the Adventure and
Campaign
Assuming that the characters successfully communicate
with the Oscuran and stop its attack against the Cavna, it
conveys what it has learned to its fellow Oscurans. Days later,
a humanoid ambassador that was crafted from one of the
Reshaped appears. The ambassador’s name is A’actu, and is
genderless. It has a more direct manner of speaking, which the
Oscuran learned after studying its interactions with the
characters. A’actu has a direct mental link with the Oscurans,
so any diplomatic requests are considered and addressed
immediately and accurately.
With the situation defused, at least for the time being, there
is still the matter of the nebula, which will swallow the Cavna
homeworld. When this occurs, the Oscurans will create a
bubble around it protecting it from the cryptic matter, and the
natural forces that change anyone caught within it without
appropriate shielding. At this point, the Cavna and the
Fathomless will need to be able to coexist within proximity to
one another. There will be diplomatic matters to attend to, and
they might even find themselves in conflict with one another
due to competition for limited resources within the nebula. The
characters may be called in again to help broker treaties or
intervene in conflicts. The characters may even be able to
persuade them to work together for their common good.

Stat Blocks
Security Automatons (Notable NPCs)
ATTRIBUTES

CONTROL 08

FITNESS 09

PRESENCE 07

DARING 09

INSIGHT 05

REASON 07

COMMAND 02

SECURITY 02

SCIENCE 00

CONN 02

ENGINEERING 01

MEDICINE 00

DISCIPLINES

STRESS: 11
RESISTANCE: 1
FOCUSES: Combat Tactics
WEAPONS:
● Disruptor Beam: Ranged, 5
Debilitating

, Intense, Vicious 1, 2H,

Oscuran (Major NPC)
ATTRIBUTES

COMMS 06

ENGINES 08

STRUCTURE 14

COMPUTERS 04

SENSORS 08

WEAPONS 10

ENGINEERING 00

SCIENCE 01

SECURITY 02

MEDICINE 00

DISCIPLINES
COMMAND 03
CONN 02

SCALE: 4
RESISTANCE: 5
POWER: 8
SHIELDS: 14
WEAPONS:
● Unarmed Strike: Melee, 8 , Size 1H, Knockdown, Nonlethal
● Cryptic Matter Beam: Range M, 8 , Piercing 3, Vicious 1
This is the default Scale 4 Oscuran. If you anticipate a more
challenging finale, use the Colossal Oscuran stats in the
Campaign Guide. Oscurans are entities without normal
space-time limits, so may grow in size without second thought.
This could be a scary surprise for the players.
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